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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With the amount of natural language content freely available on the web,

there is potential for an increase in methods for automatic processing. At

the same time, advances in Information Extraction, Natural Language Pro-

cessing, Text Mining, and other areas in Computer Science allow solving

increasingly complex tasks possible. Many interesting examples from the

biomedical domain are described in the survey of text mining research [1].

However, still much knowledge remains hidden in free text. The motiv-

ation of this work is aligned with one of the survey statements: “ The

focus [of future work] must be more on helping biomedical researchers to

solve real-world problems that are inhibiting the pace of research and less

on evaluations based on system output independent of meeting user needs”

[1]. Since such problems often involve multidisciplinary teams and hetero-

geneous data, Semantic Web techniques become more important. These

techniques enable publishing online data in a machine processable way and

also enable performing certain type of reasoning on that data [2]. Applying

the techniques from all the mentioned domains and contributing new meth-

ods for capturing documents content, at least of a specific type, would help

to connect corresponding information from heterogeneous data sources and

make inferences that could potentially accelerate research.

In this thesis we address a subproblem of semantic interoperability and

of capturing content from unstructured documents in a medical domain.

1
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In particular, our research facilitates the recruitment of patients for clinical

trials, which, are the mechanism of evaluating new methods in medicine.

This research is motivated by the fact that many trials are delayed or fail

due to insu�cient participation [3–5] and as a result, patients and society

cannot benefit from the newest clinical evidence. Additionally, according to

the report of the National Cancer Institute [6]: ”[there are] far too many ex-

clusion criteria in the current clinical trials system. Potential enrollees are

disqualified for seemingly arbitrary reasons from trials for which they would

otherwise qualify”. The author of paper [7] describes the following con-

sequences of over restrictive criteria: limitations on generalizability, failure

to mimic clinic practise, increased complexity, increased costs, decreased

accrual.

This thesis describes methods that help to automatically interpret eli-

gibility criteria of clinical trials. Examples of eligibility criteria include:

“No prior radiotherapy”, “No history of cardiac disease”, “At least two

weeks since prior chemotherapy”. These criteria define the characteristic

of patients addressed by breast cancer trials. Our methods provide a cer-

tain degree of structure in eligibility criteria and semantic interoperability

between them and patient data. The results of this research can support

patient recruitment and the design of criteria for new studies, which can

facilitate clinical research.

In the following sections we describe the addressed research questions,

the background information about the domain, the utilized data and ap-

plied methods. Next, we describe the approach we took to answer these

questions, the list of resulting contributions and finally, the outline of this

thesis.

1.2 Research questions

The research questions that we will describe below are all very generic

in nature and are well known in scientific community, and are perhaps

impossible to answer in general. Therefore, we operationalise these generic

questions in a specific context, in order to contribute the answers for specific

instances of corresponding problems.
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1. Can we automatically capture document’s content by utilizing the

characteristics of its domain? To what extent can we capture the

content of medical text such as eligibility criteria of clinical trials?

(a) Can we select subsets from medical ontologies that are relev-

ant for a particular type of medical domain? (e.g. treatment

guidelines or specific clinical trials)?

(b) To what extent can we automatically capture an abstract content

of eligibility criteria?

(c) What is the performance of a corresponding method?

2. Can we automatically generate queries from conditions expressed in

free text? In particular, can we generate queries from the free text of

trial eligibility criteria in order to assess patient eligibility?

(a) Is the expressivity of the openEHR standard su�cient to repres-

ent data needed to evaluate eligibility criteria?

(b) Is the expressivity of SPARQL su�cient to express the con-

straints occurring in eligibility criteria?

3. To what extent does query answering on incomplete data return use-

ful results for a given task? In particular, does the evaluation of

incomplete data help in determining patient eligibility?

4. To what extent can we automatically capture content of a corpus of

documents and provide means for semantic search? In particular, to

what extent can we capture content of a corpus of eligibility criteria,

to support semantic search for relevant trials and criteria?

The specific questions addressed in this research aim at providing a

better understanding of the extent to which we can automate the process

of evaluating patient eligibility for clinical trials. We investigated the chal-

lenges of interpreting textual criteria and linking them to corresponding

patient data.
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1.3 Background

This thesis builds on the research in the following areas.

• Ontologies in the medical domain. From an AI perspective in the

context of knowledge sharing, an ontology is a “specification of a

conceptualization” [8]. It defines and represents the concepts from

a domain, their attributes and the relationships between them. In

life sciences ontologies are expected to enable knowledge integration,

connecting facts from heterogeneous datasources pertaining to genes,

proteins, diseases etc. [9, 10]. Recently medical terminologies are

evolving from relatively simple code-name-hierarchy structures, into

rich, knowledge-based ontologies of medical concepts” [11]. Ideally,

medical ontologies should help to build interoperable healthcare sys-

tems and to enable transmitting, reusing and sharing patient data,

but there are still many open issues. Achieving interoperability is

challenging due to the large number of overlapping, incomplete ter-

minologies and coding systems. They di↵er in structure, granularity

and definitions, as for instance presented in [12].

In our research, we used the Unified Medical Language System Meta-

thesaurus (UMLS Metathesaurus) [13] which is a collection of over

100 source biomedical vocabularies with the focus on the Systemat-

ised Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) [14]

and the NCI Thesaurus [15]. SNOMED CT is owned, maintained

and distributed by the International Health Terminology Standards

Development Organisation (IHTSDO) and is the most comprehensive

clinical healthcare terminology. NCI Thesaurus covers vocabulary for

i.a. clinical care, translational and basic research, has been developed

by the National Cancer Institute.

• Ontology annotators. To enable semantic interoperability between

the systems, data should be encoded with concepts from shared ter-

minologies [16], preferably chosen by domain experts. However, the

process is expensive, therefore researchers developed tools that can

assist, or automate the process to some degree of accuracy. The most
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widely used automatic annotators are MetaMap1 [17], and NCBO

Annotator [18]. Both tools are highly configurable, MetaMap is de-

veloped at the National Library of Medicine, enables finding in text

concepts from any source vocabulary covered by the UMLS Meta-

Thesaurus. It uses symbolic, NLP and computational linguistic tech-

niques. NCBO Annotator is based on Mgrep algorithm and is de-

veloped at Stanford University.

In Chapter 2.1 we compared the results of manual and MetaMap

annotation. In chapter 2.2 we compared annotation performed by

MetaMap and NCBO Annotator.

• Electronic Health Record standards. An Electronic Health Record

(EHR) has evolved from an academic vision in the late 1980s to a

central point in national health care strategies in many European

countries and in the US [19]. The EHR is expected to capture the

data at the point of care, integrate data from multiple internal and

external sources and support decision making. The authors of [20] de-

scribe the expected capabilities of the EHR, that should increase the

quality of provided healthcare and enable analysis for research and

quality assurance. The most desired type of interoperability between

health record systems is semantic interoperability. Semantic interop-

erability ensures that messages sent between computers can be in-

terpreted at the level of data fields (which requires mapping of data

structures), and additionally that systems can understand transmit-

ted messages [21]. There are many barriers that prevent obtaining

this goal, among them are technical, financial and confidential issues,

incompatibility of various systems, no usage of standard terminologies

or lack of high quality data [22]. The development and compliance to

standards for EHR should help to overcome some of the mentioned

issues. The most well known standards are Clinical Document Archi-

tecture (CDA) which is based on Hl7 RIM2; an emerging CEN/ISO

1http://metamap.nlm.nih.gov
2http://hl7book.net/index.php?title=CDA

http://metamap.nlm.nih.gov
ttp://hl7book.net/index.php?title=CDA
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EN36063 and openEHR4. In [23] one can find an overview and in-

formation how these standards relate to each other.

In our work (Chapter 4), we focused on openEHR, because it has the

highest level of data granularity and is freely available.

• Semantic Web in Healthcare and Life sciences.

The W3C’s vision of Semantic Web - a Web of Data and Semantic

Web technologies (RDF, OWL, SKOS, SPARQL, etc) turned out to

be applicable in the biomedical domain. The goal of the Semantic

Web is to enable people to create data stores on the Web, build

vocabularies, and write rules for handling data and perform reason-

ing 5. It can be achieved when interrelated data is available in a

standard format and can be accessed using query endpoints. Such

functionality is important in the biomedical domain, because of the

tasks which often require an involvement of multidisciplinary teams

and dealing with heterogenous data sources. The Stanford research

group obtained many results in that area, by developing BioPortal

SPARQL6. It enables querying 300 BioMedical ontologies transformed

to RDF triples using SPARQL [24]. Also, the Bio2rdf project7 o↵ers

access to many diverse and interlinked biological databases. It uses

open-source Semantic Web technologies to integrate them aiming to

support knowledge discovery [25]. Another rich source of biomedical

data is available at Linked Life Data8. It o↵ers access to 25 public

biomedical databases, also through SPARQL. Some projects applying

Semantic Web technologies are described at the Semantic Web Health

Care and Life Sciences Interest Group 9. An interesting example of

applying semantic technologies is described in [26], where authors use

it to support drug development. Another example related to phar-

macology is work described in [27], where authors show how linking

various datasources can enable inferring novel disease indications for

3http://www.en13606.org
4http://www.openehr.org/
5http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
6http://sparql.bioontology.org/
7http://bio2rdf.org
8http://linkedlifedata.com/
9http://www.w3.org/blog/hcls/

http://www.en13606.org
http://www.openehr.org/
http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
http://sparql.bioontology.org/
http://bio2rdf.org
http://linkedlifedata.com/
http://www.w3.org/blog/hcls/
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known drugs. Many other examples related to pharmacology were

delivered in the OpenPHACTS project10 [28, 29].

In Chapter 6, we created a library of structured eligibility criteria,

represented in OWL, and linked to the standard vocabularies, which

created bases for publishing it as Linked Data11.

• Natural Language Processing in Biomedical Domain

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are concerned with

the interactions between computer and human languages. These tech-

niques are important in the biomedical domain because of the in-

creasing amount of available biomedical literature and the fact that

the majority of data in EHR is free text. The main types of tasks

cover classification e.g. [30–32], information extraction e.g. [33–35]

and text summarization e.g. [36, 37]. [38] is an interesting overview

paper, presenting various applications of NLP in clinical decision sup-

port. In [39] one can find a description of barriers to NLP for clinical

text, among them are: limited of access to shared patient data, few

annotated sets for training and benchmarking and the di�culties with

reproducibility. The i2b2 Center12 contributes to the domain by or-

ganizing challenges in some shared task (e.g. identifying temporal

relations in clinical documents) and providing manually annotated,

de-identified datasets. The development of new applications is sim-

plified by the availability of the open-source NLP toolkits. The most

widely used are GATE [40] and UIMA[41]. There are also tools spe-

cifically developed to process biomedical documents. Some examples

are: MedLee [42]; MedKat[43] which aims to extract cancer char-

acteristics and cTakes[44] which aims to extract named entities and

their context.

Developing new applications is usually done by training the system on

the manually prepared gold standard annotations. The methods can

be based on rule-based, grammatical or machine learning approaches,

or their combinations.
10http://www.openphacts.org
11The SPARQL endpoint is available at http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/

openrdf-sesame/repositories/ct
12https://www.i2b2.org

http://www.openphacts.org
http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/openrdf-sesame/repositories/ct
http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/openrdf-sesame/repositories/ct
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In this thesis we applied some of the GATE functionalities for criteria

preprocessing. In particular we used tokenization, sentence splitting

and annotation of semantic entities (UMLS concepts, numbers and

units of measurements).

1.4 Data

The research described in this thesis is conducted using the following data:

• Clinical Trials

The research presented in this thesis was conducted using clinical

trials available online at ClinicalTrials.gov, a public registry main-

tained by National Library of Medicine and the National Institute

of Health, made available to the public in 2008 13. Each registered

clinical trial contains summary information about studied conditions,

interventions, eligibility criteria, location, etc. Our studies were fo-

cused mostly on trials related to breast cancer and cancer in general,

but we performed also some experiments using trials related to other

diseases.

• Patient Data

In experiments related to determining patient eligibility we used the

anonymised patient data from the Maastro Radiation Oncology Clinic

in the Netherlands 14 (Chapter 5) .The dataset contained information

about 3372 patients, diagnosed with breast neoplasm.

• Medical Ontologies

As already mentioned, in our studies we used UMLS15 focusing on

SNOMED CT16 and NCI Thesaurus17.
13http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/about-site/background
14www.maastro.nl
15http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/index.html
16http://www.snomed.org/main.html
17http://ncit.nci.nih.gov

http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/about-site/background
www.maastro.nl
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/index.html
http://www.snomed.org/main.html
http://ncit.nci.nih.gov
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1.5 Approach

In this work, we focus on the automatic interpretation of eligibility cri-

teria for the purpose of determining patient eligibility, creating a library

of structured criteria and supporting criteria relaxation. In the medical

domain, annotating data using concepts from the controlled vocabularies is

a standard way to support interoperability. We also use this strategy and

utilize the existing concepts annotators to find ontology concepts in text of

eligibility criteria. Figure 1.1 graphically presents our approach, consisting

of several processing steps.

Figure 1.1: Pipeline of transforming free text criteria to queries and cre-
ating a library of structure representation of eligibility criteria. A white
background indicates utilized existing data and tools, a blue background -
the contributions of this thesis. The main processes are annotated by the
related research questions, and by the chapters where they are described.

Analysis of many clinical trials and the literature, and observation of

many similarities and repetitions of phrases occurring in eligibility criteria

encouraged us to define a broad set of language patterns, that are typically

used in eligibility criteria. Our set is an extension of examples specified

by Ross et al. in [45]. Some of our patterns indicate specific medical

conditions e.g. “ hormone receptor status ()”, others pertain to a sentence

structure e.g. “No prior () within ()” defining in this case an allowed

time frame of mentioned conditions. We developed a pattern detection

algorithm, which we use to structure the content of criteria. An obtained

structured representation is composed of detected patterns and semantic

entities detected by taggers executed via GATE API (natural language

processing platform) [46]. Among these entities are concepts from UMLS
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detected by MetaMap, and normalized numbers and units detected and

processed by the Measurement plugin from Gate. The obtained normalized

representation is independent from a particular patient data model. The

results of this step contribute answers to Question 1 (“To what extent can

we capture a content of medical text such as eligibility criteria of clinical

trials?”).

In order to support semantic interoperability, we performed the map-

ping between the structured criteria and openEHR archetypes (one of the

standards for EHR), focusing on the most often occurring patterns and

concepts in the structured criteria. Once the criteria are structured, we

can connect them to template queries, that can be filled with information

extracted from criteria, and executed to evaluate patient eligibility. These

results provide insights related to Question 2 (“Can we generate queries

from the free text of trial eligibility criteria in order to assess patient eli-

gibility?”).

Next, the available patient data is used to analyze the usefulness of

partial data for the purpose of filtering eligible candidates. They allowed

to address Question 3 (“Can we generate queries from the free text of trial

eligibility criteria in order to assess patient eligibility?”).

Finally, we process and interlink eligibility criteria from a corpus of tri-

als. Applying our method allow us to process structured representation,

interlink the criteria by comparing their restrictiveness using information

about the detected patterns and semantic entities. The obtained results

were used to build a library of eligibility criteria, that supports browsing

with detailed queries pertaining to criteria specific information and ab-

stracted content. This part of the research gave some answers to Question

4 (“Can we create a library of structured criteria, that supports querying

for relevant trials and criteria?”). Such a library can facilitate the process

of designing new clinical trials. One can find and reuse structured repres-

entation of criteria or obtain information about possible generalizations of

a given criterion to potentially enlarge the eligible population.

Each part of the study is followed by an evaluation, described in the

corresponding chapters.
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1.6 Contributions

The research presented in this thesis leads to the following contributions:

1. Methods to identify the subsets of medical ontologies relevant to de-

scribe various documents (Question 1a, Chapter 2)

2. A semantic analysis of eligibility criteria, a comparison of annotation

results performed using di↵erent tools (MetaMap and Bioportal) and

trials from di↵erent domains (Question 1a, Chapter 2)

3. A set of contextual patterns of eligibility criteria, which is an exten-

sion of a list by Tu et al., its estimated coverage for di↵erent medical

domains and evaluation of their expressivity. (Question1a, Chapter

2 )

4. An algorithm for detecting patterns in eligibility criteria based on

regular expressions (Question 1b, 1c, Chapter 3, 5).

5. A mapping between the content of eligibility criteria related to breast

cancer and openEHR archetypes (Question 2a, Chapter 4.3.2)

6. A method for query generation from free text of criteria for specific

data items (Question 1c, 2b, Chapter 4.3.3, 5)

7. An analysis of applicability of partial patient data for the purpose of

filtering eligible candidates (Question 3, Chapter 5)

8. A method for comparison of criteria restrictiveness and evaluation of

the approach to criteria relaxation (Question 4, Chapter 6.2.3)

9. A library of structured and interlinked eligibility criteria of breast can-

cer trials, annotated with concepts from medical ontologies, accessible

at http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/openrdf-sesame/repositories/

ct (Question 4, Chapter 6)

The main artifacts produced by this research are publicly available and

can be accessed at http://figshare.com/authors/Krystyna_Milian/508859.

http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/openrdf-sesame/repositories/ct
http://semweb.cs.vu.nl:8080/openrdf-sesame/repositories/ct
http://figshare.com/authors/Krystyna_Milian/508859
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1.7 Publications

Parts of this dissertation have been published before. The publications that

this thesis is based upon are:

• K. Milian, Z. Aleksovski, R. Vdovjak, A. ten Teije and F. van Harmelen.

Identifying disease-centric subdomains in very large medical ontolo-

gies, a case-study on breast cancer concepts in SNOMED CT. In

Knowledge Representation for Health-Care. Data, Processes and

Guidelines, volume 5943 of LNCS, pages 50-63. Springer Berlin Heidel-

berg, 2010. [47]

• K. Milian, A. Bucur, F. van Harmelen and A. ten Teije. Identifying

most relevant concepts to describe clinical trial eligibility criteria. In

Proceedings of HealthInf 2013 - International Conference on Health

Informatics, 2013 [48]

• K. Milian, A. ten Teije, A. Bucur, and F. van Harmelen. Patterns of

clinical trial eligibility criteria. In KR4HC, volume 6924 of Lecture

Notes in Computer Science, pages 145-157. Springer, 2011 [49]

• K. Milian, A. Bucur and A. ten Teije. Formalization of clinical trial

eligibility criteria: Evaluation of a pattern-based approachs, IEEE

International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine, 2012

[50]

• K. Milian and A. ten Teije. Towards Automatic Patient Eligibility

Assessment: From Free-Text Criteria to Queries. 14th Conference on

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine; AIME 2013, Murcia, Spain. 2013

[51]

• K. Milian, A. Bucur and F. van Harmelen. Building a Library of Eli-

gibility Criteria to Support Design of Clinical Trials. Proceedings of

Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (EKAW). Gal-

way, Ireland, 2012 [52]

Additionally, the following papers have been submitted and are cur-

rently under review:
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• K. Milian, A. ten Teije and A. Dekker. Supporting Clinical Trial

Recruitment Using Incomplete Data. [53]

• K. Milian, R. Hoekstra, A. Bucur, F. van Harmelen and J. Paulissen

Structured Eligibility Criteria. Interpreting, Correlating and Visual-

izing Eligibility Criteria of Clinical Trials [54]

1.8 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents various methods of using background knowledge in order

to select subsets from ontologies that are relevant for a particular medical

purpose. The concepts from ontologies represent the consensus of experts

about naming and semantic relations between the domain terms. Incorpor-

ating such standard encoding of data enables semantic interoperability of

various applications.

Next, Chapter 3 describes the method applied to structure the content

of eligibility criteria, based on detecting contextual patterns. It also de-

scribes evaluation of the approach, partly performed with a domain expert.

Further in Chapter 4, it is explained how this structured representation

can be bridged to patient data, by adhering to one of medical standards,

openEHR. The following Chapter 5 describes an experimental results ob-

tained by matching patients from a radiology hospital to clinical trials.

The available patient data restricted the scope of experiments, neverthe-

less allowed to obtain interesting results. Next, Chapter 6 demonstrates

the results of processing a corpus of clinical trials saved in the criteria lib-

rary. Creating such library enhances the reuse of structured representation

and allows finding relevant eligibility criteria or clinical trials using fine-

tuned queries. This chapter also describes the evaluation of the approach

to supporting criteria relaxation and visualization of the library. Finally,

Chapter 7 discusses the obtained results, insights related to the initially

asked research questions and describes the directions for future work.





Chapter 2

Identifying subsets from

ontologies relevant for a

medical domain

In this chapter, we explore di↵erent methods of detecting relevant subsets

from medical ontologies. In the first section we are mainly interested in con-

cepts related to the treatment of a disease focusing mainly on the breast

cancer domain. We compare the results of expanding two di↵erent initial

sets of concepts via the hierarchy of medical ontologies and UMLS semantic

network. The first set originated from a handcrafted set of seed queries,

closely related to the considered disease, the second set was derived from

the corresponding treatment guidelines. The second section describes the

ontological coverage of eligibility criteria of clinical trials related to a par-

ticular disease, here we also focus on the breast cancer domain. We present

the method used to investigate the scope of patient data that need to be

evaluated while assessing patient eligibility for clinical trials and present an

approach to prioritizing the detected concepts.

This chapter contributes to answering the 1.a research question: “Can we

select subsets from medical ontologies that are relevant for a particular type

of a medical domain?”

15
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This chapter has been published before, as:

K. Milian, Z. Aleksovski, R. Vdovjak, A. ten Teije and F. van Harmelen.

Identifying disease-centric subdomains in very large medical ontologies, a

case-study on breast cancer concepts in SNOMED CT. In Knowledge Rep-

resentation for Healthcare (KR4HC09), 2009, LNCS. [47]

K. Milian, A. Bucur, F. van Harmelen and A. ten Teije. Identifying most

relevant concepts to describe clinical trial eligibility criteria. Proceedings

of HealthInf 2013 - International Conference on Health Informatics, 2013

[48]
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2.1 Identifying subsets of ontologies related to treat-

ment of a disease

Modern medical vocabularies can contain up to hundreds of thousands of

concepts. In any particular use-case only a small fraction of these will be

needed. In this paper we first define two notions of a disease-centric sub-

domain of a large ontology. We then explore two methods for identifying

disease-centric subdomains of such large medical vocabularies. The first

method is based on lexically querying the ontology with an iteratively exten-

ded set of seed queries. The second method is based on manual mapping

between concepts from a medical guideline document and ontology concepts.

Both methods include concept-expansion over subsumption and equality re-

lations. We use both methods to determine a breast-cancer-centric subdo-

main of the SNOMED CT ontology. Our experiments show that the two

methods produce a considerable overlap, but they also yield a large degree of

complementarity, with interesting di↵erences between the sets of concepts

that they return. Analysis of the results reveals strengths and weaknesses

of the di↵erent methods.

2.1.1 Introduction

Large medical ontologies such as SNOMED CT 1 contain hundreds of thou-

sands of clinical concepts usually organized in a hierarchy and interconnec-

ted by domain specific relations, together representing the explicit semantic

knowledge describing a medical field. Such knowledge can be of great help

when developing intelligent clinical decision support systems that focus on

reasoning about patient data within a certain disease domain. A disease-

specific, richly annotated semantic subdomain is also an important element

in the process of overcoming the frequent problem of lexical heterogeneity

between the concepts occurring in the patient data and those from the

applicable clinical guidelines. However, identifying a disease-centric subdo-

main of a large medical ontology is not a trivial task. The relevant concepts

are seldom to be found under one sub-branch of the ontology, instead they

1http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/

http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
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are usually scattered in various branches representing di↵erent facets of the

domain coverage, e.g. clinical findings, procedures, anatomic regions, etc.

In this paper we describe a study on the identification of SNOMED CT

concepts related to breast cancer. We compare results of two di↵erent meth-

ods: (i) The seed query method from [55] was used for extraction of concepts

that are unique to breast cancer. (ii) The so-called guideline-based method,

consisting of a manual mapping between SNOMED CT concepts and the

important concepts from the Dutch national breast cancer guidelines, was

used for the identification of those concepts that are relevant with respect

to breast cancer.

Our experiments show that the two methods produce a considerable

overlap, but they also yield a large degree of complementarity, with inter-

esting di↵erences between the sets of concepts that they return. The size

of the identified subdomains is considerably smaller than that of the whole

medical ontology (between 0.1%-1%), making the reasoning as well as the

maintenance task of such subdomain much more feasible.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces di↵erent notions

of relevancy in subdomains of a medical ontology, and puts forward the

main hypothesis of the paper. Section 3 and 4 introduce our two di↵erent

subdomain-selection methods: the seed query method in section 3 and the

guideline-based method in section 4. Section 5 compares and analyses the

results. Section 6 presents related work. Section 7 summarizes the findings

and presents the concluding remarks.

2.1.2 Two types of disease-centric subdomains

Before investigating methods for identifying disease-centric subdomains

from a large ontology, we must first define what we mean by such a sub-

domain. For the purpose of this paper we will set our own definitions for

a subdomain. The methods presented in this work are not based on pri-

ori modularization of the ontology, but they identify subdomains that are

specific for any particular use of a vocabulary.

Definitions: We distinguish two kinds of disease-centric subdomains,

namely relevant subdomains and key subdomains, which consist of relevant
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concepts and key concepts respectively. The notions of “relevant concepts”

and “key concepts” are each defined as follows:

Relevant concept: A concept C is a relevant concept for a disease D

if clinical guidelines for D state that it influences a decision on the

diagnosis or treatment of D.

An example of a concept that is relevant to breast cancer is “pregnancy”:

datasources about breast cancer (such as guidelines, patient-records, text-

books, etc) often contain the concept “pregnancy” because certain treat-

ments (e.g. chemotherapies) are ruled out for pregnant women.

However, the converse is not the case: not any document containing the

concept “pregnancy” is likely to be about breast cancer. To capture this,

we define a second notion:

Key concept: A concept C is a key concept2 for a disease D if the oc-

currence of C in a datasource S means that S is conclusively about

D.

An example is the concept “malignant neoplasm of breast”. Any key

concept is of course a relevant concept, but not vice versa.

Hypothesis: Our hypothesis is that the seed query method (described in

section 3), when seeded properly, will identify only key concepts, while the

manual guideline-based method (described in section 4) will identify relev-

ant concepts. From the above definitions, this hypothesis also implies that

the seed query results should be contained in the guideline-based results.

Choice of dataset: In this paper, we focus on breast cancer as our

clinical domain both because of its prevalence and the highly progressed

state-of-the-art in diagnoses and treatment, which is expected to involve

a relatively rich vocabulary and thus presents an interesting use-case. We

concentrate on SNOMED CT as our main ontology, mainly because of its

high adoption and a broad clinical coverage, containing more than 300.000

concepts. Besides applying both methods to the breast cancer domain

2”key” is inspired by the database notion of the same name
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in SNOMED CT, we also apply the seed query method to three other

very large ontologies, namely to NCI, MeSH and ICD10. We do this to

verify the consistency of our results. The precise use of these ontologies is

described in next section. Also applying the manual guideline-method to

these ontologies would have been prohibitively expensive.

2.1.3 Seed query method to find key concepts

Method The seed query method, originally published in [55], is a com-

bination of a lexical and a structural approach.

It takes a list of combinations of some of key concepts (the so-called

“seed queries”), which serve as prior knowledge, to find an initial set of

domain specific, in this case breast cancer related concepts through lexical

mapping to the concepts in the ontology. This set is then expanded through

the hierarchical structure of the ontology, and through the structure of

UMLS (Unified Medical Language System3) metathesaurus . Given a set

of seed queries, the process is completely automatic, ensuring repeatability

of the extraction. It also allows for gradual improvement by adjusting the

initial set of seed queries.

In more detail, the seed query method proceeds in three steps: (i) Query

matching which uses the concept’s names, (ii) Subconcept expansion based

on the hierarchical structure of the ontologies, and (iii) UMLS expansion

which uses the UMLS metathesaurus. The three steps in this method

are sequential, increasing the set incrementally, each step produces set of

concepts which is passed as input to the next step. The third step produces

the final result of the method. Next, we elaborate each of the steps, and

also present it as a pseudo-code algorithm.

Query matching uses a list of seed queries to find concepts from the

subdomain by trying to lexically match the queries to each concept from

the ontology. The lexical match was not sensitive to letter capitalization,

and in addition, Porter’s stemmer algorithm [56] was used to normalize the

words before comparison. Such queries consist of keywords or combina-

tions of keywords which are specific to the subdomain, and when a concept

lexically matches to some of these queries, it can be considered part of the

3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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subdomain. The algorithm for query matching is shown in Figure 2.1. It

is applied on each of the four candidate ontologies separately.

Subconcept expansion expands the set of concepts produced in the first

step by including their subconcepts. Each ontology generally organizes the

concepts in a hierarchy through IS-A relations among them (e.g. Breast

cancer IS-A Cancer). These relations were used to find all the subconcepts

of the concepts found in the first step. This process was done exhaustively,

transitively adding the subconcepts of the newly found concepts as well,

until no new concepts could be added. The algorithm for subconcept ex-

pansion is shown in Figure 2.2. It is separately applied on each set obtained

in the first step.

UMLS expansion uses UMLS to further increase the set produced in the

second step. UMLS assigns a unique identifier to every concept from every

ontology integrated in it, and if two concepts have the same identifier then

they mean the same thing. Suppose two arbitrary concepts A1 and A2

from two ontologies ONT1 and ONT2 respectively, are assigned the same

identifier in UMLS. Now, if A1 is found as key concept in the first two steps

for the ontology ONT1 and A2 is not found as key concept for the ontology

ONT2 in the first two steps, then A2 can be added as a key concept for the

ontology ONT2, thus expanding the set of key concepts for the ontology

ONT2. This way of expanding the sets of key concepts is the third step of

the method. It is done exhaustively, for every concept and every pair of

ontologies used in the experiment. The algorithm for UMLS expansion is

given in Figure 2.3. It is applied on the four sets of key concepts obtained

in the second step.

Results The breast cancer-centric subdomain of SNOMED CT (contain-

ing only key concepts for breast cancer) was extracted using the method

described above.

We seeded the method with a hand-crafted list of breast cancer seed

queries, shown in Table 2.1. After starting with a small number of key con-

cepts, and iteratively adding seeds, we observed that after a small number

of concepts the results stabilise, and no longer grow when adding further

key concepts as seeds. This process has up to now been informal, and would

merit a more detailed study in its own right.
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The resulting set of matched concepts is empty in the beginning

1 subdomain := ;
Lexically matching the concepts from the ontology to the query list

2 for each query Q 2 list of queries do

3 for each concept C 2 CONT
do

4 if LexicalMatch(C, Q) and C /2 subdomain then

5 subdomain := subdomain [ {C}

Figure 2.1: Step one: Query matching.

Add all the subconcepts to the concepts in subdomain
1 while adding new concepts in subdomain is possible repeat

2 for each concept X 2 subdomain do

3 for each concept Y 2 CONT
do

4 if Y ✓ X and Y /2 subdomain then

5 subdomain := subdomain [ {Y }

Figure 2.2: Step two: subconcept-based expansion.

Expanding each of 4 result sets through UMLS
1 for any ONT

p

,ONT
q

2 {SNOMED CT,NCI,MeSH, ICD10} , where p 6= q do

2 for each concept X 2 subdomain
p

do

3 for each concept Y 2 subdomain
q

do

4 if UMLS : X ⌘ Y and Y /2 subdomain
p

then

5 subdomain
p

:= subdomain
p

[ {Y }

Figure 2.3: Step three: UMLS-based expansion.

Besides SNOMED CT, the method was applied on three other ontologies:

NCI 4 - a vocabulary for annotating medical documents primarily cancer

related, MeSH 5 - a vocabulary for scientific literature annotation and ICD10
6 - a classification of diseases. The ontologies were used as extracted from

the UMLS 2008AA version.

The results of applying the seed query method are shown in Table 2.2.

The table shows that only a fraction of the entire ontology (much less than

1%) are key concepts for a disease such as breast cancer. It also shows that

most of the results are actually found in the first phase. This is reasonable:

most of the concepts are very specialized and are hence leafs in the onto-

logies. Finally, it is interesting to see that the most specialised ontology

(the oncology-specific NCI) has the highest hit-rate of key concepts, and

4http://nciterms.nci.nih.gov
5http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
6http://www.ahima.org/icd10

http://nciterms.nci.nih.gov
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
http://www.ahima.org/icd10
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Table 2.1: Seed queries used to extract the breast cancer subdomain.

1. Breast cancer
2. Breast carcinoma
3. Microcalcification
4. Mammary carcinoma
5. Lobular carcinoma
6. Ductal carcinoma
7. Mastectomy
8. Paget breast
9. HER2/neu

10. HER-2
11. BRCA

Table 2.2: Results of applying the seed query method on the four on-
tologies: incremental results are reported after each step (full method =

after step 3)

Ontology size of number of concepts extracted % of
ontology after step 1 after step 2 after step 3 full ontology

SNOMED 308,677 198 271 279 0.09%
NCI 62,969 358 388 399 0.63%

MeSH 282,425 105 120 129 0.05%
ICD10 11,529 5 5 12 0.10%

the most general and wide ranging ontologies (MeSH and SNOMED CT)

have the lowest hit-rates.

2.1.4 Mapping of guidelines to find relevant concepts

In this method, we used clinical guidelines as a source of information about

domain related concepts, in order to identify a disease-centric subdomain

of an ontology. Medical guidelines describe recommendations and conclu-

sions regarding proper treatment based on scientific evidence. They aim to

reduce the growing gap between knowledge and the actual practice. In our

research, we used breast cancer guideline developed by the joint initiative

of the Dutch Institute for Health care Improvement (CBO) [57].

From formalised models of the guideline, described in [58], we extrac-

ted the names of all treatment plans, as well as all parameters describing

patient data and their possible values in case of enumerated types. The
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parameters either specify plan preconditions and intentions or data that

can be requested from external sources during guidelines execution. We

mapped extracted concepts manually and had it verified by medical ex-

pert. Then we used the obtained mapping as a gold standard to compare

with the results which could be produced by automatic mapping tool, the

MetaMap [59].

Practical experiences with manual mapping The main challenges

of mapping concepts extracted from the guidelines to SNOMED CT con-

cepts were searching among the hundreds of thousands of SNOMED CT

concepts for the equivalences. Mapping required understanding the mean-

ing of concepts used in the guidelines and knowing the exact context where

they were used. After the initial mappings were identified, we consulted

with our clinical expert and made adjustments where necessary. Below we

illustrate some of the di�culties which we encountered.

In many cases guidelines and SNOMED CT use di↵erent terminology to

express the same information. One example of such case is “axillary-node-

dissection-proper” used in the guidelines and “excision of axillary lymph

node” defined in SNOMED CT. Finding corresponding concepts was done

using key words or using synonyms found in medical dictionaries. In cases

where both approaches failed, we checked the context in the guidelines or

looked for an explanation of concepts in other resources. This applied in

the case of abbreviations as well as full phrases.

On the other hand finding an exact lexical match can be sometimes mis-

leading. Such a situation was encountered when the “Mastectomy” plan

was analyzed. In the guidelines this plan covers the plan “Mastectomy-

proper” and also other procedures such as “Radiotherapy-chest-wall” and

“Breast-reconstruction”. Hence the plan “Mastectomy-proper” rather than

“Mastectomy” should be mapped to the SNOMED CT concept “Mastec-

tomy”. Therefore knowing the context was necessary.

Di↵erences in granularity and abstraction level caused most of the miss-

ing matches. This issue appears mostly in the case of multiterms concepts,

which are commonly used in the guidelines. Examples of such compound

concepts are therapy + drug e.g. anthracycline-chemotherapy-manual, or
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therapy + drug + number of repetition e.g. six-courses-anthracycline-

chemotherapy. Multiterms concepts are also used to define the intentions of

therapies, for example ’elimination-distant-metastases’. Such specific con-

cepts turned out to be very unlikely to be found in SNOMED CT ontology.

In a few cases even the large SNOMED CT ontology is not compre-

hensive enough to perform complete mapping. For example, SNOMED

CT contains no concept corresponding to the parameter ’patient-prefers-

bct’, describing the patients preference of breast conserving treatment over

mastectomy.

All these points above show that the method of obtaining relevant sub-

domains by mapping from guidelines is essentially a manual operation that

cannot easily be automated. Results of manual mapping are significantly

better, our early work in this domain ([60]) also corroborate this.

Results of the manual mapping We found around 60 exact matches

(matches with the same meaning but not necessarily the same name) out of

all 150 parameters extracted from the guidelines. In the case of treatment

procedures, we found around 40 exact matches out 190 procedures, and

40 matches, where SNOMED CT concepts have a close but more general

meaning. The missing matches are caused by the reasons mentioned above.

Benchmark against MetaMap In order to verify that manual mapping

is necessary, we tested the applicability of MetaMap tool for the purpose

of our research. MetaMap is a program developed at the National Library

of Medicine to map biomedical text to the Metathesaurus [59]. It com-

bines computational linguistic techniques with symbolic, natural language

processing. MetaMap performs mapping in five main steps:

1. Parsing. The entire text is parsed, and divided into simple phrases

using the SPECIALIST minimal commitment parser [61] which pro-

duces a shallow syntactic analysis of the text.

2. Variant Generation. In the second step for each phrase variants

are generated using SPECIALIST lexicon and a database of syn-

onyms. These variants include all acronyms, synonyms, derivational

and spelling variants of the given phrase.
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3. Candidate Retrieval. Further the algorithm retrieves the set of all

Metathesaurus strings, containing at least one of the variants.

4. Candidate Evaluation. Retrieved candidates from Metathesaurus are

used to generate the mappings, which are evaluated using a linguist-

ically principled evaluation function consisting of a weighted average

of metrics measuring centrality, variation, coverage and cohesiveness.

Then the list is ordered according to calculated scores.

5. Mapping Construction. Final mappings are constructed by combining

candidates involved in disjoint parts of the phrases, and evaluated

using the same scoring function. The mapping with the highest score

is the best proposal of MetaMap.

We tested MetaMap on the same set of parameters and treatment plans

extracted from the Breast Cancer guidelines. We compared the results

with the results obtained by the manual mapping experiment. For each

concept extracted from the guidelines, we checked whether its correspond-

ing SNOMED CT concept, identified during manual mapping, is in the list

of candidates proposed by MetaMap. In order to avoid ambiguity, and in-

clude equivalent mapping of di↵erent synonyms, we used for the comparison

UMLS identifiers instead of concept names. It was possible due to the fact

that SNOMED CT is included in the UMLS Metathesaurus. We tried dif-

ferent settings options to gain the deeper insight of MetaMap possibilities,

including ’Term processing’ and ’Ignore stop phrases’. In ’Term processing’

mode input text is not divide into simple phrases but considered as a whole,

which seems to be more adequate in the case of mapping concepts, which

are most commonly multiword concepts.

The biggest overlap between the results produced by these two di↵erent

mapping methods contains 30 out of 190 treatment plans and 16 out of 150

parameters. It was obtained using ’Term processing’ mode. When for the

comparison were used only the best candidates of MetaMap algorithm, then

the numbers of exactly the same mappings decreased to 22 and 14 in case

of plans and parameters respectively. Obtained results are summarized in

table 2.3.

The major reason for di↵erences in obtained mapping result are di↵erent

strategies used for dealing with multiterms concepts. MetaMap proposes
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Table 2.3: Comparison of results of identified SNOMED CT concepts
obtained using di↵erent mapping strategies

Mapping strategy Identified parameters Identified plans
MetaMap (all) 16 (10%) 30 (15%)
MetaMap (first) 14 (9%) 22 (12%)
Manual 60 (40%) 80 (41%)

list of individually mapped Metathesaurus concepts, whereas we were aim-

ing for finding a single corresponding concept with the closest meaning.

For example MetaMap suggests for the concept ’Tumour negative excision

margins’ following mapping : “Tumor excision NOS”, “Negative”, “Margin

(Marginal)”. Manual browsing of the ontology and awareness of the applic-

ation context let us identify the actual corresponding SNOMED CT concept

- “Breast surgical margin not involved by tumour”. Automatic identifica-

tion of such lexically unrelated concepts could be possible if SNOMED CT

contained rich enough list of synonyms.

We found that MetaMap mapped correctly 15% of plans and 10% of

parameters to single corresponding concepts. Such results clearly show that

using mapping tools which focus on lexical matching, is not su�cient in

case of text composed using non-standard terminology, as that provided by

SNOMED CT. It confirms our concern that manual mapping is necessary

manual exercise in such case.

The set of identified SNOMED CT concepts, obtained by mapping

guidelines concepts will be further expanded as described below.

Results of the expansion steps

In section 3, seed queries were used for the lexically querying for match-

ing concepts. In the guideline-based method, this step is performed more

semantically, namely by manually mapping the parameters and procedures

of the guideline. In both cases, this first step is followed by subconcept-

based expansion (transitively including all subsuming concepts, fig. 2.2)

and UMLS expansion (using UMLS to include equivalent concepts, fig. 2.3).

Applying these two expansion steps to the results of the first manual

mapping step resulted in an expansion from 140 to 2250 concepts. The

two expansion steps have a much bigger impact after the manual mapping
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Figure 2.4: Breast cancer subdomains identified using di↵erent ap-
proaches.

(from 140 to 2250) than they have after the first step in the seed query

method (from 198 to 279). This di↵erence can be explained by the fact

that the first step in the seed query method returns mostly very specific

SNOMED CT concepts that have very few subconcepts, while the manual

mapping also yielded concepts higher in the SNOMED CT hierarchy.

However, also in the manual mapping case, the breast cancer-centric

subdomain is again a very small fraction of the entire ontology, namely

0.73 % of the full ontology (308.677 concepts).

2.1.5 Evaluation of the two methods

Our two methods for identifying breast cancer-centric subdomains provided

di↵erent results. The manual guideline-method found 2250 concepts, against

279 concepts found by the seed query method. Of these 279 concepts, 155

are also found by the guideline-method. The inclusion relations are sum-

marised in Figure 2.4.

Unsurprisingly, all 2250 concepts found by the guideline-method are

indeed relevant concepts for the breast cancer-centric subdomain, in other

words this method has a high precision. This is unsurprising because all

concepts are either direct mappings from parameters or procedures in the

recommendations of a national breast cancer guideline, or are subconcepts

of these concepts.
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More interestingly, manual inspection of the 279 seed query results

shows that this method has a near perfect precision (i.e. all the concepts

it finds are indeed key concepts for the breast cancer-centric subdomain).

This confirms the main hypothesis put forward in section 2.1.2.

The figure also shows that besides its high precision (finding only key

concepts), the seed query method has a rather low recall: it finds less than

10% of the concepts found by guideline-method. This is to be expected

since the seed query method is tuned to find only key concepts (instead

of finding all relevant concepts). However, inspection of the 2095 concepts

that are only found by the guideline-method reveals that there are quite

a few key concepts still contained in that set. Hence, even when counting

only key concepts, the seed query method has no perfect recall. Examples

of obvious concepts that we found missing are “Breast surgical margin

involved by tumor”, very detailed concepts such “Metastasis in internal

mammary lymph nodes with microscopic disease detected by sentinel lymph

node dissection but not clinically apparent” and quite a few others.

Finally, and contrary to our prediction, the seed query results are not

a subset of the results from the guideline-method. In fact, well over 40%

of all seed query results (124) are not found by the guideline-method. In-

specting this set yielded the following explanations for this falsification of

our hypothesis:

Guidelines do not cover diagnostic concepts: The biggest part of con-

cepts in this group describe breast neoplasm in general, e.g. ’Carcinoma in

situ of female breast’. The guidelines are focused on recommendation for

treatment of already diagnosed breast cancer, which is malignant. Benign

neoplasm is not broadly discussed, since such concepts would be rather

covered by diagnosis guidelines.

Only the guidelines recommendations were used: Some of those concepts

are connected with breast cancer but are not included in the recommend-

ations, the only part of the guidelines which was formalized. For example

recommendation do not mention treatment procedures for male breast can-

cer, whereas concepts like ’Carcinoma in situ of male breast’ or ’Carcinoma

in situ of areola of male breast’ were identified by seed queries. Moreover
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guidelines predominantly focus on ductal carcinoma as it is the most pre-

valent disease. Other types such as lobular carcinoma were only mentioned

marginally - and did not occur in the formalized version.

The guidelines do not mention procedures that vary between hospitals:

In The Netherlands, some hospitals employ special oncology nurses for

home care of patients, others don’t. The national guidelines do not dis-

cuss procedures for which there is an accepted high local variance between

hospitals.

Between them, these reasons would remove a substantial part of the

outlying 124 concepts, although we are currently not able to determine the

exact number.

2.1.6 Related work

Identification of a disease centric subdomain out of a large medical ontology

to some extent resembles the problem of ontology modularization [62] which

is applied in the context of combining existing ontologies by importing

relevant modules. While not exactly the same7, our notion of a subdomain

can be compared to the ontology module as defined in [62] and hence we

consider the papers presented below as related work.

Existing methods in the literature often rely on an a priori modular-

ization of the vocabularies. These are typically based on some notion of

semantic distance, or on the connectivity-graph of the ontology [63, 64].

Such methods providing uncustomized modularization do not fulfill the re-

quirement which we are aiming to meet, identifying subdomains specific for

a particular use of a vocabulary. However, the methods which create parti-

tioning of an ontology based on a given signature can be an alternative to

the presented here seed query method. We will have a closer look to some

of them. Generally, modularization techniques are divided into prescriptive

and analytic. In prescriptive approach, the user explicitly states what is

in or outside of the module, which requires the changes in the syntax and

semantics of the language. In [62] one can find many arguments against it.

The authors stress the fact that consequently whole infrastructure, OWL

7In our case, we do not impose all formal properties that a module has as it is not
necessary in our target application.
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reasoners and parsers have to be changed as well. This approach leads to

the tight, non-standard solutions, which severely restricts the reusability

by other organization. Because of this restriction we will focus on descrip-

tion of techniques based on analytic approach, where ontologies are defined

using standard syntax and semantics of OWL, and ontology tools provide

modularization services. In [62] they are evaluated according to the as-

pect of module correctness (any inference deduced from the module should

be deduced from the original ontology), module completeness (a module

should contain all relevant information, so the user can not recognize that

not whole ontology is imported) and module minimality ( a module should

be as small as possible).

One of both analytic and ad hoc solution can be produced using Prompt-

Factor algorithm [65]. It extracts a fragment of an ontology, based on a

given signature. Created modules contain axioms that are mentioned in

that signature and are further expanded with other concepts mentioned in

those axioms until a fixed point is reached. The algorithm has been evalu-

ated in [66], where authors prove that it is not always complete and creates

modules larger than those, created by other algorithms that can guarantee

completeness.

CEL and MEX are algorithms which work only with tractable frag-

ments of OWL, the EL family of DL. This restriction is not problematic in

case of SNOMED CT ontology, but NCI thesaurus and GALEN are beyond

expressiveness of EL. The CEL reasoner [67] provides modularization tech-

nique based on connected reachability. Reachability can be expressed by a

graph, where nodes are labeled with concepts from the ontology and edges

are labeled with axioms. The modules contain the concepts themselves

and the concepts and axioms from labels of connected nodes. They are

guaranteed to be complete. MEX [68] can be applied only for acyclic EL

ontologies, it generates minimal modules, smaller then other more generic

algorithms.

Locality based algorithms are seen as most promising ones. Informally

axiom is local if it does not change the meaning of concepts if included

in the module. Changes of meaning are recognized di↵erently according

to the chosen locality type, e.g. axiom is top-local for a class if it does

not define a new subclass for the concept. Basing on the application one
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can choose top or bottom locality, to be able to e↵ectively generalize or

refine set of identified axioms. Produced modules are proven to be correct

and complete and the empirical analysis described in [66] attests the better

approximation of minimal modules then other known algorithms.

2.1.7 Summary and Conclusions

Summary Medical vocabularies are typically very large, containing up

to hundreds of thousands of concepts. However, for any particular usage

of such vocabularies only a small fraction of the concepts will be needed.

In our example use-case, the breast cancer-centric subdomain of SNOMED

CT is at most 1% of all concepts in the ontology. This gives urgency to the

question of how to find such relevant subsets of concepts from potentially

very large vocabularies.

In this paper, we have investigated two methods for identifying such

relevant concepts. Our first method consisted of manually identifying a

number of seed queries, and performing a lexical search for all concepts

whose lexical labels contain any of the seed queries as a substring. All of the

resulting concepts and their subconcepts are then considered as relevant for

the subdomain characterised by the seed queries followed by the expansion

phases.

Our second method consisted of extracting concepts that appeared as

a parameter or procedure in the recommendations of the Dutch national

guideline for the treatment of breast cancer. These concepts were mapped

to SNOMED CT concepts. We compared the results of manual mapping

with those obtained using MetaMap tool, which clearly showed that using

automatic tool, which focus on lexical matching is not su�cient.

These methods di↵er from other approaches for the identification of

relevant subvocabularies that are based on any *a priori* modularization

of the ontology, but instead select sets of concepts that are specific for a

particular use of a vocabulary.

Conclusions Our findings indicate that:

• The breast cancer-centric subdomain is indeed only a fraction (< 1%)

of all concepts in SNOMED CT.
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• The seed query method has a high precision, returning only key con-

cepts.

• The seed query method has a low recall for returning relevant con-

cepts.

• The guideline-method has a higher recall for relevant concepts while

still having a high precision for relevant (but possibly non-key) con-

cepts.

• Contrary to our prediction, not all key concepts are found by the

guideline-method. Close inspection yielded a number of reasons why

this is the case in our experiment:

– the guideline covers only procedures for treatment, hence misses

diagnostic concepts

– we extracted our concepts only from the recommendations in

the guideline, hence missing those concepts that only appear in

the background information

– the guideline does not mention procedures that vary between

hospitals

Future Work In future work, the validity of our conclusions should be

tested by running these experiments on other subdomains (e.g. di↵erent

diseases), and possibly using other methods to obtain a “gold standard”

(our gold standard was obtained by manual extraction of all concepts from

a national treatment guideline).

Similarly, it would be interesting to apply the guideline-method to other

documents such as patient-records to see if that would yield a very di↵erent

set of concepts.

More insight should be obtained in the correct choice for the seed con-

cepts, since obviously the method is sensitive to this. The apparent fixed-

point behaviour of this method deserves further investigation, for example

on the degree of sensitivity to the initial set of query-concepts.

In addition, we would like to take a closer look to various modularization

algorithms. It would be very interesting to compare modules produced by
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di↵erent methods to learn more about their applicability for identifying

disease specific concepts.
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2.2 Identifying subsets of ontologies related to clin-

ical trials

Since eligibility criteria of clinical trials are represented as free text, their

automatic interpretation and evaluation of patient eligibility is challen-

ging. Our approach to criteria processing is based on the identification of

contextual patterns and semantic concepts that together define machine-

interpretable meaning. The goal of this research is to find the most rel-

evant concepts occurring in eligibility criteria that need to be mapped to

patient record to enable automatic evaluation of patient eligibility. Based

on the analysis of annotation of breast cancer trials obtained using di↵erent

concept recognizers and ontologies from UMLS Thesaurus, we chose to use

MetaMap and SNOMED CT to create the mapping set. To prioritize the

identified concepts, we used the tf-idf measure and the corpus of over 38,

000 various clinical trials, to detect concepts specific for breast cancer, and

cancer in general. The obtained results can guide the mapping order of cri-

teria concepts to patient data. The observed substantial overlap between

the terms occurring in criteria from the trials related to breast cancer and

other diseases will reduce the cost of extending the trial matching system

to other diseases.

2.2.1 Introduction

Clinical trials examine the e�cacy of diagnosis and treatment methods

through case-control studies, but finding eligible patients is expensive and

di�cult. A patient is enrolled in a clinical trial only when all the eligib-

ility criteria are fulfilled. They regard i.a. age, gender, the current and

prior diagnoses and treatments. The problem is that they are defined in

free text e.g. ”No prior cancer except for skin cancer”. In our previous

work we built the patterns that capture general meaning of criteria (e.g.

”No prior () except for ()”) which, when detected, provide crucial context

information [50]. Here, we explore the concepts that occur in eligibility

criteria related to a particular disease. Identified concepts will be used to

link to corresponding data items in patient record, to enable evaluation of

patient eligibility. The links can be defined via the pointers to the type of
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a source document (e.g. pathology report, discharge summary), and/ or by

defining semantic relations (isA, sameAs) to the terminology locally used

in a hospital. Such process will require significant manual e↵ort, during

the design or evaluation and involvement of medical experts. Since medical

ontologies contain hundreds of thousands of concepts, there is a need to

extract subsets which are relevant for a particular purpose.

This study presents the experiment conducted to compare 2 major on-

tology annotators: Bioportal and MetaMap, and coverage of criteria from

ClinicalTrials.gov 8 by the various medical ontologies (section 2.2.2). Fur-

ther, section 2.2.3 describes in detail the MetaMap annotation results of

eligibility criteria of breast cancer trials, the quantitative characteristics of

identified concepts, their distribution over semantic types and analysis of

stability of obtained set. Section 2.2.4 demonstrates the strategy used to

prioritize the detected concepts for creating mappings to patient record,

and presents findings about overlap of concepts occurring in various types

of trials. Final sections presents related work and conclusions.

2.2.2 Defining a strategy

2.2.2.1 Selecting an ontology annotator

There are two major concepts recognizers available for biomedical text min-

ing: MetaMap [17] and NCBO annotator [18]. This section presents the

experiment conducted to compare the results of annotation of both tools

on the trials corpus. We used 2135 trials from ClinicalTrials.gov, related

only to breast cancer, as it is our main domain of interest. Both tools

are highly configurable, allow i.a. to select ontologies used for annotations,

MetaMap - any from UMLS (which integrates more than 100 vocabularies),

Bioportal - 16 out of them. Because SNOMED CT is the largest relevant

ontology covered by both tools, we performed the experiment restricting

the vocabulary source to this one. MetaMap returns the UMLS identifiers

(CUI) of detected concepts, Bioportal - the codes from a local ontology. To

compare the results, we used the UMLS API to retrieve the corresponding

CUIs of SNOMED ConceptIds, returned by NCBO annotator. Figure 2.5

presents the annotation results, the number of concepts recognized by both

8http://clinicaltrials.gov/
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Figure 2.5: The number of SNOMED CT concepts detected by Bio-
portal and MetaMap in the corpus of eligibility criteria from 2135 breast

cancer trials.

tools, the overlap between them and the number of concepts found only by

one of them.

Initially NCBO returned 7081 distinct concepts, which were mapped

to 5005 CUIs. The inspection of some of the remaining ones showed that

they were flagged in UMLS as duplicate or ambiguous. As can be seen in

the figure, MetaMap returned a larger number of concepts (5994 vs 5005).

The overlap between both results is 4075, meaning only 59% of entire set

(6924), which is rather worrisome. Additionally, both tools detected con-

cepts not found by the other (1919 - MetaMap, 930 - Bioportal). Table 2.4

provides the details about the top 3 semantic types present in the set of

concepts detected exclusively by one of the tool. In the set detected only by

MetaMap the majority of concepts have types: Findings, Disease or Syn-

drome, Laboratory procedure. Third on the list of Bioportal is Therapeutic

or Preventive procedure. In most cases, except for Diseases, MetaMap re-

turned more concepts.

Table 2.4: Number of concepts belonging to particular semantic types,
detected only by MetaMap and only by NCBO, percentage of all of a

type, detected by corresponding tool.

Sementic Type Only by MetaMap Only by NCBO
Finding 185 (43%) 139 (22%)
Disease or Syndrome 151 (26%) 189 (49%)
Laboratory Procedure 100 (59%) 31 (11%)
Therapeutic or Prevent-
ive Procedure

95 (31%) 55 (21%)
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The proper evaluation should also consider precision and recall of both

tools. However, it would require the involvement of domain experts, which

exceeds the scope of this work. In paper [69] the authors of Bioportal report

that Mgrep (algorithm underlying the service) has higher precision than

MetaMap when detecting UMLS concepts having ”Disease or syndrom”

semantic type (0.87 vs 0.71), but lower in case of ”Biological processes”

(0.6 vs 0.63). Clearly, the performance is dictionary dependent. However,

no information on other semantic types, ontologies, nor recall is provided.

We choose MetaMap for the next experiments, as it detects significantly

larger number of concepts.

Figure 2.6: Number of concepts from various UMLS ontologies detected
in eligibility criteria of breast cancer trials

2.2.2.2 Selecting a medical vocabulary

This section presents the MetaMap annotation results of eligibility criteria

from 2135 breast cancer clinical trials. The aim is to compare the coverage

of criteria by various ontologies to support the choice for further experi-

ments, and learn about the uncovered phrases.

Coverage by various ontologies

In total MetaMap detected 768439 UMLS concepts, 10924 distinct. Fig-

ure 2.6 presents the statistics of their source (left bars). Listed are only

ontologies which contributed new concepts to the set, ordered by the num-

ber of exclusive contributions (right bars).

The majority of concepts are covered by: MTH (UMLS Metathesaurus),

CHV (Consumer Health Vocabulary), NCI (NCI Thesaurus) and SNOMED

CT. The figure demonstrates remarkable overlap between the terminologies,

emphasized by the small contributions of distinct sources (highest for NCI,

SNOMED CT and CHV). The majority of concepts (88%) are defined by

multiple ontologies. Based on the number of all detected concepts and
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unique contributions, NCI seem to be the most appropriate ontology to

use for the concept recognition in eligibility criteria of breast cancer trials.

However, because SNOMED CT is broadly used in clinical setting, and is

still high on the list, we decide to use it for the next experiments.

Uncovered phrases

Additionally, we analyzed the overall coverage of eligibility criteria by

ontologies. Table 2.5 presents the statistics about phrases distinguished by

MetaMap. Both when using entire UMLS and only SNOMED CT, around

32% of phrases remains uncovered. To analyze the quality of obtained

mappings, we checked their MetaMap score. When using entire UMLS

only 34.9% of mappings got the maximal score, SNOMED CT, significantly

more, 47.8%. UMLS is a multi-purpose source, i.e. includes concepts from

vocabularies developed for di↵erent purposes, therefore for e↵ective usage

needs to be customized.

Table 2.5: Statistics about phrases from breast cancer trials

Phrases UMLS SNOMED CT
Uncovered 31.6 % 32 %
Max mapping sore 34.9% 47.8%

Finally, we examined the unmatched phrases (see Figure 2.7), observing

mainly lay terms, which is a promising finding about UMLS coverage. How-

ever, these provide the context, therefore their recognition is also crucial

for automated interpretation of criteria.

Figure 2.7: The most frequent words in eligibility criteria, uncovered
by ontologies.
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2.2.3 Estimating e↵ort

Using selected annotator and ontology (MetaMap and SNOMED CT), in

this section, we investigate which parts of SNOMED CT are actually rel-

evant for describing eligibility criteria of medical trials and estimate the

e↵ort indicators for mapping terms in eligibility criteria to patient data.

Figure 2.8: Distribution of all detected concepts over semantic types.
The x-axis represents the semantic types, the y-axis their frequency - the
numbers of all detected concepts belonging to the corresponding types.

Figure 2.9: Distribution of cardinality of semantic types. The x-axis
represents the semantic types, the y-axis numbers of di↵erent detected

concepts belonging to the corresponding types.

2.2.3.1 Distribution of SNOMED CT concepts over semantic

types

Annotation of criteria with SNOMED CT resulted in detection of 393,511

occurrences of 5994 distinct concepts. Figure 2.8 presents the distribu-

tion of all detected concepts over the top 25 semantic types. Figure 2.9

presents the cardinality of top 25 mostly represented semantic types. The

most frequent concepts have types: Qualitative Concept (13%), Temporal

Concept (10%), Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure (8%). The majority

of distinct concepts belong to: Disease or Syndrome (10%), Finding (7%),

Organic Chemical, Pharmacologic Substance (6%).
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For mappings, the ”cardinality of the type” is an indicator of the e↵ort

needed to map this type to patient data, while the ”frequency of the type”

is an indicator of how many trials will be covered by such a mapping. In

loose terms, the size of a semantic type is the ”cost” of mapping, while the

frequency is its ”benefit”. So ideally, we would like to find semantic types

with high benefit and low cost. Figure 2.10 shows this benefit/cost ratio

(frequency/ cardinality) corresponding to the highest ranking 25 semantic

types. The situation is most ”profitable” for the type ”Research activity”

which occurs over 5k times and contains only 4 concepts. Next are ”Patient

or Disabled Group”, ”Hormone”, ”Amino Acid, Peptide”. Only few types

contain concept that frequently occur and are limited in number. The

majority occurs sporadically with relatively large number of concepts, as

the ratio decreases very slowly. Concluding, the long tails on the above

graphs show that the mapping e↵ort will spread over many semantic types,

and we cannot focus only on most frequent or largest types. However,

presented ordering should help to optimize the e↵ort.

2.2.3.2 Verifying stability of annotation set

Figure 2.10: The ratio: semantic type frequency / cardinality
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By annotating the large corpus of trials we wanted to obtain the set of

concepts that is su�ciently broad to cover the majority of trials, including

those not presented in the initial corpus. To verify this idea, we analyzed

how the number of distinct concepts occurring in eligibility criteria is grow-

ing with the number of trials fed to the annotator. The results are plotted

for the major semantic types in Figure 2.11. Initially, the number of con-

Figure 2.11: Growth of SNOMED concepts in eligibility criteria of
breast cancer trials, while increasing the trials corpus.

cepts grows rapidly, independently of the type, then, the curves gradually

slow down because of the trials similarities. As expected, the number of

concepts belonging to some types keeps growing considerably, e.g. Disease

or Syndrome, while in other cases it stabilizes sooner, e.g. Laboratory or

Test Result. Figure 2.11 shows only the behavior of semantic types with

highest cardinality. The semantic types in the tail of Figure 2.9 show a

more promising behaviour: their growth is small after an initial growth

period, hence for these semantic types there seem to exist a ”core set of

concepts” used in eligibility criteria. However, we cannot expect to obtain

a complete and stable set of all concepts. Extending the trial matching

system, will require some e↵ort of defining new mappings.
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2.2.4 Prioritizing concepts

Performed annotation led to the recognition of several thousands of con-

cepts in eligibility criteria from breast cancer trials. In this section, we

prioritize them, to suggest the order used to map the terms to patient

record. Previous section provides insights aggregated for semantic types.

Here, we focus on concrete terms. To prioritize the breast cancer concepts,

apart from concept frequency we take into account concepts specificity for

breast cancer, by comparing their usage in other trials. Next, we rank

higher concepts that are specific to cancer trials in general, again as com-

pared to their use in any trial. Furthermore, we verify the coverage of

eligibility criteria from various trials, by the top ranking concepts in breast

cancer.

2.2.4.1 Description of a method

The concepts specificity for breast cancer was measured using the tf-idf

weight [70], commonly applied in information retrieval field to detect rel-

evant terms (t) in a document (d) (see Formula 2.1).

tf ⇤ idf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d) ⇤ log( |D|
|{d 2 D}|) (2.1)

It grows proportionally to the term frequency (tf), and inversely propor-

tionally to the number of containing it documents in a corpus D ( idf).

First, to rank higher concepts specific to breast cancer, we concatenated

all corresponding eligibility criteria in one document, and as a corpus we

used eligibility criteria from all trials related to cancer. Analogously, to give

the priority to the concepts specific to cancer in general, we used as corpus

trials studying other diseases. We categorized the trials using their meta

data - each defines a list of studied conditions. The numbers of applied

trials are listed in table 2.6.

2.2.4.2 Top ranking concepts

Using the described strategy, we obtained the ordering of concepts. 10

most typical for breast cancer trials, and cancer in general, are listed in

table 2.7. The first on breast cancer list is ”Carcinoma of breast”, cancer
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Table 2.6: Size of corpora used in the experiment

Condition Trials Concepts
Breast cancer 2135 5994
Cancer 12022 13547
Non-cancer 23963 19428

- ”Metastatic to”. The outcome follows the intuition, demonstrating the

e↵ectiveness of tf-idf. The obtained ranking should help to optimize the

mapping e↵ort needed to build a recruitment support tool.

Table 2.7: The most relevant concepts for BC and cancer trials

Most relevant for BC Most relevant for cancer
Carcinoma of breast Metastatic to
Breast cancer Before
Invasive Chemotherapy regimen
HER-2/neu Concurrent
Concurrent Radiotherapy
Before Chemotherapy
Specific Therapeutic procedure
Breast Malignant neoplasm
Entire breast Neoplasms - malignant
Immunologic adjuvant Radiotherapy

2.2.4.3 Coverage in other types of trials

Here, we present the result of the experiment aimed to analyze the extens-

ibility of our approach to other diseases. We want to verify how many

concepts relevant for breast cancer, are also used in eligibility criteria of

trials studying other diseases. The trials were clustered based on the top

frequently occurring conditions in the corpus of cancer and non cancer tri-

als. We performed the experiment with the top 2000 concepts according

to the tf-idf weight. The ordering reflects the concepts weights of on the

merged list of breast cancer and cancer specific items. Table 2.8 presents
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the statistics about the trials groups, overlaps of the top breast cancer

concept and the percentage of all detected concepts in a group.

Table 2.8: Coverage of criteria related to various diseases, by the most
relevant 2000 breast cancer concpets.

Condition Trials Overlaping concepts
Prostate cancer 1214 1657 (24%)
Lung cancer 854 1662 (38%)
Lymphoma 616 1476 (42%)
Leukemia 615 1378 (42% )
Healthy 2760 1480 (21% )
HIV 1881 1430 (25%)
Obesity 844 1217 ( 31%)
Hypertension 804 1185 (34%)

The highest overlap occurs between breast and lung cancer trials. As

expected, there is a bigger overlap between trials about breast cancer and

other cancers, than those about non cancer conditions (considering also

the number of compared trials). In all cases more than half of top ranking

concepts for breast cancer, are also detected in eligibility criteria related to

other diseases. This finding indicates that the substantial part of mappings

can be reused if the trial matching algorithm should be extended to others

diseases.

2.2.5 Related work

The problem of identification of subsets of ontologies can be compared to

the problem of formal ontology modularization. In [62] the authors provide

an overview of existing methods, evaluate them from the perspective of cor-

rectness, completeness, minimality and import-safety. According to their

findings locality-based modules are proven to be correct and complete and

are empirically-shown to approximate minimality better than ad-hoc and

other formal algorithms. The authors of [71] describe the method to ex-

tract a module that encapsulates the meaning of the given entity in the

considered ontology. These methods are applicable when the extracted

modules should be su�cient for reasoning, which is not our concern.
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In [47] (section 2.1) we aimed to detect the subset of UMLS related

to breast cancer treatment, by expanding the initial set of concepts (those

considered at the decision points in treatment guidelines) via the ontology

hierarchy and the UMLS semantic network.

With respect to the analysis of eligibility criteria, [45] provide an inform-

ative overview of types of criteria, based on randomly-chosen 1000 eligibility

criteria from ClinicalTrials.gov. They categorized them along several axes:

complexity, semantic patterns, clinical content and data sources. They

demonstrated a large semantic and clinical variability of criteria across the

trials. They argue that the majority of criteria present the challenges for

automatic evaluation because of semantic connectors hard to express with

current representation languages, temporal constraints, need for clinical

judgment or lack of expected data in patient record.

2.2.6 Conclusions

The work described in this paper is part of our research aimed at supporting

patient recruitment and trial study feasibility. It focuses on the analysis

of semantics of eligibility criteria, detecting parts of medical ontologies

relevant for a particular disease.

First, we investigated which annotation tool, MetaMap or NCBO an-

notator, is more appropriate for our task. We compared the overlap of

concepts detected by both in eligibility criteria of 2135 breast cancer trials.

The results show that the intersection accounts for only 59% of entire set.

Because of the advantage of MetaMap in the number of detected concepts

we decided to use it for further experiments. In future it could be inter-

esting to define a voting algorithm which takes into account precision and

recall of both tools corresponding to particular types of criteria or semantic

types. Second, we analyzed the source and semantic types of detected con-

cepts. The findings indicate the high majority of concepts (88%) is defined

by more than one ontology covered by UMLS, majority by MTH, CHV,

NCI and SNOMED CT. The highest number of unique contributions is

provided by NCI, SNOMED CT and CHV. We chose SNOMED CT for

the next experiments, because of its wide usage in clinical setting and good

scores in the comparison. It should be noted that in 32% of criteria phrases
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MetaMap did not detect any concept, which indicates that additional pro-

cessing is needed to recognize the context in which recognized terms occur.

Only approximately 35% of phrases annotated with UMLS obtained the

maximal mapping score, and 48% in case of using only SNOMED CT.

The analysis of the distribution of the detected concepts over various

semantic types and their frequency revealed that the mapping e↵ort will

need to be spread over many types. Furthermore, we analyzed the stability

of obtained concept set by studying its growth while adding new trials.

While some stability of the growth curve can be observed, specially for

some semantic types, we cannot expect that obtained annotation set is

complete. Extending the solution to other trials will involve creating more

mappings.

Finally, we put the semantic of breast cancer trials into broader per-

spective of over 38, 000 clinical trials studying other diseases. We used

tf-idf measure to find concepts that are specific for breast cancer, and can-

cer in general, and used the results to prioritize them. We also verified

the overlap between the top 2000 ranking concepts for breast cancer and

concepts occurring in other types of eligibility criteria and find out that the

substantial part is repeated: in all cases above 1100, in other cancer types

above 1300.

We believe that this analysis provides insights about semantics of eligib-

ility criteria that can be used to prioritize the mapping process of eligibility

criteria to patient record, and enhance building the recruitment support

tool. The approach was demonstrated on the breast cancer domain, but it

can be easily reused for other diseases.





Chapter 3

Structuring content of

eligibility criteria

In this chapter, we describe the methods used to structure the content of

free text of eligibility criteria. We start with presenting the set of patterns

capturing typical data constraints, and the algorithm based on regular ex-

pressions which detects them. The set of patterns was incrementally grow-

ing. The second part the chapter contains the evaluation of the detection

algorithm based on the extended set. The performed evaluation allows to

answer the 1st research question: “To what extent can we capture a con-

tent of medical text such as eligibility criteria of clinical trials?”. Presented

results create the basis for the studies described in the remaining chapters.

The set of patterns and regular expression is described and available online

at1.

This chapter has been published before, as:

K. Milian, A. ten Teije, A. Bucur and F. van Harmelen. Patterns of Clin-

ical Trial Eligibility Criteria. In Knowledge Representation for Healthcare

(KR4HC11), 2011, LNCS. [49]

K. Milian, A. Bucur and A. ten Teije. Formalization of clinical trial eligib-

ility criteria: Evaluation of a pattern-based approachs, IEEE International

Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine, 2012 [50]

1 http://figshare.com/articles/Patterns_of_eligibility_criteria/923506
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http://figshare.com/articles/Patterns_of_eligibility_criteria/923506
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3.1 Language patterns of eligibility criteria

Medical research would benefit from automatic methods that support eligibil-

ity evaluation for patient enrollment in clinical trials and design of eligibil-

ity criteria. In this study we addressed the problem of formalizing eligibility

criteria. By analyzing a large set of breast cancer clinical trials we derived

a set of patterns, that capture typical structure of conditions, pertaining

to syntax and semantics. We qualitatively analyzed their expressivity and

evaluated coverage using regular expressions, running experiments on a few

thousands of clinical trials also related to other diseases. Based on an early

evaluation we conclude that derived patterns cover the language of eligibility

criteria to a large extent and may serve as a semi-formal representation.

We expect that extending the presented method for pattern recognition with

recognition of ontology concepts will facilitate generating computable queries

and automated reasoning for various applications.

3.1.1 Patterns of eligibility criteria

In this study we analyzed eligibility criteria of clinical trials published at

ClinicalTrials.gov [72], a service of the U.S. National Institute of Health. Its

search engine allows to specify various categories such as conditions being

studied, interventions, outcome measures, recruitment status, study type

and others. We focused on breast cancer trials since this group contains

many examples and because we have access to domain knowledge related to

this disease. The latter might be important in further steps of our research.

The analysis of eligibility criteria specified for various breast cancer tri-

als, allowed us observe vast similarity and repeatability of criteria across

the trials. It inspired us to define a set of patterns and analyze to which

extent they capture the language, used to define eligibility criteria. We

started an informal development process by extracting eligibility criteria

from the description of all available breast cancer trials (3905). Further

we focused the analysis on a randomly selected subset, containing approx-

imately few hundreds of trials. To identify common ways of expression we

manually grouping conditions by similar subject (demographic information,

disease characteristic, prior- concurrent treatment) or similar syntax. We

noticed that criteria di↵er in the level of complexity. Some are formulated
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as atomic phrases e.g. “Not pregnant”, others as complex sentences e.g.

“Brain metastases allowed provided they have been treated with surgery.”

We aimed to define patterns covering both groups, incrementally extending

a set of patterns.

The method developed during this formalization process, inspired by

observed concrete examples of eligibility criteria, can be summarized as

follows. In order to cover sentence structure we started from basic forms

e.g. “must be receiving ()” and added corresponding negated versions “can

not be receiving”, as well as past tense, both positive and negative e.g.

“must have received ()” and future if applicable. Secondly we extended

the resulting basic forms with common specifications, which restrict for ex-

ample time frame, purpose of a treatment or co-occurrences. If applicable,

these were combined. An example of a pattern containing two specifica-

tions: time frame and exclusions is “More than () since prior () except

for ()”, capturing criteria like “More than 6 months since prior endocrine

therapy, except tamoxifen”. Additionally, we defined patterns that capture

atomic phrases, covering value restrictions for chosen parameters, expressed

by arithmetic comparison or enumerated values, and their negations. Pat-

terns that capture atomic phrases can be nested in the patterns reflecting

sentence structure. As a result 130 di↵erent patterns were defined. We can

relate this number to the average number of conditions specified in breast

cancer trials which is 25, according to [73]. In section 3.1.3 we present the

results of the experiment performed to identify the most common patterns.

To support automated mining, the patterns were classified according to

the dimensions and classes described below. Table 3.1 presents examples

of patterns belonging to each dimension and class, concrete criteria from

ClinicalTrials.gov [72] instantiating them, and the percentage of that class

of patterns. For instance 58% of our patterns belong to the dimension

“time independent status”, 29% belong to the class “present”. An example

of a pattern of the class “present” is “diagnosis of”, an instance of the

pattern “diagnosis of” is “diagnosis of malignancy”. Notice that a pattern

can belong to several dimensions and classes, because they are not mutually

exclusive. The dimensions and corresponding classes are:
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Dimension % Example of pattern Example of instance

Dimension: Time

independent status

58

present 29 Diagnosis of () Diagnosis of malignancy.

absent 16 No concurrent () No concurrent endocrine

therapy.

conditional 13 () allowed if () Multicentric breast tumors

are allowed if all foci are ER-

negative.

potential 3 Known or suspected () Known or suspected preg-

nancy.

not selective 4 Prior () allowed Prior biologic therapy al-

lowed.

Dimension:

Temporal status 66

historical 26 No history of () No prior chemotherapy.

current 36 Allergy to () Allergy to bisphosphonates.

planned 4 Planned () required Scheduled for prostatectomy

Dimension:

Specification type 72

time frame 15 At least () since prior () At least 3 weeks since prior

steroids.

inclusions 3 No concurrent () including

()

No other concurrent anti-

cancer therapies, including

chemotherapy.

exclusions 5 No prior () except for () No prior malignancy, except

for adequately treated basal

cell.

value restrictions 25 T () stage; Age above () T2; Age >18

treatment purpose 5 Required prior () for () At least 1 prior chemotherapy

regimen for advanced disease.

co-occurrences 2 No concurrent () with () No concurrent radiotherapy

with chemotherapy.

confirmation 8 () confirmed by () No metastasis to brain (con-

firmed by CT or MRI)

occurrences 2 Completed () courses of () Received 4-7 courses of dox-

orubicin or taxane based re-

gimen
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specific value 15 Can take oral medication Able to swallow whole tab-

lets.

Dimension:

Medical content 45

age 5 () and over 18 and over.

gender 2 Female Female.

menopausal status 2 Post-menopausal Postmenopausal.

pregnancy & nurs-

ing

3 Not pregnant Negative pregnancy test

adverse reactions 3 No allergy to () No allergy to sulfonamides.

pathology data 7 Margins must be clear Resected margins histologic-

ally free of tumor.

molecular data 2 Known gene mutation Documented BRCA1/2

mutation.

therapy 20 Required prior () Must have undergone

lumpectomy

Dimension: Variab-

ility &controllabil-

ity

28

stable 26 History of () History of breast cancer.

controllable 1 Must use contraception Patients must use e↵ective

nonhormonal contraception.

subjective 1 () in the opinion of invest-

igator

Life expectancy of 12 weeks

or more in opinion of invest-

igator.

Dimension: Sub-

ject

5

candidate’s family 5 Family history of () Family history of colon can-

cer.

Table 3.1: Examples of categorized patterns and instances. The num-
bers denote the percentage of all 130 patterns classified accordingly.

• Time independent status dimension. Classes of this dimension are:

present, absent, conditional, potential, not selective. This dimension

reflects required status of data items in patient record.
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• Temporal status: historical, current, planned. This dimension indic-

ates whether a condition regards patient history, current findings or

future plans.

• Specification type: time frame, including and excluding findings or

therapies, value restrictions, purpose of a drug/treatment, co-occurrences,

number of occurrences, confirmation, outcome constraint.

• Medical content: demographic data (age, gender), clinical data (preg-

nancy and nursing, menopausal status, adverse reactions), pathology

and molecular data, interventions (prior and current therapies). Com-

plete recognition of content will be done using ontologies, the patterns

are only supposed to provide the context for annotation.

• Data source of medical content. This dimension is dependent on con-

crete EHR, it is meant to support automatic information extraction.

• Variability and controllability: stable, variable, controllable, subject-

ive. This dimension was proposed in [74] and reflects the possibility

of change of criteria evaluation over time. In most cases classifica-

tion according to this dimension will require incorporating domain

knowledge.

• Subject: candidate, family of a candidate

The possibility of classifying a pattern according to its each dimen-

sion depends on its details. Let us consider the pattern “No prior ()”.

Its time independent and temporal status can be classified as ’absent’ and

’historical’ respectively. However its medical content depends on concrete

instantiations, it is the cancer type for “No prior breast carcinoma” and

the treatment for “No prior chemotherapy”. The purpose of described clas-

sification is to annotate the patterns with metadata, characterizing their

content from various perspectives. Although most often the classification

of patterns is case specific we can formulate general rules, based on correl-

ations between dimensions, specifying which annotations can be expected

for particular patterns. The general rules that we have identified are:
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1. Patterns with ’historical’ temporal status and ’molecular’ medical

status are classified as stable in variability and controllability dimen-

sion.

2. Patterns having specification type: exclusion, co-occurrences, con-

firmation contain implicit condition therefore can be classified as con-

ditional in time independent dimension, if it supports evaluation.

3. Patterns having medical content: pathology, age, gender, pregnancy

and nursing, menopausal status have specification type: value restric-

tion.

Full classification according to each dimension is possible only after

instantiating a pattern with concrete data.

The described classification of patterns will facilitate formalization and

design of eligibility criteria. We will discuss this in more detail in section

3.1.5. In the next sections we evaluate this set of classified patterns.

3.1.2 Patterns detection

The algorithm for pattern detection is based on regular expressions. The

algorithm processes eligibility criteria sentence by sentence, which are de-

limited using GATE [9], the open source framework for text processing.

Each sentence can correspond to more than one pattern. From the set

of patterns identified in the sentence, the algorithm chooses only those

that cover the longest phrases, and ignores patterns capturing segments

subsumed by others. For example in the sentence “No other concurrent

hormonal therapy, including steroids”, it identifies two patterns “No con-

current ()” and “no concurrent () including ()”, from which it selects only

the latter because it more closly reflects the content and meaning of the

criterion. In addition, it recursively searches for nested patterns. In the

sentence: “No history of other malignant neoplasms except for curatively

treated nonmelanoma skin cancer or surgically cured carcinoma of the cer-

vix in situ” the algorithm first identifies the pattern “No prior () except for

()” and, second, the one nested in the second parameter “Recovery from

()”.
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Table 3.2: Coverage in di↵erent trial domains

Breast cancer Lung cancer Diabetes
No. of trials 3905 2949 5499
No. of sentences processed 111334 119547 86526
Avg. no. of sentences in eli-
gibility criteria per trial

28 29 15

Sentences with identified
patterns

71 % 69 % 54%

The patterns are detected using regular expressions. When construct-

ing regular expressions we had to consider both precision and recall. To

increase recall, we aimed to capture various synonym forms of words such

as allowed/permitted, and syntax e.g. “no (other )?concurrent.* for” and

“concurrent.* for.* is not (allowed|permitted)”. To increase precision, we

tried to capture only desired words by applying negative/positive lookbe-

hind - which allow to specify string which cannot/must precede considered

text. It was useful for instance in case of pattern capturing M stage of

cancer, usually specified as M preceding a number or a range of numbers,

to avoid matching also units of measurements (mm, or mˆ2). Nevertheless

some cases are impossible to distinguish without knowing the context.

In total we defined 342 regular expressions corresponding to 130 patterns.

The results of applying the algorithm are the subject of our evaluation

as described in the next sections.

3.1.3 Coverage of criteria from di↵erent domains

In order to evaluate the coverage of the defined set of patterns across med-

ical domains we analyzed eligibility criteria from breast cancer, lung cancer

and diabetes, published at ClinicalTrials.gov2 repository. We calculated a

number of occurrences of each pattern in the set of eligibility criteria using

our pattern detection algorithm. Table 3.2 presents our obtained results

with statistics about the identified patters.

Eligibility criteria from breast cancer trials have the largest number of

sentences containing at least one identified pattern. This result is not sur-

prising since the patterns were defined using eligibility criteria from breast

2www.clinicaltrials.gov
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cancer, and cover conditions which are typical for this tumor. Results for

lung cancer are relatively similar, while in case of diabetes approximately

17% more sentences have no identified pattern. An interesting observation

regards the average length of eligibility criteria: in diabetes trials they seem

to be more compact, and on average half as long as breast or lung cancer

eligibility criteria.

Among the sentences not covered by any of the patterns are criteria for-

mulated as a list of excluding or including concepts.

There are two main reasons why obtained information about coverage is

only an approximation:

• Unsuccessful identification of criteria which are in the scope of defined

patterns. This regards criteria expressed using di↵erent synonym

forms than those covered by regular expressions.

• Errors in identification, caused by insu�ciently restrictive regular ex-

pressions. An example is matching the criterion “No spontaneous

menses for > 12 months” with a regular expression “no .* for”, which

was supposed to match criteria restricting the purpose of a treatment

e.g. “No other concurrent therapy for cancer”. In order to avoid

such errors we would need to either add patterns reflecting criteria

with di↵erent meaning but similar lexical form, or use the help of

an ontology annotator to recognize the semantic type of the criterion

content. Both approaches will be considered in future work.

Nevertheless the results provide a useful estimation of the coverage of

the defined pattern set and common practice of expressing eligibility cri-

teria. More extensive evaluation of precision and recall is left for future

work. It will be important in order to find out the fraction of criteria cor-

rectly assigned to a pattern, and among unrecognized patterns the fraction

of criteria whose meaning can be reflected using the defined patterns but

require reformulation and which exceed the scope of defined set.

Most common patterns

The results of the experiment described above were additionally used to

analyze the most common patterns in eligibility criteria. Table 3.3 presents
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Table 3.3: Percentage of identified patterns corresponding to each di-
mension, and their distribution among classes.

.
Dimension Breast cancer Lung cancer Diabetes
Time independent status 46% 46% 40%
present 59% 61% 93%
absent 27% 29% 7%
conditional 3% 3% 0.2%
potential 0.3% 0.3% 1%
not selective 10% 7% 0.3%
Temporal status 42% 43 % 37%
historical 43% 44% 53%
current 57% 56% 46%
planned 2% 1% 2%
Specification type 46 % 46% 51%
time frame 7% 8% 2%
inclusions 0.9% 0.9% 0.1
exclusions 1.5% 1.6% 0.5
value restrictions 74% 73% 90%
purpose of treatment 6% 5% 1%
outcome 1.5% 2% 0
co-occurrences 0.2% 0.2% 0
confirmation 4% 5% 0.7%
occurrences 0.6% 0.5% 0.1
Medical content 22% 21% 24%
Age 6% 6% 11%
Gender 18% 15% 33%
Menopausal status 5% 1% 3%
Pregnancy & nursing 13% 17% 7%
Adverse reactions 6% 7% 11%
Pathology data 15% 16% 7%
Molecular data 0.6% 0.2% 0
Therapy 30% 32% 17%
Subject 0.1 % 0.05 % 0.2%
Candidate’s family 0.1 % 0 % 0.2%

the statistics about the number of patterns corresponding to each dimen-

sion. Additionally presented is the distribution of identified patterns over

possible values, belonging to the same dimension.

The obtained results are relatively similar for breast and lung cancer,

while many di↵erences can be observed for diabetes. This is to be expected

taking into account the nature of mentioned diseases.
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For all diseases, the most often identified patterns can be classified accord-

ing to ’specification type’, in case of breast and lung cancer 46% of identified

patterns, diabetes - 51%. In most cases these patterns fell into the value

restriction class (74%, 73% and 90%), indicating e.g. criteria limiting lab

results. The di↵erence between the observed frequencies between diabetes

and both cancer trials is significant in this case. The patterns that reflect

time frame, purpose of a treatment or a confirmation constraints can be

frequently found in cancer trials, whereas in diabetes trials they are hardly

ever identified.

Another major di↵erence is observed for time independent status: for

all diseases most of the identified patterns require the presence of some

findings. In case of breast cancer it is 59% of identified patterns, lung -

61% , for diabetes it is a significantly larger number 93%. Again eligibility

criteria of diabetes trials seem to be simpler, conditional criteria cover only

0.2%.

Considering medical content in all cases approximately 20% of identified

patterns can be classified according to this dimension. Some di↵erences

can be observed among the distributions. Eligibility criteria of cancer trials

frequently mention pathology data and received or undergoing therapies in

contrast to diabetes criteria. Another finding regards eligibility criteria

considering family history, they are more frequently identified in diabetes

trials.

Results of the described experiment allowed us to analyze similarities

and di↵erences between domains, and identify which patterns, developed

for eligibility criteria of clinical trials related to breast cancer, could be

reused for other diseases. Some of the patterns are common for all domains

(e.g. patterns restricting lab values), others are typical for both cancer

types (e.g. patterns related to pathology data), and the rest is breast

cancer specific (e.g. patterns related to molecular data).

The presented results provide some observations about the most fre-

quent patterns across domains. Our final goal is to reach a computable

representation of criteria. Obtained information could be used to guide the

order of formalization. The process could start from the most frequently

observed conditions. However frequency is not necessarily correlated with

importance and selectiveness, which will be also taken into account.
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3.1.4 Related work

The analysis of clinical trial eligibility criteria and their formalization has

been already addressed in the literature from various perspectives. Tu et al

[45] provide a detailed and informative manual analysis of eligibility criteria,

based on randomly chosen 1000 cases from ClinicalTrials.gov. Criteria were

categorized along several axes: complexity of conditions, high level clinical

content and semantic and clinical patterns. Our set of patterns and classi-

fication is more extensive, we also describe one step forward, a method for

automatic detection of patterns and consequently obtaining the classifica-

tion of criteria with certain degree of precision and recall.

With respect to representation of eligibility criteria, a very informative

and extensive overview can be found in [75]. Among analysed and com-

pared approaches are Ad hoc Expressions e.g. Ergo [76], Arden Syntax [77],

Logic-based languages e.g. SQL or SWRL [78] and Prolog [79] applied more

recently, and finally Object-Ortiented Expression and Query languages e.g.

Gello [80]. Our work is motivated by the fact, that there is no complete solu-

tion yet for the automatic translation of free text of criteria to any of these

representations. In [81] authors describe the semi-automatic approach, fo-

cused on ERGO language, which provides insights into challenges of the

task. However, since it requires some manual e↵ort it cannot be directly

applied for other set of trials. Our pattern-based approach resemble mostly

the Ad hoc Expressions, but we treat criteria annotated with patterns as

an intermediate step between natural language and executable representa-

tion. In the continuation of this work, we describe how to transform this

intermediate, structured representation of criteria to SparQL queries, using

openEHR archetypes for patient data model [51]. The public repository of

clinical trials available at ClinicalTrials.gov, allows to perform the auto-

matic analysis of the trials on a large scale. In [48] we studied in detail the

semantics of eligibility criteria, their coverage by concepts from medical on-

tologies, the distribution of encountered concepts over semantic types and

the completeness of detected subsets of ontologies with the aim to learn

about patient data that need to be assessed to determine patient eligibil-

ity. The authors of [82] describe the semi-automatically induced semantic
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categories of eligibility criteria and present a method for automatic classi-

fication of criteria using clustering methods based on semantic similarity.

3.1.5 Conclusions and future work

3.1.5.1 Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the possibility of capturing and form-

alizing the jargon of clinical trial eligibility criteria. We approached the

problem by defining a set of 130 patterns that di↵er in the complexity

level. Some patterns reflect sentence structure, others capture phrases cor-

responding to specific medical parameters. We defined a detailed classific-

ation that capture following dimensions: time independent and temporal

status, specification type, medical content, variability and controllability,

and subject. For each dimension we specified corresponding classes.

We evaluated the expressivity and coverage of the defined set of pat-

terns. Our experiment with the concrete clinical trial demonstrated that

patterns could be used to express a high majority of criteria (36/39). In

order to check the coverage of patterns across various medical domains, we

analyzed eligibility criteria from several thousands of clinical trials related

to breast cancer, lung cancer and diabetes (3905, 2949, 5499). We used 342

regular expressions to identify the patterns in extracted eligibility criteria

and were able to find at least one pattern in 71%, 69% and 54% of lines

of eligibility criteria, respectively. We obtained a method for automatic

classification of eligibility criteria according to fine-grained dimensions.

Our findings indicate that the language used for expressing eligibility

criteria is regular enough to be captured to a big extent by the set of defined

patterns. We conclude that their expressivity and coverage is su�cient to

continue the research in the directions described in the next section.

3.1.5.2 Future work

We can apply the presented work for various applications.

Firstly, we will create a rich library of eligibility criteria, classified accord-

ingly to all described dimensions and classes. As we explained before,

identifying patterns in the text of condition allows classification only ac-

cording to the dimensions and values associated with a pattern. Next step
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will cover extending it, by automatic analysis of criteria content. There are

few ontology annotators which could be used for this purpose e.g. MetaMap

[59]. Information about semantic types of identified ontology concepts for

example from SNOMED CT will provide data needed to perform classific-

ation of medical content.

Additionally, we will incorporate domain knowledge to enable classification

according to the variability and controllability dimension. Such knowledge

is necessary to annotate e.g. tests with information whether its value can

change in next exam, i.e. results of some blood tests are likely to change

in contrary to the test indicating a gene mutation.

Created in this way library can facilitate the process of designing eligibility

criteria. It will allow researchers to browse it and find criteria, defined for

other clinical trials, related to their specific queries.

Secondly, we will approach the formalization of eligibility criteria to sup-

port e.g. matching patients for clinical trials. Based on annotations of

criteria content with defined patterns and ontology concepts, we can start

generating computable queries. It will be necessary to develop a method

for combining identified patterns using logical operators or a grammar. We

will also need to give consideration to ambiguous terms like “high blood

pressure”, this issue was addressed in [83] in the context of formalizing

medical decision rules. Another essential aspect is recognition whether a

condition is inclusion or exclusion criterion, correct interpretation will in-

fluence the success of a matching algorithm.

Since semantic reasoning is expected to facilitate the process of criteria

evaluation, we will formalize them in SPARQL, extending with SWRL rules

if necessary. A computable representation of eligibility criteria will allow

automatic determination of patients eligibility, and facilitate the recruit-

ment process.
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3.2 Evaluation of patterns approach

Background The semi-automatic evaluation of eligibility criteria can fa-

cilitate the recruitment for clinical trials, the completion of studies and the

generation of clinical evidence about new approaches to treatment, preven-

tion and diagnosis. Because eligibility criteria are written in natural lan-

guage, automatically extracting their meaning and evaluating them for a

particular patient is challenging. This paper presents evaluation of our ap-

proach to criteria formalization and automatic interpretation of criteria,

by detecting in text language patterns.

Methods Our approach to the criteria interpretation is based on detect-

ing in text semantic entities (diseases, treatments, measurements etc.) us-

ing ontology annotators and semantic taggers, and detecting predefined pat-

terns describing the context in which these entities occur. The main subject

of the paper is the evaluation of the pattern detection algorithm, based on

regular expressions. It’s evaluation covers several aspects: precision, recall

of the algorithm and the assessment of the implications of using the iden-

tified patterns to find potential candidates. The evaluation was performed

manually using a subset of patterns and a random selection of 66 trials from

ClinicalTrials.gov. We also present the process of incrementally expanding

the set of patterns and corresponding regular expressions. Additionally, we

evaluate the reusability of the pattern set and the formalisation approach

with a medical expert.

Results The presented incremental approach to the design of pattern de-

tection algorithm let us obtain the final average precision and recall for the

selected patterns equal to 0.91 and 0.9 respectively. The expressivity of a

set of patterns, defined as the ability to capture the typically occurring con-

straints on patient data, is su�cient to cover a broad variety of clinical

trial criteria. The finding was also confirmed by validating the formalisa-

tion approach on trials related to various diseases.
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Conclusions Our results indicate that in the majority of cases applying

presented method of pattern detection leads to correct interpretation of cri-

teria. Further improvement of the algorithm should be based on exploring

other NLP techniques. The pattern set has a very high expressivity and

can be used across medical domains. We conclude that our approach to

criteria formalization is feasible and ultimately can support semi-automatic

recruitment.

3.2.1 Introduction

Clinical trials are research studies that follow a systematic and well-defined

protocol of intervention or observation. If successfully completed, they

provide evidence about new approaches to treatment, prevention and dia-

gnostic methods. However, a trial can only be successfully completed when

su�cient participants (to achieve statistically-sound results) are enrolled.

Each clinical trial specifies eligibility criteria, defining the population that

can be recruited. The criteria concern, among others, demographic inform-

ation, the history of the patient treatment and current health conditions.

The process of identifying eligible candidates is time- and e↵ort-consuming,

requiring health care providers to be aware of all relevant trials currently

running and to identify candidates that suit the trials. We aim to support

the task of patient recruitment by implementing a method for the formal-

ization of eligibility criteria, enabling their semi-automatic evaluation. The

method relies on: 1) detection of syntactic patterns based on regular ex-

pressions, providing the contextual information, 2) detection of semantic

entities, 3) evaluation of criteria composed of the two types of entities based

on patient data. For example, consider the eligibility criterion “No prior

malignancy except for nonmelanoma skin cancer”. First, we detect the

pattern “No prior () except for ()”, and second, the concepts ”malignancy”

and “nonmelanoma skin cancer”. To evaluate criteria, the patterns can

be linked to pre-defined incomplete queries, which after filling with the se-

mantic entities identified can be executed to verify patient eligibility. In

this paper, we first describe the method, then evaluate the approach to eli-

gibility criteria formalization. The feasibility is influenced by the number

of patterns, the algorithm of patterns detection, and the restrictiveness and
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the variety of synonym forms covered by the regular expressions. The eval-

uation was 2 performed in detail from various perspectives. We assessed

the comprehensiveness of the set of patterns, the precision and recall of the

pattern detection algorithm and how the identified patterns influence find-

ing potential candidates for trials. We ran two evaluation rounds. Based

on the results of the first experiment, we identified and addressed several

issues, performed the second experiment, compared the results of the two

evaluation rounds, and based on that we analyzed the feasibility of the ap-

proach. Finally, we evaluated our approach to criteria formalization with

a medical expert, the Trial Physician Assistant from Maastro Clinic3.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present re-

lated work. Then we introduce the method for formalization of eligibility

criteria. Further, we describe the setting of evaluation experiment, the sets

of selected patterns and clinical trials. Next, we describe the aspects con-

sidered for the evaluation and analyze the obtained results. In the final

section we present the conclusions.

3.2.2 Methods

The formalization of eligibility criteria supports their semi-automatic evalu-

ation, providing information about whether a patient satisfies all necessary

conditions to be enrolled in a clinical trial. We first introduce our approach,

and then describe how it can be applied to process eligibility criteria.

After analyzing eligibility criteria from clinical trials published at Clin-

icalTrials.gov4 and observing vast similarity among them, we decided to

capture the most typical expressions by patterns (see Figure 3.1). We

defined a set of 165 patterns which cover conditions related to demographic

information (e.g. “Age over ()”), disease characteristics (e.g. “T () stage”

, “allergy to ()” ) and prior and concurrent therapies (e.g. “At least ()

since prior () therapy, “No concurrent () except for ()”). The patterns are

described in detail in our previous work [49].

Formalizing eligibility criteria consists of several steps, depicted in Fig-

ure 3.2. First, we recognize the general meaning of a criterion, by de-

tecting the syntactic patterns providing the contextual information about

3http://www.maastro.nl
4http://clinicaltrials.gov/
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the semantic entities mentioned in the criterion. Next, we identify these

semantic entities, which can be instantiated by diseases, treatments, lab

measurement, value or temporal constraints. For the detection of semantic

entities we apply MetaMap [59], the ontology annotator and GATE [40],

the open source framework for text processing, providing semantic taggers

for measurements and numbers. Since these are state of the art tools, their

annotation performance is not evaluated here.

The algorithm for pattern detection is based on regular expressions. In

total, in the iterative process described in next section, we defined 468 regu-

lar expressions corresponding to the 165 patterns. The algorithm processes

eligibility criteria sentence by sentence, which are delimited using GATE

[40]. Each sentence can correspond to more than one pattern. From the

set of patterns identified in the sentence, the algorithm chooses only those

that cover the longest phrases, and ignores patterns capturing segments

subsumed by others. For example in the sentence “No other concurrent

hormonal therapy, including steroids”, it identifies two patterns “No con-

current ()” and “No concurrent () including ()”, from which it selects only

the latter because it more closely reflects the content and meaning of the

criterion. In addition, it recursively searches for nested patterns. In the

sentence: “No history of other malignant neoplasms except for curatively

treated nonmelanoma skin cancer or surgically cured carcinoma of the cer-

vix in situ” the algorithm first identifies the pattern “No prior () except for

()” and, second, the one nested in the second parameter “Recovery from

()”.

The results of applying the pattern-detection algorithm are the subject

of our evaluation as described in the next sections. Additionally, we verified

the applicability of the formalisation approach with a domain expert. We

evaluated the expressivity of the final set of patterns and the availability

of encountered medical terms in the UMLS Thesaurus in the process of

formalising criteria from 10 randomly selected clinical trials.

3.2.3 Evaluation approach

This section describes the setting of evaluation and the considered aspects

of the formalization method. We analyzed: (1) the comprehensiveness of
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Figure 3.1: Patterns of eligibility criteria.

Figure 3.2: Pipeline of formalization steps.

the set of patterns, (2) the precision and recall of the pattern detection

algorithm, (3) the extent to which the patterns selected by the algorithm

cover the meaning of criteria and (4) applicability of the formalisation ap-

proach and reusability of patterns for trials related to di↵erent medical

domains. Since (1) and (3) is not well defined, we introduce a scoring

formula that evaluates various components and gives a value between 0-1.

We also present the explanatory examples of criteria evaluation, describing

di↵erent scenarios.

3.2.3.1 The setting of evaluation

Due to the significant manual e↵ort required for the evaluation, we decided

to focus on a selected subset of patterns and clinical trials, described next.
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Subset of clinical trials We tested our method with clinical trials cri-

teria from the large public repository ClinicalTrials.gov. In the process

of defining the pattern detection algorithm we used the trials that specify

breast cancer as a study condition. Our main focus of interest lies here be-

cause of our clinical collaborators, whose expertise will be crucial in further

steps of the research. From the available clinical trials we randomly selec-

ted 2% (66), which we divided in two groups to analyze them separately in

the two iterations of evaluation. Finally, in the process of evaluating the

reusability of the formalisation approach we used a set of 10 clinical trials,

related to various medical domains (3 breast cancer, 4 other types of cancer

and 3 related to non cancer conditions), we chose the trials published after

we stopped evolving the pattern set.

Subset of patterns We have selected 20 patterns out of the 129 for the

evaluation: the 10 most frequent and the 10 most complex. The selection

of most frequent patterns is based on the number of their occurrences in

the eligibility criteria in the total corpus of over 3 thousand breast cancer

clinical trials (described below). The selection of the most complex patterns

was based on the number of pattern variables (i.e. pattern “No ()” has 1

variable, pattern “No () within () except for ()” 3) and their availability in

the selected subset of clinical trials (some of initially selected most complex

patterns did not occur in the subset, so we adjusted the settings). We

distinguished the most complex patterns in order to verify whether the

performance of the pattern detection algorithm depends on the complexity

of the patterns. As a result, the evaluation covered the following patterns:

• 10 most frequent:

History of (), () greater than or equal (), No (), Required (), History

of () within (), Female, Normal (), No history of (), () negative, Prior

() for ()

• 10 most complex:

Value () in range() - (), At least () since prior (), No prior () for (),

History of () within () prior to (), , No history of () within (), ()

allowed if (), If () then (), No concurrent () for (), No () within ()

except for (), Negative () within () prior to ()
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Iterations As mentioned, we divided the clinical trials used for evalu-

ation into two groups. First, we analyzed the results of the evaluation on

the first subset of eligibility criteria. Based on the findings, we identified

the possibilities of improvements, which we then implemented. Next, we

verified the impact of the changes by repeating the evaluation on the second

set of eligibility criteria. The second iteration was performed with the same

patterns.

3.2.3.2 Aspects of evaluation

(1) Evaluation of comprehensiveness of the pattern set The set of

patterns contains 129 patterns, which reflect the typical structure of eligib-

ility criteria and the constraints on the patient data, related to demograph-

ics, disease and patient characteristics and prior and concurrent treatments.

The evaluation of comprehensiveness aims to (1) verify the expressiveness

of the current set of patterns, how well it captures the meaning of eligib-

ility criteria and (2) identify the possible extensions to the set. For each

sentence of the eligibility criteria from the considered subset, we analyzed

whether manually-selected best matching pattern from our set captures all

the mentioned constraints from the following list: exclusions, inclusions,

purpose, temporal constraint (duration, start, and time, time point refer-

ence), confirmation constraint and number of occurrences.

(2) Evaluation of the algorithm of pattern detection We evalu-

ated the pattern detection algorithm in terms of precision and recall and

analyzed the results of the annotation of sentences of the selected set of

eligibility criteria. We manually verified whether the patterns detected by

the algorithm were indeed the best match from our set, and whether the

algorithm has found all of them.

(3) Evaluation of the results of patterns detection Additionally,

we evaluated the patterns suggested by the algorithm from the perspective

of the influence they have on generating correct queries, and consequently

finding eligible candidates. While the evaluation of precision only verifies

whether a pattern suggested by the algorithm is the best match, here we
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check to what extent it covers the criterion meaning in comparison to the

best match.

The details of the scoring of the results are described in the following

subsections.

(4) Evaluation of the applicability of the approach with a medical

expert Finally, we evaluated the reusability of the formalisation approach

with a medical expert. We verified the hypothesis that we can create a

semi-formal representation of eligibility criteria consisting of a combination

of syntactic patterns, UMLS ontology concepts and values (numbers and

units of measurement) that fully cover the intended meaning of the criteria.

We also studied whether obtained results depend on the domain of clinical

trials. We asked a medical expert to participate in the formalization of

criteria from 10 clinical trials and validate the results. The trials were ran-

domly selected from ClinicalTrials.gov, out of the 3 groups: with condition

breast cancer, other cancer types and other diseases, all published in 2013,

to ensure, that these trials were not encountered in the process of defining

the pattern set.

The formalization of criteria was facilitated by the tool, ’Eligibility Cri-

teria Editor’, presented in Figure 3.3, which helps to find an appropriate

pattern, and fill it with corresponding semantic entities. To find corres-

ponding ontology concepts from UMLS we used the online browsing tool
56. We measured the percentage of criteria for which we were able to find

the corresponding patterns, then, those that could be fully expressed with

the patterns, ontology concepts and quantities, and finally, those that could

be potentially evaluated due to the data availability in the patient record

used in the Maastro Clinic. In the process we disregarded all criteria refer-

ring to the informed consent.

3.2.3.3 Scoring method

Here, we describe the approach to the scoring of the correspondence between

a sentence and the best matching pattern, and a pattern suggested by the

5https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/metathesaurus.html,
6https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/snomedctBrowser.html
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Figure 3.3: Eligibility Criteria Editor

algorithm and the best match, applied to evaluate (1) and (3) (the compre-

hensiveness of the pattern set and the results of pattern detection). The

score evaluates to what extent a pattern covers the meaning of the sen-

tence. The information that a pattern is expected to cover refers to several

dimensions of classification of eligibility criteria. The classification dimen-

sions are described in detail in [49] (section 3.1). Here, we consider only

the dimension that we evaluate. The score takes into account whether the

pattern indicates correct:

• Temporal status (prior, current, planned) (TS)

• Time independent status (present, absent, allowed) (TIS)

• Specification type (exception, inclusion, purpose of a treatment, tem-

poral or confirmation constraint, a limit for the number of occur-

rences) (C
w

), (C
s

)

Depending on the context, the types of constraints mentioned can

either weaken or strengthen a primary meaning of a criterion. Miss-

ing either type influences the precision of the generated query used to

verify patient eligibility. Not finding a weakening(relaxing) condition

(C
w

) can cause missing eligible patients, while not finding a strength-

ening (restricting) condition (C
s

) can lead to suggesting irrelevant

candidates.

The dimensions describe criteria content from various perspectives. A cri-

terion can refer to patient history or current situation (TS), can require or
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allow a presence/absence (TIS) of some medical parameter. In addition, a

criterion can define various types of weakening or strengthening constraints

(C
w

), (C
s

).

We calculate the score of a pattern P for a sentence S taking into account

the above components, according to the formula:

Score(P (S)) =
TS + TIS + C

w

+ 0.5C
s

n

, (3.1)

where TS, TIS, C
w

and C
s

are a fraction of correctly identified elements of

dimensions; n is the weighted number of specified elements in the formula.

The score takes values between 0 and 1. A pattern does not need to specify

all components, but some patterns may cover several dimensions and several

values in a dimension. For instance a pattern “No () prior ()” only has

temporal status (TS = prior) and time independent status (TIS = absence),

while pattern “No () prior () within () except for ()” has two additional

relaxing conditions (a temporal constraint and an exception).

We consider all components equally important with the exception of

strengthening conditions. The latter has the lowest weight because from

the perspective of our application, suggesting some irrelevant candidates is

less serious than missing eligible patients, as the final decision about the

recruitment is made by the physician.

In order to evaluate the comprehensiveness of the selected patterns, for

each sentence we manually select the best matching pattern in the set, and

calculate its score, verifying whether it expresses all the relevant dimensions

of classification. Finally, for each pattern we calculate the average of the

scores obtained for the corresponding sentences.

A similar strategy is used to evaluate the result of pattern detection

algorithm. For each sentence we calculate the score of the pattern selected

by the algorithm and compare it with the classification of the sentence

implied by the manually selected best matching pattern. If the selected

pattern is equal to the best match it receives the maximal score 1, otherwise

a value between 0 and 1 is computed based on the weighing Formula (3.1).

We will describe the approach with several examples.
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Examples of the evaluation

The following examples depict various scenarios of evaluation with criteria

from the selected clinical trials. For each sentence we present the manually

selected best matching pattern, the score of the best match, the suggested

extension to the set of patterns, the pattern detected by the algorithm,

and its score. The calculation of each score is explained by displaying the

partial score obtained for each dimension (in the nominator), denominated

by the expected score (n).

• Example 1: The best match is complete, the algorithm successfully

finds it.

– Criterion: “Trastuzumab or biologic therapy within previous 2

weeks.”

– The best match: “History of () within ()”

– The score of the best match: 1(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C
s

)
1(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C

s

) = 1

The pattern indicates correct temporal status (prior),time inde-

pendent status (present), strengthening in this context temporal

constraint.

– Extension: -

– The detected pattern: “History of () within ()”

– The score of the pattern: 1

In this case the best matching is equal to the pattern selected by

the algorithm, it covers all modifiers, therefore both get the maximal

scores and no extension to the set of patterns is needed.

• Example 2: The best match is complete, but the algorithm selects a

suboptimal pattern.

– Criterion: “No spontaneous menses for at least 5 years.”

– The best match: “No () within ()”

– The score of the best match: 1(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C
w

))
1(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C

w

)) = 1

The pattern indicates correct temporal status (prior, current),
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time independent status (absent), weakening in this context tem-

poral constraint.

– Extension: -

– The detected pattern: “No ()”

– The score of the pattern: 1(TS)+1(TIS)+0(C
w

)
2(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C

w

) = 0.5

This example shows the situation when the best matching pattern

covers all modifiers, but the pattern selected by the algorithm misses

a temporal constraint, so gets a lower score.

• Example 3: Complete pattern is missing, the algorithm selects the

best match.

– Criterion: “LVEF normal by echocardiogram or MUGA.”

– The best match: “() normal”

– The score of the best match: 1(TIS)+0(C
s

)
1(TIS)+ 1

2 (Cs

)
= 0.66

– Extension: “() normal, confirmed by ()”

– The detected pattern: “() normal”

– The score of the pattern: 1

In this situation the pattern selected by the algorithm equals the

best matching pattern and gets the maximal score. However, the

best match does not cover a confirmation constraint, receives a score

<1 and leads to identifying potential extension to the set of patterns.

• Example 4: Complete pattern is missing, the algorithm selects a sub-

optimal pattern.

– Criterion: “Prior chemotherapy regimens allowed, including prior

treatment on protocol WSU-2006-13”

– The best match: “Prior () allowed”

– The score of the best match: 1(TS)+1(TIS)+0(C
w

)
1(TS)+1(TIS)+1(C

w

= 0.66

The criterion states explicitly which prior treatment is allowed.
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However, the corresponding best matching pattern does not cover

the inclusion modifier, so its extension was added to the set.

– Extension: “Prior () allowed including ()”

– The detected pattern: “History of ()”

– The score of the pattern: 1(TS)+0(TIS))
1(TS)+1(TIS)) = 0.5

This case represents the worst situation: the pattern selected by the

algorithm is suboptimal (has wrong TIS ’required’ instead of ’allowed

’), the best matching pattern misses an inclusion modifier, so both

get a score lower than 1.

We used the strategy presented to evaluate the annotation of all eligib-

ility criteria from the selected clinical trials and to calculate the average

score for the patterns of interest. The results are presented in the next

section.

3.2.4 Results

This section describes the evaluation results of our approach to the formal-

ization of eligibility criteria that is based on automatic detection of context

patterns. First, we present and analyze the results of the evaluation of the

first group of eligibility criteria. Then, we describe the changes made and

analyze their impact on the algorithm of pattern detection.

3.2.4.1 Results of the first round of evaluation

Evaluation of comprehensiveness of the pattern set We analyzed

the expressiveness of the chosen subset of patterns, i.e. whether using

’the best matches’ allows su�ciently expressing the meaning of criteria in

terms of the considered modifiers. The evaluation showed that the half of

patterns were su�ciently expressive. Table 3.4 presents the evaluation of

the remaining patterns, for which we identified comprehensive extensions,

and the score of a current version. For example, for pattern “History of ()”

we have identified a following possible extension “History of () prior to ()”,

that would reflect criteria like “Radiation therapy prior to chemotherapy”.
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Table 3.4: Evaluation of comprehensiveness of the pattern set

Pattern Score Suggested extension
AVG 0. 98
Most frequent
History of () 0.97 History of () prior to ()

At least () prior
History of () including ()
History of () for period () prior to ()

No () 0.98 No () confirmed by ()
No concurrent or planned ()
No () unless ()

Required () 0.98 Progression after ()
concurrent or planned ()

History of () within () 0.99 History of () within () including ()
Normal () 0.95 () Normal () confirmed by ()
Prior () for () 0.93 Prior () for () allowed
Most complex
At least () since prior () 0.97 At least () since () prior for ()

At least () to () since ()
At least () since () including ()

No history of () within () 0.96 No history of () within() of ()
No prior () for () 0.91 No prior () for () including ()

No prior () for () except for ()
If () then () 0.92 Prior () allowed for ()

The score is the average of the scores obtained for all the corresponding

sentences (i.e. denoted as “The score of the best match” in the examples

described in the previous section).

Although, the average score of all patterns is 0.98 on the scale of 0-1,

which indicates that in most cases the patterns analyzed su�ciently express

the meaning of the considered criteria, we decided to use the result of the

evaluation to further improve the expressiveness of the set by adding new

patterns or regular expressions that were missing.

Evaluation of the algorithm of pattern detection The previous eval-

uation considered the expressivity of the patterns. The next aspect of eval-

uation regards our algorithm of pattern detection, its precision and recall.

Since the algorithm is based on regular expressions, their restrictiveness and
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the variety of synonym forms that they cover influence the rate of correctly

interpreted criteria. We calculated the precision and recall of pattern de-

tection in order to verify the reliability of the algorithm. Table 3.5 displays

the results, calculated for each pattern separately. We provide aggregated

averages of the 2 groups: most frequent and most complex patterns, and

averages of the complete set.

We start with the overall results: the average recall (0.85) is slightly

higher than average precision (0.83). A comparison of the results of the two

groups of patterns shows that the average precision of the group of most

complex patterns is significantly higher than that of the group of most

frequent ones (0.96 vs. 0.7), while the recall is lower (0.75 vs. 0.95). This

finding confirms that the algorithm performs better in the correct detection

of complex phrases. It should be noted that the most frequent patterns

(10/129) account for 47 % of all identified patterns, so the focus should be

placed on preventing errors related to them, unless the application being

developed focuses on a particular kind of eligibility criteria.

The results in the case of these concrete patterns allowed the detection

of those patterns that the algorithm captures with high recall but low pre-

cision, e.g. “Female”, “Prior () for ()”, “Normal ()”. This indicates the

need to restrict the corresponding regular expressions.

As can be seen from Table 3.5 the opposite can also be observed, when

the algorithm precisely detects some patterns, but fails to find some syn-

onym forms (e.g. “If () then ()”, “No within () except for ()”, () allowed if

()). Improving the recall requires extending the set of regular expressions.

This evaluation allowed the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses

of the pattern detection. We conclude that, in general, the precision and

recall are su�ciently high for the formalization process, but improvements

are possible. We used the evaluation results to improve the algorithm

performance, focusing on the identified needs.

Evaluation of the results of pattern detection The last stage of

the evaluation of the set of patterns and regular expressions is carried out

from the perspective of generating relevant queries enabling the detection of

suitable candidates for enrollment into clinical trials. In order to quantify

the consequences of using a pattern selected by the algorithm for a given
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Table 3.5: Evaluation of the algorithm of pattern detection

Pattern Precision Recall #
AVG 0.83 0.85
AVG Most frequent 0.7 0.95
History of () 0.58 1 42
() greater than or equal () 0.95 1 73
No () 0.89 0.94 51
Required () 0.75 0.94 52
History of () within () 0.88 0.97 36
Female 0.24 1 8
Normal () 0.35 1 6
No history of () 0.95 0.9 21
() negative 0.96 1 27
Prior () for () 0.43 0.75 4
AVG Most complex 0.96 0.75
Value in range() - () 0.94 1 15
At least () since prior () 1 0.69 16
No prior () for () 0.86 1 6
History of () within () prior to () 1 0.95 19
No history of () within () 0.8 0.83 5
() allowed if () 1 0.45 11
If () then () 1 0.14 7
No concurrent () for () 1 1 4
No () within () except for () 1 0.5 2
Negative () within () prior to () 1 1 2

criterion to generate a query we applied the previously introduced Formula

3.1. For each criterion the score of the selected pattern was calculated

(denoted as “The score of the pattern” in the described examples). The

score refers to the manually-selected best-matching pattern from our set

that the algorithm should have found. It takes into account dimensions

indicated by the selected pattern and compares them to the dimensions

of the best matching pattern. Finally, for each pattern we calculated the

average of scores obtained for the individual corresponding criteria.

This measure tells how well the selected pattern reflects the intended

meaning of a criterion. It is more detailed than the evaluation of the pre-

cision, which only shows whether the selected pattern is the best match.

The same tendency as in the case of the precision of the algorithm can be
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observed. The average score of the most complex patterns is significantly

higher than the average of the group of the most frequent ones (0.98 vs

0.74), 7/10 complex patterns obtained the maximal score. We therefore ar-

rive at the same conclusion, namely that we can rely more on the detection

of complex patterns and that the generated queries should indeed retrieve

eligible candidates. However, considering the frequency, there is a consid-

erable need to focus on limiting the errors related to the misinterpretation

of the most commonly occurring patterns which may lead to suggesting too

many ineligible candidates.

The details of the evaluation are in Table 3.6, which presents patterns

with the score lower than the maximum, and gives details about the wrongly

identified elements with respect to the best matches. The leading error is

wrongly identified TIS. Next frequent errors are missed restricting condi-

tions, temporal status, medical content and finally missed relaxing condi-

tions. In addition we denoted by ’context’ errors caused by recognizing the

pattern in other than intended context. A simple example is represented

by the pattern “Female”, which was very frequently observed in the con-

text which restricts the gender of a subject of a condition, and not of the

entire clinical trial. For instance, the inclusion criterion “Female patients

must be at least 18 years” does not directly indicate that only women are

recruited for the corresponding trial. The most serious errors are caused

by failed recognition of TIS, indicating whether the finding is required, for-

bidden or allowed. For example the criterion “ Patient must not have had

prior treatment for invasive breast cancer, including radiation, endocrine

therapy” was wrongly assigned to the pattern “History of ()”. Errors of

this type would lead to both missing eligible and suggesting irrelevant can-

didates. We therefore focused on improving precision of regular expression

starting from the pattern “Required ()” and “History of ()”, because the

largest number of cases with misidentified time independent status is as-

sociated with selecting that pattern. This detailed analysis enabled us to

prioritize the needs for improvement.
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Table 3.6: Evaluation of the results of pattern detection

Pattern Score TS TIS C
s

C
w

Other
AVG Most frequent 0.74
History of () 0.76 1 10 21 context 6
() greater than or equal () 0.97 MC 4
No () 0.92 3 2 context 2
Required () 0.79 13
History of () within () 0.92 2 2
Female 0.24 context 25
Normal () 0.35 1 context 3
Negative () 0.96 1
No history of () 0.98 1
Prior () for () 0.55 2 context 2
AVG Most complex 0.98
Value in range() - () 0.94 context 1
No history of () within () 0.95 1
No prior () for () 0.95 1

3.2.4.2 Covering the identified issues

The experiment performed allowed the evaluation of our approach to the

formalization of eligibility criteria and the detection of possible improve-

ments. The analysis of expressivity of patterns led to the extension of the

patterns set. The analysis of the precision and recall of the algorithm and

the accuracy of potential queries suggested the need to restrict or extend

regular expressions corresponding to particular patterns. As a result, the

number of patterns rose from 129 to 165 and the number of regular expres-

sions from 352 to 468. Besides adding the suggested extensions, we also

added corresponding variations. For example, the evaluation of expressiv-

ity revealed a missing pattern “No prior () for () including ()”, which we

added to the set together with a variation with slightly di↵erent meaning

“No prior () for () except for ()”.

After implementing the changes we repeated the evaluation of the al-

gorithm. The results are described in the next section.
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Figure 3.4: Precision of pattern detection
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Figure 3.5: Recall of pattern detection

3.2.4.3 Final results

We verified the impact of the implemented changes (the added patterns

and regular expressions) on the performance of the algorithm of pattern

detection. To avoid overfitting, we used the remaining half of randomly

selected trials (33) to verify the general impact of changes on the broad

range of trials. The graphs in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the evaluation

results in terms of precision and recall respectively. The bright bars shows

the results of the first round of evaluation, and dark - the second round.

In general, the average precision increased from 0.83 to 0.91, and recall

from 0.85 to 0.9. We resolved the weakest points of the algorithm’s precision
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Table 3.7: Evaluation of the applicability of the formalisation approach

Domain (#Tri-
als)

Criteria
covered
by pat-
terns

Formalized
criteria

Verifiable
criteria

Formalized
and verifi-
able

#
Cri-
teria

Breast Cancer (3) 92% 77% 63% 53% 35
Other Cancers (4) 96% 77% 60% 45% 42
Other Diseases
(3)

100% 78% 68% 64% 18

AVG 96% 77% 63% 53%

by restricting regular expression corresponding to patterns “Female” and

“Prior () for ()”. We were also able to observe some improvements related

to the precision of patterns “History of ()”, “Normal ()”, “Required ()”,

and the recall of “No history of () within ()” and “No prior () for ()”.

The deterioration of the algorithm performance also requires discussion.

There are several patterns for which a drop in the number of correctly iden-

tified cases can be observed, e.g. “No history of ()” present in the precision

graph and “No prior () for ()” apparent in the recall graph. This suggests

that there are still alternative expressions that our regular expressions do

not cover, despite significantly extending the set in the second round. This

finding confirms a well known feature of natural language of numerous pos-

sibilities of expressing the same meaning.

Taking into account the e↵ort required to obtain the improvements

between the two iterations of evaluation and the observed drop of perform-

ance in a few cases we also conclude that we can not expect to obtain

significant gain by continuing to extend the set of patterns and regular

expressions using the same strategy. In the future, therefore we may in-

vestigate other methods such as NLP techniques.

3.2.4.4 Evaluation of the applicability of the approach with a

medical expert

Table 3.7 presents the results of manual verification of of the reusability

of the approach to criteria formalisation. The expressivity of the pattern

set turned out to be very high. On average the patterns were su�cient to

express the context of mentioned semantic entities for 96% of criteria. The
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uncovered criteria contained specific information related to the outcome of

a treatment, for instance “No recurrence except for carcinoma in-situ of

the cervix that has been e↵ectively treated by surgery alone”, location of

performed action, frequency of some event or investigator’s opinion. Since

we intend to use medical ontologies as a bridge between criteria and patient

data, the table also presents the statistics about the criteria, which could

be fully formalised using the combination of the chosen patterns and the

manually selected ontology concepts from UMLS Thesaurus. We observed

a big drop, on average 77% of criteria could be formalized in such manner,

indicating the gaps of UMLS. For instance there is no single concept cor-

responding to “Severe symptomatic heart disease’ . Some of such criteria

could be expressed after applying post-coordination, but because there is

no standardized post-coordination method [84], we consider such criteria

as not fully formalised. The table shows also the statistics about the po-

tential documentation of data items in the patient record in Maastro Clinic

corresponding to eligibility criteria - on average 63% of criteria could be

potentially verified due to the data availability. This result is naturally spe-

cific for the considered institution (Maastro Clinic) and is slightly better

than the situation of 5 hospitals reported in [85], where on average 55% of

data was potentially documented. We also analysed the number of eligibil-

ity criteria that can be fully formalised and are potentially verifiable, 53%

criteria satisfy both constraints.

Our results demonstrate that our approach to criteria formalisation can

be reused across trials related to various medical domains, the expressivity

of pattern set is very high. Our findings on the availability of ontology con-

cepts and patient data indicate that after assuring semantic interoperability

with the patient record it should be possible to automate the evaluation of

significant part of eligibility criteria.

3.2.5 Related work

The analysis of clinical trial eligibility criteria and their formalization has

been already addressed in the literature from various perspectives. Tu et

al [45] provide a detailed and informative manual analysis of eligibility cri-

teria, based on a random set of 1000 cases from ClinicalTrials.gov. Criteria
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were categorized along several axes: complexity of conditions, high level

clinical content and semantic and clinical patterns. Our set of patterns and

classification are more extensive, we also describe a method for automatic

detection of patterns and consequently obtaining the classification of cri-

teria with a certain degree of precision and recall.

With respect to representation of eligibility criteria, a very informative and

extensive overview can be found in [75]. Among the analysed and com-

pared approaches are Ad hoc Expressions e.g. Ergo [76], Arden Syntax [77],

Logic-based languages e.g. SQL or SWRL [78] and Prolog [79] applied more

recently, and finally Object-Ortiented Expression and Query languages e.g.

Gello [80]. Our work is motivated by the fact, that there is no complete

solution yet for the automatic translation of criteria to any of these repres-

entations. In [81] authors describe the semi-automatic approach, focused

on ERGO language, which provides insights into challenges of the task.

However, since it requires some manual e↵ort it cannot be directly applied

for other set of trials. Our pattern-based approach resembles mostly the

Ad hoc Expressions, but we treat criteria annotated with patterns as an

intermediate step between natural language and executable representation.

In the continuation of this work, we describe how to transform this in-

termediate, structured representation of criteria to SparQL queries, using

openEHR archetypes for patient data model [51].

The public repository of clinical trials available at ClinicalTrials.gov,

allows to perform the automatic analysis of the trials on a large scale. In

[48] we studied in detail the semantics of eligibility criteria, their cover-

age by concepts from medical ontologies, the distribution of encountered

concepts over semantic types and the completeness of detected subsets of

ontologies with the aim to learn about patient data that need to be as-

sessed to determine patient eligibility. The authors of [82] describe the

semi-automatically induced semantic categories of eligibility criteria and

present a method for automatic classification of criteria using clustering

methods based on semantic similarity.
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3.2.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the evaluation of our approach to the formalization

of eligibility criteria which aims to support a semi-automatic verification

of patient eligibility for clinical trials. The formalization method is based

on the detection of predefined patterns in eligibility criteria, which provide

the context, in which findings, treatments or lab results are mentioned.

The correct detection of patterns enables us to distinguish cases when a

mentioned treatment disqualifies a patient, or, on the contrary, when it is a

necessary entry condition, or is allowed only under specific circumstances.

The patterns can be further linked to incomplete template queries and their

execution will assess patient eligibility. The experiments performed in this

paper aimed to evaluate our approach from several perspectives.

The set of patterns contains 165 items related to criteria restricting

demographic information, disease characteristics and treatments. Although

the patterns were developed by analysing breast cancer trials, experiment

with other types of trials showed that they can be reused across various

domains and capture the context of a high majority of eligibility criteria.

Of course, due to the nature of natural language, the set of patterns can

not be complete. However, we expect that it su�ciently serves our purpose

of enabling formalisation of criteria.

The correct detection of patterns is crucial in order to support the

formalisation of criteria. With our approach based on regular expressions,

we obtained an average precision and recall calculated for the selected 20

patterns equal to 0.91 and 0.9 respectively. The results for the particular

patterns vary from 1 (e.g. for pattern “History of () within () prior to ()

”) to 0.5 in case of pattern “() normal”. The information about strong

and especially weak points should be taken into account in the next step of

generating queries. However, the analysis of the impact of using the pat-

terns proposed by the algorithm shows that even using suboptimal patterns

can lead to correct filtering of the potential candidates. The incremental

approach to algorithm design and the 2 step evaluation let us conclude

that in order to significantly improve the current results, we will need to

investigate other NLP techniques e.g. parse trees or grammars. It will be
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particularly important to enable interpretation of complex criteria with the

multiple patterns detected and identifying relations between them.

We conclude that our approach to the criteria formalization is feas-

ible. The broad range of defined patterns and the pattern detection al-

gorithm can support an automatic interpretation of eligibility criteria. Our

algorithm of patterns detection has su�cient precision and recall to sup-

port, in most cases, the generation of semi-formal representation of eli-

gibility criteria. The evaluation of the applicability of the approach, and

reusability of pattern set with a medical expert using ten random clinical

trials demonstrates that the defined set of patterns can be successfully ap-

plied across various medical domains. To enable semi-automatic evaluation

of patient eligibility we need to ensure semantic interoperability between

eligibility criteria and patient data. We intend to use medical ontologies for

this purpose. The analysis of the mentioned ten trials, and the findings on

the availability of corresponding ontology concepts and patient data indic-

ate that it should be possible to automate the evaluation of a substantial

part of eligibility criteria.



Chapter 4

Mapping eligibility criteria

to patient data model

In this chapter, we present how to bridge the structured representation

of eligibility criteria and one of patient data standards, in order to enable

transforming free text criteria to queries. This chapter builds on the results

of semantic analysis of criteria performed in Chapters 2 and 3. It gives par-

tial answers to the 2nd research question: “Can we generate queries from

the free text of trial eligibility criteria in order to assess patient eligibility?”.

The examples of resulting queries are available at 1.

Parts of this chapter has been published before, as:

K. Milian and A. ten Teije. Towards Automatic Patient Eligibility Assess-

ment: From Free-Text Criteria to Queries. 14th Conference on Artificial

Intelligence in Medicine; AIME 2013, Murcia, Spain. 2013 [51]

1http://figshare.com/articles/Merged_NCI_Thesaurus_selected_openEHR_

archetypes_and_test_patient_data/924797
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The presented work contributes to bridging the representation of clin-

ical trials and patient data. Our ultimate goal is to support the trial re-

cruitment, by automating the process of formalizing eligibility criteria of

clinical trials, starting from free text of criteria and leading to a comput-

able representation. This paper discusses the final step in the pipeline i.e.

generating queries from the structured representation consisting of detected

patterns and semantic entities. The queries allow to evaluate patient eligib-

ility for a given trial. To enable easy incorporation of semantic reasoning

using medical ontologies, we built the queries in SPARQL and use the OWL

representation of one the standards for patient data storage - openEHR ar-

chetypes and NCI ontology. The available public repository of archetypes

and the expressivity of SPARQL allow us to create template queries for the

majority of patterns.

4.1 Introduction

Clinical trials evaluate new approaches to diagnosis, treatments or preven-

tion, and are essential for the progress of medicine. They usually define

detailed eligibility criteria that each participant needs to satisfy, related to

the current health situation of a patient (age, diagnosis, medications used,

etc.) and history of treatment. Since criteria are expressed in natural lan-

guage, the recruitment process is time and e↵ort consuming. Many clinical

trials are not finalized due to insu�cient recruitment. Our research aims to

support the task of evaluation of patient eligibility. Our goal is to provide

a generic method that interprets free text of criteria leading to comput-

able representation. The pipeline of processing steps in depicted in Figure

4.1. The first step of structuring the criteria is described in section 4.2, it

consists of detection of contextual patterns and semantic entities and was

previously reported in [50]. Section 4.3 describes the main contribution of

this paper, the process of transforming the structured representation into

queries determining patient eligibility. Since this step requires the linkage

with patient data, to enhance the reusability of our approach we decided

to conform to one of medical data standards, the openEHR archetypes2.

We describe the mapping of structured representation to archetypes, used

2http://www.openehr.org/home.html
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for constructing the query templates (the dashed line in the Figure 4.1).

We also describe the process of query generation. Section 4.4 discusses the

limitation of presented approach, section 4.5 relates it to existing work, and

the final section presents conclusions.

Figure 4.1: Pipeline of transforming free text criteria to queries. The
rectangle indicates the main focus of this paper.

4.2 Structuring eligibility criteria

The method for structuring eligibility criteria consists of several steps, ini-

tially described in [50, 52], here reported for explanatory purpose. We start

with the preprocessing of criteria, delimiting the sentences using GATE [46].

Next, we detect the patterns providing the contextual information, finally,

we detect semantic entities (ontology concepts, thresholds etc.).

Detecting patterns

The set of patterns was manually defined by analyzing eligibility criteria

published at ClinicalTrials.gov and contains 165 items that reflect the typ-

ically occurring constraints. The patterns cover criteria related to patient

characteristics e.g. ”Age over ()”, disease characteristics e.g. ”T () stage”

and prior and concurrent therapies e.g. ”No concurrent () except for ()”.

The majority of patterns are generic, but a few are specific for oncology (e.g.

staging of cancer), or breast cancer. The algorithm of pattern detection is

based on regular expressions, it finds the longest patterns together with the

nested ones. In total we defined 468 regular expressions corresponding to

the 165 patterns.
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Detecting semantic entities

The detection of patterns enables recognizing the context in which semantic

entities occur. Next, we identify these semantic entities, which can be in-

stantiated by diseases, treatments, lab measurement, value or temporal con-

straints. We incorporate state of the art tools i.e. GATE the NLP frame-

work, and MetaMap [59], an UMLS ontology annotator. In our workflow we

use a tokenizer, sentence splitter, Number, Measurement and MetaMap tag-

gers, wrapped in our application using the GATE API. MetaMap provides

metadata about identified mapping (or a list of candidates), i.e. the UMLS

concept id, semantic type and score of mapping. The measurement plugin,

based on GNU Units [5], recognizes the measurements and additionally

normalizes the values according to the standard units. The recognition of

mentioned entities enables processing of normalized representation (terms

identified in text can be replaced by UMLS identifiers, measurements by

normalized values and units).

The following example illustrates the approach. In the criterion: ”No

prior malignancy except for nonmelanoma skin cancer”, first, we detect the

pattern ”No prior () except for ()”, and second, the concepts malignancy

and nonmelanoma skin cancer. The next section describes the contribution

of this paper, transforming the structured representation to queries, that

allow to automatically evaluate if a patient satisfies the condition.

4.3 From structured criteria to queries

The proposed structured representation of eligibility criteria covers the cod-

ing of data items using medical ontologies, and is independent on a par-

ticular patient data model (EHR). The final step in the pipeline (Figure

4.1) requires the linkage to patient data. To enhance the reusability of the

approach, there is a need to choose a specific clinical data standard, which

together with medical ontologies will serve as a bridge between semantics

of criteria and patient data. In the next section, we present a number of

standards and rationale for choosing openEHR. We describe the mapping

of our structured representation to the archetypes.
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4.3.1 Patient data representation

There are a few standards intended to store and exchange clinical data,

the most common are Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) based on

HL7 v3 RIM3, openEHR, and emerging CEN/ISO EN13606 standard4.

Their scope overlap, however, they were designed for di↵erent purposes.

CDA is an XML schema that specifies structure and semantics of a clin-

ical document. openEHR describes the management, storage and retrieval

of patient data. It is based on the paradigm of two level modeling, sep-

arating reference model from definition of clinical content in the form of

archetypes. CEN/ISO EN13606 standard adapts the openEHR two-level

modeling paradigm, and aims to provide the standard for the exchange of

EHR Extracts. Relation between these standards is described in detail in

[23].

openEHR archetypes provide higher granularity of data specification

than CDA, cover a broad range of clinical data and are freely available.

EN13606 aims to specify standards of developing archetypes, that leave

leave less degrees of freedom than openEHR archetypes, however their de-

velopment is still in a initial phase. Given that, and the availability of

OWL representation of openEHR archetypes [86, 87] enhancing semantic

reasoning that we intend to apply, we decided to choose openEHR. The re-

pository of archetypes is a result of joint contribution of a large community

of researchers and can be accessed via Clinical Knowledge Manager5. It cur-

rently contains approximately 300 archetypes. In next section we present

the selection of applicable ones to express data items occurring in eligibility

criteria.

4.3.2 Mapping structured criteria to openEHR archetypes

Our goal is to construct a set of template queries, that could be reused

across the institutes that use openEHR archetypes, to support recruitment

of patients for clinical trials. The next paragraphs describe the mapping of

structured representation of eligibility criteria to archetypes. First, we focus

3http://hl7book.net/index.php?title=CDA
4http://www.en13606.org
5http://www.openehr.org/knowledge/
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on terms that constitute our patterns, then on most frequently occurring

ontology concepts, identified in our former study [48], finally we discuss the

limits of archetypes expressivity.

Table 4.1: Mappings between simple patterns and archetypes

Pattern openEHR archetypes Parameters
Adult openEHR-DEMOGRAPHIC- Birth date
Age between () - () ITEM TREE. person details.v1
Age over (); Age under ()
Female; Male openEHR-DEMOGRAPHIC- Sex
Female or male ITEM TREE.person details.v1
Not pregnant openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION. Maternity state
Not pregnant or nursing pregnancy.v1
Pregnant or nursing
Estrogen status openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER. Hormone Receptor
Her2-neu status microscopy breast carcinoma.v1 assays
Progesteron status
T () stage openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER. Primary tumour
N() stage tnm staging 7th-breast.v1 Regional lymph nodes
M() stage Distant metastasis
Pathologically confirmed () openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION. Histopathological
Histologically confirmed () lab test-histopathology.v1 result
Pathologically confirmed()by() Test name
Histologically confirmed()by()
Allergy to () openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION. Substance/Agent
Hypersensitivity to () adverse reaction.v1 reaction type
Contraindications for () openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION. Intervention

excluded-intervention.v1 statement
Required diagnosis of () openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION. Diagnosis
Evidence of (); () tested by () problem-diagnosis.v1 Diagnostic criteria
() diagnosis confirmed by ()
Diagnosis within () Date clinically recognized
Family history of () Subject of care

4.3.2.1 Mappings for simple patterns.

Some patterns of eligibility criteria indicate a value of some implicit para-

meter (e.g ”pregnant”) or a parameter - value pair (e.g. ”Required dia-

gnosis of ()”) a majority of these could be directly mapped to archetypes

and their parameters. The full list is given in Table 4.1. Constructing query

templates for these patterns is straightforward.
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4.3.2.2 Semantic type dependent mappings for complex pat-

terns.

Next, we address constructing query templates for more complex patterns,

which provide the context for patient data items. One pattern can corres-

pond to multiple templates, choosing a corresponding one is dependent on

the semantic type of instantiating data. For instance a query related to a

pattern ”History of ()” when instantiated with ”radiotherapy” should ad-

dress data items expressed with an archetype related to procedures, when

instantiated with ”diabetes” - archetype related to diagnosis. More ex-

amples of such patterns are given in the Table 4.2. The list of mappings

between semantic types and archetypes is given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.2: Examples of patterns that require defining multiple query
templates

History of () within () At least () since prior ()
No history of () within () At least () since prior () including ()
No () within () except for () No prior () in combination with ()
No concurrent () with () () must be completed at least () prior to()

Table 4.3: Mapping semantic types to openEHR archetypes

Semantic Type openEHR Archetype
Disease or Syndrome openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.
Neoplastic process problem-diagnosis.v1 OR
Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.
Pathologic function exclusion-problem diagnosis.v1
Sign or Symptom openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.symptom.v1
Therapeutic or openEHR-EHR-ACTION.procedure.v2 OR
Preventive Procedure openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.
Diagnostic Procedure excluded-intervention.v1
Organic chemical openEHR-EHR-ACTION.medication.v1 AND
Pharmacologic substance openEHR-EHR-ITEM TREE.medication.v1

OR openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION
.exclusion-medication.v1

Laboratory Procedure openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.lab test.v1 OR
Laboratory or Test Result openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.

excluded-intervention.v1
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4.3.2.3 Concept dependent mappings.

Finally, because of the broad range of available archetypes, some diseases

or evaluation results might be modeled with specialized archetypes. We

analyzed 50 most frequent concepts, belonging to selected semantic types,

detected in our previous analysis of over 2000 breast cancer clinical trials

[? ]. For 16 we were able to find a corresponding archetype or an attrib-

ute, e.g. openEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.microscopy breast carcinoma.v1 for

’breast cancer’, openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.lab test-full blood count.v1

for ’Platelet count’, which is one of the attributes. This step resulted in

finding 4 additional relevant archetypes. Next 24 concepts could be mapped

via their semantic types to some archetypes, having higher level of abstrac-

tion e.g. ’chemotherapy’ to procedure archetype. The remaining 10 we

were not able to map, among them are mainly Findings e.g. ’History of’,

’able’.

We could not map all the patterns and concepts, either because of miss-

ing expressivity of archetypes, inability to find, or missing domain know-

ledge. This regards i.e. patterns requiring specific confirmation of findings

e.g. ”cytologically confirmed () by ()”, ”recovery from ()”, menopausal

status or a gene mutation.

To summarize, we identified 21 relevant archetypes, that model data data

items mentioned in eligibility criteria to various level of detail. Among

them only 2 are strictly related to breast cancer, others are applicable for

representing eligibility criteria of clinical trials related to other diseases.

4.3.3 Query templates

4.3.3.1 Data model

The translation of selected archetypes to OWL6 (Web Ontology Language)

was done using the adaptation of the ADL to OWL tool [86], described in

[87]. Afterwards, the archetypes were merged into one ontology using Pro-

tege. Our approach assumes that patient data are transformed into OWL,

and stored as instances of classes related to corresponding archetypes. Ad-

ditionally, we assume that data are annotated with NCI Thesaurus7 codes.

6http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
7http://nciterms.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/index.jsp
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4.3.3.2 Examples of templates

The template queries are written in SPARQL8, the query language for

RDF. Below are described the examples of templates that reflect most

typical constraints, presence of a condition, value comparison, temporal

constraint, and semantic connector.

1. Template query for the pattern: Required diagnosis of (diseaseCode):

PREFIX d:<http :// archetypes . mash�i t . net /openEHR�EHR�EVALUATION.

problem�d i agno s i s . v1#>

PREFIX dg:<http :// archetypes . mash�i t . net /openEHR�EHR�CLUSTER.

i n d i v i du a l p e r s on a l . v1#>

PREFIX a:<http ://www. semanticweb . org / on t o l o g i e s /2012/10/MergedArchetypes . owl#>

PREFIX c:<http :// k l t . i n f .um. es /˜ c a t i / on t o l o g i e s /OpenEHR�SP�v2 . 0 . owl#>

PREFIX p:<http :// archetypes . mash�i t . net /openEHR�EHR�ACTION. procedure . v1#>

PREFIX nc i :<http :// nc icb . nc i . nih . gov/xml/owl/EVS/Thesaurus . owl#>

PREFIX r d f s :<http ://www.w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf�schema#>

SELECT distinct ? pat i en t

WHERE {
? pat i en t a archetypes : at0000 . 1 Pat i en t ;

archetypes : l i n k s ?dc .

?dc c : da ta eva lua t i on ?d ;

a d i a gno s i s : at0000 . 1 D iagnos i s .

?d c : va lue e l ement ? diagnos i sCode ;

a d i a gno s i s : at0002 . 1 D iagnos i s .

? subc l a s s r d f s : subClassOf nc i : d iseaseCode

FILTER ( ( ? diagnos isCode=nc i : d iseaseCode | | ? diagnos isCode=?subc l a s s ) &&

NOT EXISTS {
?dc c : da ta eva lua t i on ? s .

? s a d i agno s i s : a t 0 030 Da t e o f r e s o l u t i on })

}

This query selects the patients who have recorded a diagnosis with

a specific NCI code, but without time of resolution. The query uses

NCI hierarchy in order to include patients that have a subtype of a

requested diagnosis.

2. Template query for the pattern: Age over (threshold)

SELECT distinct ? pat i en t

WHERE {
? pat i en t a archetypes : at0000 . 1 Pat i en t ;

archetypes : l i n k s ? demographics .

? demographics a dg : a t0000 Ind iv idua l s pe r sona l demograph i c s ;

c : i tems ? dateOfBirth .

? dateOfBirth a dg : a t0007 Date o f B i r th ;

archetypes : t ime va lue ?date .

BIND ( 365 ⇤(year (now ( ) ) � year ( xsd : dateTime (?date ) ) ) +

30 ⇤ (month(now ( ) ) � month( xsd : dateTime (?date ) ) )

+day(now ( ) ) � day( xsd : dateTime (?date ) ) AS ? age ) .

FILTER (? age > 365 ⇤ l imit )

}

8http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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This query selects the patients with age higher than a given threshold

expressed in years. It compares the di↵erence between the time of

birth and current time with the threshold.

3. Template query for the pattern: At least (threshold) since (proced-

ureCode)

SELECT distinct ? pat i en t

WHERE {
? pat i en t a archetypes : at0000 . 1 Pat i en t ;

c : l i nk s> ? procedure .

? procedure a p : at0000 Procedure undertaken ;

archetypes : t ime va lue ?procedureTime ;

c : i tems ?procedureName .

?procedureName a p : at0002 Procedure .

c : va lue e lement> ? procedureCode .

? subc l a s s r d f s : subClassOf nc i : procedureCode .

BIND (86400⇤(day(now ( ) ) + 30⇤month(now ( ) ) + 360⇤year (now ( ) ) ) AS ?now ) .

BIND ( xsd : dateTime (? procedureTime ) AS ? t )

BIND (86400⇤(day(? t ) + 30⇤month(? t ) + 360⇤year (? t ) ) AS ?procTimeInS ) .

FILTER ( ( ? procedureCode = nc i : procedureCode | | ? code = ? subc l a s s )

&& ?now � ?procTimeInS> th r e sho ld )

}

The query selects patients who have recorded a procedure with a

required NCI code or its subclass. A patient must have undergone it

longer ago than a given threshold. Because the threshold is extracted

from a criterion by the GATE Measurement plugin, which normalizes

the value in seconds, the current time had to be recalculated to enable

comparison.

4. Template query for the pattern: No prior (procedureCode) for (dis-

easeCode).

SELECT distinct ? pat i en t

WHERE {
? pat i en t a archetypes : at0000 . 1 Pat i en t ;

archetypes : l i n k s ? procedure .

? procedure a procedure : at0000 Procedure undertaken ;

c : i tems ?procedureName .

?procedureName a procedure : at0002 Procedure ;

archetypes : NCI code ?pCode .

? pSubclass r d f s : subClassOf nc i : procedureCode .

? procedure c : i tems ? reason .

? reason a procedure : a t0014 Reason s f o r p rocedure ;

c : va lue e l ement /c : da ta eva lua t i on ? d i agno s i s .

? d i a gno s i s a d i agno s i s : at0002 . 1 D iagnos i s ;

c : va lue e l ement ?dCode .

? dSubclass r d f s : subClassOf nc i : d iseaseCode .

FILTER ( ( ?pCode!= nc i : procedureCode && ?pCode!=? pSubclass ) | |
( ( ? pCode=nc i : procedureCode | | ?pCode=?pSubclass )

&& ?dCode!= nc i : d iseaseCode && ?dCode!=? dSubclass ) )

}
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This last query selects patients who have never undergone a procedure

with a specific code or its subtype, unless it was caused by another

diagnosis.

As presented, the expressivity of SPARQL 1.1 and existing archetypes

allows to build semantically complex queries.

4.3.3.3 Generating queries.

The query generation involves several steps, it starts from the structured

representation consisting of patterns and semantic entities. First, the UMLS

concepts detected in criteria are related to codes in patient file, in our case

it is NCI Thesaurus. To get a corresponding NCI code, the program quer-

ies Linked life data9 using Jena10. Next, the algorithm chooses a template

corresponding to the extracted pattern. It is either straightforward, or de-

pends on the semantic type of detected concepts (section 4.3.2). Semantic

type is provided by MetaMap annotator, so this step is also automatic.

4.4 Limitations and future work

Structuring criteria. Currently the method processes only eligibility cri-

teria that can be mapped exclusively to one of patterns, which often it

is not su�cient. For complex sentences covered by multiple patterns, the

problem is to determine their scope and correct logical connectors. Ad-

ditionally, the correct detection of patterns arguments introduces another

challenge. We rely on precision and recall of external tools, MetaMap, and

Measurement plugin. As reported in our previous work [52] (chapter 6),

processing eligibility criteria of 300 clinical trials lead to structuring 17.9%

of sentences, after filtering out sentences with more than one pattern, and

entities mapped to ontology concept with worse than a maximal score.

Reusability. The openEHR archetypes leave freedom for adaptation and

extension. The same data can be expressed using di↵erent archetypes in

di↵erent institutes. It is likely that the template queries would need to

be adopted according to local settings, capturing also the way data were

9http://linkedlifedata.com/
10http://jena.apache.org
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transformed to OWL. (The same holds for CDA.)

Scalability. Presented approach requires the manual definition of query

templates. Although it is e↵ort consuming task, leads to generic solution.

As mentioned before, because of freedom of archetypes adaptation some

slight modification might be required for a specific institute. Afterwards

the approach might be reused for the trials related to various diseases.

Future work. Next steps will cover the evaluation of the approach with

real patient data. Our experience shows that some data needed to cer-

tainly determine patient eligibility is not available in a structured format.

Nevertheless, even partial screening of patients leads to useful filtering out

ineligible candidates, saving time of clinicians. In future work we plan to

incorporate domain knowledge that will allow to infer some missing in-

formation (e.g. using a list of medication to deduce a procedure type).

Moreover, we will need to extend the algorithm of query generation with

unit normalization to enable value comparison for other types of paramet-

ers. We also plan to complete the set of templates.

4.5 Related work

The problem of supporting clinical trial recruitment has been studied by

various researches. The informative manual analysis of eligibility criteria

is presented in [45]. It was followed by recently published [88, 89], which

focus on structuring of eligibility criteria. The first describes the adapta-

tion of methods to transform criteria into semantic dependency trees and

extraction of subtrees, which the authors further analyzed to detect fre-

quently occurring patterns of semantic relations. The second approaches

the representation of temporal constraints.

The authors of [81] address the transformation of free text criteria to quer-

ies. Their pipeline involves the manual preprocessing, the application of

NLP parser and ontology annotator. Next, the produced parse tree is used

to create ERGO annotations, from which SQL queries are generated over

assumed patient data model. In our approach, the patterns and detected

ontology concepts resemble ERGO annotations. Our approach to query

generation is bounded to openEHR standard which should enhance the

reusability, across the institutes conforming to it. Additionally, we apply
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semantic reasoning using NCI ontology hierarchy, allowing to reason also

about subtypes of diseases and procedures.

Semantic techniques have been applied in several studies related to clin-

ical trial recruitment. Authors of [78] focused on modeling and reasoning

over patient data. They described the case study using data of 240,000

patients, and addressed the mapping and integrating locally used termino-

logy to SNOMED CT that helped to deal with incomplete and noisy data.

The patient data were transformed into ABox of SNOMED CT, authors

used Pellet to determine which patients satisfy manually created queries

related to simple criteria requiring the presence of some condition. Similar

approach was presented in [78], where authors use OWL representation of

patient data (patient data are translated to ABox of NCI Theasurus) and

manually define criteria using SWRL rules.

With respect to using openEHR archetypes for data representation and

bridging authors of [87] present a case study, where they adopt and extend

ADL to OWL translator [86], and describe calculation of medical quality

indicators.

4.6 Conclusion

This paper describes the approach of transforming eligibility criteria written

in natural language to computable representation. We investigated the ap-

plicability of openEHR archetypes to cover frequently occurring data items

mentioned eligibility criteria. Our findings indicate that their expressiv-

ity of archetypes is su�cient to model data items of eligibility criteria to

big extent. The expressivity of SPARQL 1.1. allowed to construct tem-

plate queries reflecting various complex temporal or semantic constraints.

Choosing OWL representation of patient data, and SPARQL for template

queries, allowed for straightforward incorporation of semantic reasoning

using medical ontologies.

The study was performed with the focus on breast cancer domain, but

the approach could be directly reused for eligibility criteria of trials study-

ing other diseases, possibly after extending with some domain dependent

templates.





Chapter 5

Determining patient

eligibility

In this chapter, we perform experiments with real patient data. We describe

the method for determining patient eligibility which is based on evaluation

of combined queries generated from free text of criteria related to specific

data items. The method applies the pattern detection algorithm described

in chapter 3, integrates domain knowledge about breast cancer staging and

uses heuristics for generating and combining queries. We evaluate the per-

formance of the method, and analyze the usefulness of partial patient data

for the eligibility assessment. This chapter gives partial answers to the 2nd

and 3rd research questions: “Can we generate queries from the free text of

trial eligibility criteria in order to assess patient eligibility?” and “To what

extent evaluation of incomplete patient data helps in determining patient

eligibility?”

This chapter is currently under review and has been submitted, as:

K. Milian, A. ten Teije and A. Dekker. Supporting Clinical Trial Recruit-

ment Using Incomplete Data. [53]

101
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Objective Since many clinical trials can not finalize due to insu�cient

recruitment, presented research was conducted to support the process: verify

the usability of incomplete patient data for determining patient eligibility for

breast cancer trials, and study the performance of automatic query genera-

tion from specific eligibility criteria.

Materials and Methods In the study we used data from a radiation

oncology clinic on 3372 patients and 50 breast cancer trials from Clinical-

Trials.gov. We analyzed the impact of evaluating demographic and cancer

staging data on filtering patients. Our patient-trial matching algorithm uses

heuristics to generate queries from corresponding eligibility criteria. The

results were evaluated with retrospective recruitment data for one trial, and

with manually created gold standard queries for 50 trials.

Results Evaluation of demographic and cancer staging data allowed a

reduction of potentially eligible patients with an average 47%, even though

only 70% of patients had complete data. The matching algorithm correctly

evaluated all patients known to be recruited for the considered trial. The

comparison of results obtained using generated and gold standard queries

showed that the algorithm obtains a F-Measure of 0.89 when classifying

patients as matching.

Discussion A human needs to take a final decision about patient enroll-

ment, but presented method could support the formalization of criteria and

evaluation of available data.

Conclusions Our findings indicate that e↵ort needed to determine pa-

tient eligibility can be significantly reduced by automatic evaluation even

if data is incomplete. Our approach to automatic query generation from

eligibility criteria obtains satisfactory results.
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5.1 Background

Clinical trials are essential for the progress of medicine; they allow evaluat-

ing new approaches to diagnosis, treatment and prevention. Also in short

term, the participation in trials is beneficial for the patients, as it enables

access to the new treatment methods before they are o�cially approved.

However, many clinical trials do not succeed due to insu�cient recruitment.

The recruitment process is time and e↵ort consuming, requires verification

whether each candidate satisfies all eligibility criteria, furthermore it is

typically manual. Constructing automatic decision support is challenging

because eligibility criteria are expressed in free text. Moreover, even if cri-

teria are translated to computable representation, it is rather unlikely that

all information needed for certain assessment is present in patient record,

and even if, it is rather unstructured, hidden in free text fields.

5.2 Objective

The aim of our study was twofold. First, we investigated the e↵ect of partic-

ular eligibility criteria on recruitment for breast cancer clinical trials. Our

hypothesis is that automatic evaluation of even incomplete data can lead

to the filtering of candidates, which significantly reduces the e↵ort needed

to manually inspect remaining candidates. The scope of considered type

of eligibility criteria was dictated by the available patient data, obtained

from a radiation oncology clinic (MAASTRO clinic in the Netherlands). To

verify this hypothesis, we performed an experiment with 50 clinical trials,

for which we manually created the gold standard eligibility queries. For

one of the trials we had available retrospective recruitment data, which we

used to validate automatic evaluation. Secondly, because translating eli-

gibility criteria to computable representation requires technical skills, we

studied the feasibility of automatic query generation from free text. We

inspected generated queries, and calculated the precision and recall of the

trial-matching algorithm, by comparing the assessment results using gen-

erated queries, and manually created gold standard queries.
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5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Experiment setting

We used in the experiment patient data from MAASTRO radiation on-

cology clinic in the Netherlands. In total we had data on 3372 patients

about their age, gender, histology and TNM staging, where TNM stands

for the size of tumor (T), metastasis to lymph nodes (N) and distant meta-

stasis (M) [90]. In this dataset only 70% of patients had complete inform-

ation. TNM and histology were annotated using NCI Thesaurus concepts

(http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/). Figure 5.1 presents the distribution of available

data. Additionally we had information whether a patient was recruited for

NCT00212121 trial1.

Figure 5.1: Distribution of histology and TNM stage of cancer in the
considered population of patients.

In total, we used 50 clinical trials, published at the repository Clinic-

alTrials.gov. We performed a detailed study using the NCT00212121 trial.

The remaining trials were randomly selected out the subset from the cor-

pus of 3348 breast cancer trials, downloaded in February 2011, in which

our algorithm detected some condition regarding cancer stage (1288 cases,

38%).

1http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/record/NCT00212121
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5.3.2 Patient-trial matching method

5.3.2.1 Approach to determining patient eligibility

Each clinical trial specifies its desired population using inclusion and ex-

clusion eligibility criteria. Due to the available patient data, our method

focuses on criteria on age, gender and breast cancer stage: TNM and the

Stage group. The criteria on Stage group can be evaluated by incorpor-

ating the mappings between the Stage group and TNM values (defined in

[90]) e.g. Stage Ia is T1N0M0. The matching algorithm takes into account

a scale and the granularity of each stage, i.e. T takes values between T0

and T4d, N: N0-N3c, M: M0-M1 (see [90] and the page2. For instance, the

program will assess positively patients with T2a or T2b stage for a trial

recruiting patients with “T2-T3” stage and negatively for a trial requir-

ing: “No patients with T2”. The method does not evaluate the histology,

because in the given patient dataset histology is not always precisely en-

coded - sometimes using a super concept of the actual one. However, we

still describe the method to extract required histology from criteria, as the

approach can be potentially used for other data types or when data become

more accurate. To find potentially eligible patients the program needs to

evaluate a query that represents the entire trial and consist of inclusion and

exclusion queries.

5.3.2.2 Generation of queries from specific eligibility criteria

Our approach to automatic generation of queries from free text criteria

consists of the following processing steps:

1. Delimiting the sentences using GATE [40].

2. Detection of Inclusion vs. Exclusion section. On default all criteria

are considered as inclusion criteria, unless the parser finds an indica-

tion of an exclusion list using regular expression, typically the section

starts with a title “Exclusion Criteria.

3. Interpretation of criteria related to demographics, cancer stage and

histology:

2http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/pdq/treatment/breast/healthprofessional/page3
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(a) Detection of demographic criteria is straightforward as these

are structured on ClinicalTrials.gov (e.g. <minimum age>18

Years</minimum age>).

(b) Interpretation of cancer stage: T, N, M and Stage group. Each

stage has a di↵erent scale, a condition can be expressed by enu-

merated values or by an allowed range, e.g. T1-3a. The detection

is done using regular expressions, next, the conditions are nor-

malized using the domain knowledge. The ranges are replaced

with the enumerated values, e.g. T1-3a becomes {T1, T1a, ...,
T1d, T2a, ..., T3a}. Stage group is mapped to TNM values.

The program takes a simplistic approach and does not distin-

guish between pathological and clinical stages (e.g. both cT1

and pT1 are considered T1).

(c) Detection of criteria on breast cancer histology starts with the

classification of a context. It is based on detected patterns in a

sentence, using the algorithm previously described in [50]. The

classification uses patterns meta data about temporal status,

time independent status and specification type. The program

filters out sentences negatively classified i.e. those, which regard

history, contain negations or mention diseases in the context of

therapies e.g. “No prior chemotherapy for breast cancer”, and

does not process them further. The remaining sentences are an-

notated with MetaMap to find ontology concepts. In this par-

ticular case we are only interested in criteria related to breast

cancer histology. Therefore the program checks whether a de-

tected concept is one of the subclasses of ’Breast Neoplasm’,

according to NCI hierarchy. We chose NCI because the dataset

was encoding as such. Since MetaMap return only UMLS iden-

tifiers, the program needs to get corresponding NCI code using

other method. It queries LinkedLifeData3 SPARQL endpoint,

using the Jena Framework. LinkedLifeData provides access to

25 biomedical databases, UMLS is one of them.

3http://linkedlifedata.com
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4. Negation detection. The algorithm checks the context of extracted

stages of cancer and histology, to find whether a criterion requires

their presence or absence. It scans the detected patterns in a sen-

tence, and checks whether an extracted value is nested in one of the

negating patterns. For instance, in a criterion “No patients with

stage N2”, “stage N2” is nested in the pattern “No ()”. The pro-

gram processes only simple criteria. In case of histology, it checks if

a negating pattern co-occurs with other constraints, to disambiguate

criteria like “No breast cancer” and “No hormone receptor positive

breast cancer”. Our patient data do not allow to evaluate such ad-

ditional constraints, therefore they are out of a current scope of the

algorithm.

5. Extension of the recognized set of concepts using NCI hierarchy -

inclusion of subconcepts. For instance, when criterion states “No

invasive breast cancer”, patients with its subtype “Invasive Lobular

Breast Carcinoma” should be also excluded. We use the OWL rep-

resentation of NCI and use SPARQL for querying its content, using

the Jena Framework.

6. Generation of SQL sub queries for each sentence, using information

about the global context of criterion (inclusion vs. exclusion), local

context provided by patterns and mentioned data values. For in-

stance, let us consider an inclusion criterion: “No clinical evidence of

inflammatory disease or fixed axillary nodes (N2) at diagnosis. The

algorithm detects “N2 stage, nested in a negating pattern “No ()”.

The criterion is translated into a subquery, which selects patients with

a stage other than N2 and its subtypes, encoded using NCI Codes:

“(PatientId not in (select PatientId from Patients where (N NCICode

= ’C48786’ OR N NCICode = ’C48713’ OR N NCICode = ’C48712’

OR N NCICode = ’C48711’ OR N NCICode = ’C48786’)))”.

5.3.2.3 Determining patient eligibility

To assess patient eligibility, the program needs to generate and evaluate the

overall eligibility query (EligibilityQuery in Formula 5.1). It is a conjunc-

tion of age, gender and stage query from inclusion and exclusion section.
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Stage queries can be mentioned in multiple sentences, accurate evaluation

requires correct recognition of Boolean relations between them. The com-

plexity of the problem grows with the number of constraints mentioned for

each stage.
Queries assessing patient eligibility:

Eligibility Query

= Age ^Gender ^ (StageIncl

1 _ . . . _ (StageIncl

i

) ^ (StageExcl

1 _ . . . _ (StageExcl

j

),

Exclusion Query

= (¬Age ^ ¬null) _ (¬Gender ^ ¬null) _ (¬StageIncl

1 ^ ¬null) _ . . . _ (¬StageIncl

i

^ ¬null)

_ (¬StageExcl

1 ^ ¬null) _ . . . _ (¬StageExcl

j

^ ¬null),

(5.1)

Our algorithm uses the observations about the common ways of their

expression i.e. TNM is often mentioned as a triple, sometimes is used to

refine the Stage group. Table 5.1 presents some examples of scenarios and

their interpretation. For instance, in case 1 a query should be a conjunc-

tion of extracted stages, in case 2 a disjunction, in case 3, 4 a composition

of disjunction and conjunction, in case 5, 6 a composition requiring under-

standing the correlation between TNM stage and Stage group and negation

detection. Case 7 shows a dependence of stage on other parameter.

Table 5.1: Examples of eligibility criteria related to breast cancer sta-
ging

Eligibility criteria Interpretation Comment

Patients with T0N1M0 T1 and N1 and M0 Conjunction
Locally advanced breast cancer (T4); T4 or N1-N2 Disjunction
Clinical suspicion of axillary nodal dis-

ease (N1-2)

Clinical staging: T2,T3,T4a-c,N0-1 T2-T4c and N0-N1 Composition
Stage IIIb (T4, Any N, M0) or (Any T,

N3, M0)

T1-T4 and N1-N2 and M0 TNM is used to refine the
previous stage values

Clinical stage II or III operable breast

cancer; No patients with node negative

stage IIA (T2N0) breast cancer

(Stage II or III) and NOT
(T2 and N0)

Negations: TNM is used
to exclude previously men-
tioned stages

Inclusion: node-positive stage IIA. - Conjunction with parameter
other than stage.

Exclusion: node-negative stage IIA If unrecognized, can lead
to contradiction. Currently
this case goes beyond the
scope of the paper.

Incorrect interpretation, resulting in over-restrictive queries can lead to

ignoring eligible candidates. Therefore our method aims for high recall and
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uses a liberal approach: stage constraints mentioned in separate sentences

are treated as an alternative (StageIncl/Excl

i

in Formula 5.1); when a sen-

tence contains more than one constraint per each stage (T, N, M or Stage

group) - StageIncl/Excl

i

is composed of disjunction, otherwise a conjunction.

According to this strategy case 1, 2 from Table 5.1 will be correctly inter-

preted (because there is only one constraint per stage in a sentence), but

cases 3-7 will be approximated, the program will generate a disjunction of

all values. To find out patient who are not eligible, we generate a query

(ExclusionQuery in Formula 5.1), which is an alternative of negated sub-

queries, further restricted by the condition that each value should be not

empty.

5.3.3 Evaluation

5.3.3.1 Evaluation of patient trial matching approach

1. Comparison of automatic patient eligibility evaluation with retro-

spective recruitment data

In order to evaluate the approach for patient trial matching, we star-

ted by inspecting the results obtained for a trial with the available

retrospective recruitment data. We focused on the recruited patients

(68) to compare their automatic evaluation with the external evalu-

ation performed by the recruiter.

2. Performance of the query generation algorithm

Next, we analyzed the performance of the algorithm on a broader set

of trials, for which we manually created the gold standard eligibility

queries. In the given set of criteria, we observed examples corres-

ponding to the di↵erent scenarios described in Table 5.1. We started

by manually inspecting the queries related to the combination of con-

straints put on T, N, M and Stage group and checked if they are

correct and valid. We consider a query valid if it covers the superset

of allowed values and its execution would not cause omitting eligible

candidates. Evaluation of histology extraction introduces some di�-

culty; the precise evaluation would require creating the gold standard

annotation with ontology concepts by a domain expert. Due to the
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lack of such annotations, we evaluate only the validity of extracted

values, in the same manner as in the case of staging. We define ex-

tracted histology as valid, if its evaluation would lead to obtaining the

superset of eligible candidates. Additionally, we compared them with

the given structured trial-metadata about trial conditions defining

the disease, syndrome or injury being studies, which are more generic

than eligibility criteria.

3. Performance of trial-matching algorithm

Afterwards, we evaluated the precision and recall of patient-trial

matching by comparing the results of using generated and ground

truth queries related to demographic and staging data.

5.3.3.2 Assessing usability of partial patient data

To address our hypothesis about the usability of partial patient we used the

gold standard eligibility queries created for 50 clinical trials. We studied the

impact of using demographic and cancer staging data on narrowing down

the search. We analyzed it from the perspective of searching for relevant

patients, and additionally from the perspective of searching for relevant

trials for a given patient.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Evaluation of trial matching

1. Comparison of automatic patient eligibility evaluation with retro-

spective recruitment data

We compared obtained patient-trial matching results with the retro-

spective recruitment data for NCT00212121 trial. The program clas-

sified the patients into 3 groups: 400 (12%) patients were assessed as

eligible, 2358 (69) as not eligible, and 636 (19%) as unknown due to

missing patient data (see Figure 5.2).

The evaluation focuses on the automatic classification of 68 recruited

patients for this trial. The program assessed that 66 of them could be
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of automatic evaluation of patient eligibility
and retrospective recruitment data for NCT00212121 trial. In X/Y an-
notations, X denotes the number of actually recruited patients from the
corresponding group, Y denotes the cardinality of the group according to

the automatic evaluation.

potentially recruited: 51 out of 400 who satisfied all considered eligib-

ility criteria, 15 out 615 who had some missing data. The remaining 2

patients were assessed as not eligible; the program rightfully disqual-

ified them because of too old age. These patients should have not

been enrolled, but actually were. The distribution of patients into

these groups is reflected in Figure 5.2. To summarize, the program

correctly evaluated all enrolled patients. Since we cannot retrieve the

reasons of not accrual of other patients that our program classified as

potentially eligible, we stop here the analysis.

2. Performance of the query generation algorithm

Table 5.2 presents the evaluation of generated queries related to demo-

graphics and combination of constraints put on T, N, M and Stage

group, and histology.

Table 5.2: Evaluation of query generation based on 50 trials. Queries
are valid if they lead to retrieving a superset of eligible candidates. The
completeness relates to the percentage of trials for which the algorithm

generated eligibility queries.

Criterion Correct Valid Complete
Demographics 100% 100% 100%
Cancer stage 66% 86% 100%
Histology - 100% 38%
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The evaluation showed that all demographic queries are correct. Among

the stage queries 66% are correct and 86% valid. The queries related

to histology were generated for 19/50 trials (38%), 16 of them were

valid (84%). For instance, in case of NCT00397761 trial, which re-

cruits patients with “Histologically confirmed infiltrating carcinoma

of the breast or inflammatory breast cancer” our program detected

only requirement for inflammatory breast cancer. As a result, pa-

tients with infiltrating breast carcinoma would be omitted, hence the

generated query is considered invalid. The comparison of the extrac-

ted histology values and the predefined trial conditions, showed that

for 10 trials detected histology values were more specific (e.g. invasive

breast carcinoma vs breast cancer), for 9 more generic: annotated set

contained additionally a concept one level higher in NCI hierarchy

(e.g. malignant neoplasm of breast vs. breast cancer).

3. Performance of trial-matching algorithm

After evaluating the generated eligibility queries, we evaluated their

cumulative impact on finding eligible candidates. We compared the

trial-patient matching results based on the execution of both auto-

matically generated and manually created queries. Due to the lack of

precise data about histology the algorithm uses only demographic cri-

teria and stage of tumor. The results are presented in Table 5.3. We

calculated precision, recall and F-measure of classifying the patients

as matching, and separately as not excluded covering also cases that

can not be accurately assessed due to missing data. The algorithm

obtains the F-Measure 0.89 of classifying patients as matching, and

0.95 of classifying patients as not excluded.

Table 5.3: Evaluation of trial matching algorithm

Precision Recall F-Measure
Classification as matching 0.86 0.93 0.89
Classification as not excluded 0.93 0.97 0.95
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5.4.2 Applicability of partial patient data

We analyzed the impact of using the partial data for narrowing down the

search for relevant patients, as well as relevant trials from the patient per-

spective. The results depend on the available patient data and considered

trials. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the di↵erences in the approximated dis-

tribution of cancer stages in the given population of patients and eligible

stages in the given set of trials. For instance, the percent of trials recruiting

patients with T4 ( 48%) or M1( 28%) stage is significantly larger then per-

cent of patients who satisfy this conditions ( 7%, 5% respectively). These

di↵erences influence the percent of eligible patients, as described below.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of distributions of cancer stages in the given
population, and corresponding eligible values in the given trial set.

5.4.2.1 Trial-centric perspective

To gain insights about the impact of particular criteria, we evaluated pa-

tient eligibility first using only demographic criteria, secondly also with

cancer stage constraints. The results are plotted in Figure 5.4.

The evaluation of patient eligibility performed using only demographic

criteria is plotted and displayed with the bright bars. Trials with nearly all

patients eligible recruit females above 18 criteria which almost all patients

satisfy (only 0.4% of patients are male, all are adult). We found out that

on average, the evaluation of demographic criteria reduced the percentage

of potentially eligible patients to 92%. Next, we took into account also

criteria constraining the stage of tumor. The results are plotted on the

same figure using the dark bars to enable observing the cumulative impact.
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Figure 5.4: Percentage of potentially eligible patients for trials in a
given trial set. The evaluation is based on criteria related to age and
gender (the bright bars) and additionally cancer stage (the dark bars).

As can be seen, using these criteria leads to the substantial reduction of

the search space. The evaluation of demographic criteria and cancer stage

criteria leads to reducing the percentage of potentially eligible patient to

47%.

5.4.2.2 Patient-centric perspective

Additionally, Table 5.4 presents the statistics about the potentially relevant

clinical trials for a patient. It gives also details about the percentages of

relevant trials, for patients with complete information needed to evaluate

all corresponding criteria. Of course, the assessment can be more accurate

in the presence of more data. If the evaluation of all parameters is possible,

only 22% trials remain relevant.

Table 5.4: Percentage of potentially relevant trials for patients

Considered pa-
tient data

Relevant trials for pa-
tients with complete data

Relevant trials for
all patients

Age, gender 75% 92%
Age, gender, stage 22% 47%

5.5 Discussion

We investigated the feasibility of automatic translation of free text criteria

to corresponding queries. We focused on criteria related to age, gender,
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and stage of cancer (TNM and Stage group) and histology. Our method

integrates domain knowledge about staging, uses detected criteria patterns

to disambiguate the context, MetaMap annotations of ontology concepts,

and finally, NCI ontology for hierarchical reasoning. We compared the

generated stage queries with a predefined gold standard, and observed that

they were correct for 66% of trials, and for 86% valid not excluding eligible

patients. Queries related to histology were valid in 84% of cases, however

they were generated only for 38% of trials. 10/19 detected values were

more specific than the given trial meta-data about investigated condition,

remaining ones were one level higher in NCI hierarchy. Taking into account

these di↵erences between the extracted histology and given conditions, the

program could use both sources to generate eligibility queries, and use the

intersection of values for ordering given candidates. The obtained findings

indicate that the method produces rather good results, however, there is

still a room for improvement.

The evaluation of matching algorithm was performed only using demo-

graphics and staging queries. The experiment with retrospective recruit-

ment data showed that all recruited patients (66) were positively assessed,

apart from 2 which our program rightfully disqualified due to a too old

age. For this trial the automatic generation of queries was successful, but

to analyze the reproducibility of obtained results, we checked the algorithm

performance on the set of 50 trials. We compared the evaluation of pa-

tients by our algorithm using the generated and ground truth queries. The

program obtains a high F-Measure value when classifying the patients as

matching (0.89), and even higher when classifying patients as potentially

matching (including also those with missing values) (0.95). However, since

the mistakes can have medical consequences, the method should rather be

used to support the formalization of criteria, allowing the user to validate

the generated eligibility queries. With respect to evaluation of usability

of partial patient data, we gained insights based on the experiments, per-

formed using data about 3372 patients from a radiation oncology clinic and

50 breast cancer trials that had eligibility criteria explicitly constraining the

stage of cancer (38%). Our results show that after evaluation of criteria re-

stricting age, gender, TNM and Stage group of cancer on average only 47%

of candidates remain potentially eligible. This result was observed even
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though only 70% of patients had complete information about all requested

data items. From the perspective of finding trials for patients with com-

plete data, after evaluating these data only 22 % of trials remain relevant.

These findings confirm that, when detailed structured information about

disease characteristic, treatments, comorbidities etc. is missing, using par-

tial data might still reduce the e↵ort needed to manually inspect remaining

potentially eligible candidates. A limitation of the study is that the ob-

tained results are specific for the considered trials, patient data and their

quality. A recent publication [91] gives some insights into the situation in

other hospitals. The authors analyzed the completeness of di↵erent EHR

systems used in 5 German hospitals, with respect to randomly selected 15

clinical trials. They showed a gap both in structure and content, i.e. 55% of

data characteristics could be potentially documented, and on average data

was available for 61% of patients. Unfortunately, no details were provided

about TNM staging. Additional analysis is needed to make a prediction

about reproducibility of our results for other institutes.

Extension to another oncology domain of trials would require some

modifications, but the framework could be reused (splitting sentences, de-

tecting inclusion, exclusion section, demographic criteria, detecting contex-

tual patterns and ontology concepts, finding subconcepts using NCI hier-

archy). Detection of required or forbidden cancer type would require cor-

relating the type of cancer and its stage, and interpretation according to

the corresponding staging scale.

Future work should focus on methods enabling more precise evaluation

of patient eligibility, e.g. extracting patient data from free text fields, and

extending accordingly the query generation method. Another interesting

direction is related to incorporating the domain knowledge, in order to infer

missing information from available data in patient record.

5.5.1 Related work

The authors of [92] presented a system that supports patient recruitment

using routinely collected data, covering demographic data and diagnosis.

They observed that the impact of the system was dependent on the trial
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domain, the participation increased in trials related to cardiology and neur-

ology. However, for cancer trials the routine data apparently were not suf-

ficient. Also our results support this finding, evaluation of demographic

data resulted in exclusion only 8% of candidates. The authors of [93] de-

scribe similar study about the reuse of automatically collected data from

ICU which led to the increase the recruitment rates for their considered

trial. In the domain of breast cancer, an interesting attempt to support

recruitment is described in [94]. The system proposes the best matching

evidence- based guideline or suggests a clinical trial as an alternative for a

standard treatment based on patient characteristics. The authors observed

50% rise of recruitment after implementing the system. However, it requires

active involvement of investigators during the data entry, both for eligib-

ility criteria and patient data. This allows to evaluate detailed eligibility

criteria, however often meets reluctance of medical stu↵. In [95] one can

find an informative overview about recent systems supporting trial recruit-

ment. Interesting approaches to dealing with missing data are described in

[74, 96] where authors created Bayesian Networks, reflecting domain know-

ledge about the probability of co-occurrence of medical conditions. The

second combines Bayesian Networks with deterministic rules. Automatic

processing of eligibility criteria is recently emerging field. [88, 89] focus

on structuring of eligibility criteria. The first describes the adaptation of

methods to transform criteria into semantic dependency trees and extrac-

tion of subtrees, which the authors used to detect frequently occurring

patterns of semantic relations. The second approaches the representation

of temporal constraints. However, authors do not align this representation

with patient data yet. The authors of [81] describe the method for the

transformation of free text criteria to queries. Their pipeline involves the

manual preprocessing, the application of NLP parser and ontology annot-

ator. Next, the produced parse tree is used to create ERGO annotations,

from which SQL queries are generated. The scope of considered criteria

is broader than reported in our study, the authors cover also criteria re-

lated to treatments and exams. However, this method is semi-automatic,

requires preprocessing and rewriting the criteria.

Information extraction from free text of medical documents is an active

area of research. [97] describes extraction of TNM staging of lung cancer
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from pathology reports. The system finds in text explicitly stated stage, as

well as implicit indications (e.g. a list of infected lymph nodes is used to

compute corresponding N stage). The system obtains 72%, 78%, 94% ac-

curacy for T, N, M correspondingly. In [98] authors described extraction of

discharge histology, co-morbidity and smoking status, obtaining accuracy

82%, 87%, and 90% after filtering cases with insu�cient evidence. Such

clinical NLP systems are typically tailored to the local settings, and there-

fore are not immediately reusable and comparable.

Applying presented approach allows processing at once a large number

of patients and clinical trials. It can reduce the chance that a patient is not

recruited due to the lack of awareness of investigators about all currently

recruiting studies, allowing him to focus on his irreplaceable role of the final

decision maker. The method could be also applied to create a database of

structured clinical trials to support meta-analysis of the recent trend in

medical research.

5.6 Significance

Applying presented approach allows processing at once a large number of

patients and clinical trials, ultimately supporting recruitment for clinical

trials. It can reduce the chance that a patient is not recruited due to the

lack of awareness of investigators about all currently recruiting studies,

allowing him to focus on his irreplaceable role of the final decision maker.

The method could be also applied to create a database of structured clinical

trials to support meta-analysis of the recent trend in medical research.

5.7 Conclusions

Presented research was conducted to verify the applicability of incomplete

structured patient data for the purpose of clinical trial recruitment, as

well as to evaluate the method for translating textual eligibility criteria

to queries. Our findings showed that on average only 47% of patients re-

main potentially eligible after evaluation of demographic and cancer staging

data. This result was obtained based on an analysis of 50 breast cancer

trials, which constrain the stage of cancer. This result was obtained even
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though only 70% of patients had complete corresponding data. It confirms

that, when detailed structured information about disease characteristic,

treatments, comorbidities etc. is missing, analyzing partial data can still

distinguish a large number of not eligible cases, reducing the e↵ort needed

to manually inspect remaining ones.

Our query generation and patient-trial matching methods obtain sat-

isfactory results. The automatic evaluation of patients known to be re-

cruited for a given trial was correct. The comparison of evaluation of all

patients based on generated and manually created queries, showed that the

algorithm obtains rather high F-Measure value of 0.89 when classifying pa-

tients as matching. We conclude that the method can be used to support

the formalization of eligibility criteria and evaluation of patient eligibility.





Chapter 6

A library of eligibility

criteria

In this chapter, we present the methods used to structure (partially using

the pattern detection method from Chapter 3), correlate and visualize eli-

gibility criteria from the corpus of clinical trials. The resulting library of

criteria is available at 1. This chapter addresses the last research question:

“To what extent can we capture content of a corpus of eligibility criteria,

to support semantic search for relevant trials and criteria? ”.

This chapter is currently under review and has been submitted, as: K.

Milian, R. Hoekstra, A. Bucur, F. van Harmelen and J. Paulissen Struc-

tured Eligibility Criteria. Interpreting, Correlating and Visualizing Eligib-

ility Criteria of Clinical Trials [54]

It is an extension of the paper published before, as:

K. Milian, A. Bucur and F. van Harmelen. Building a Library of Eligibility

Criteria to Support Design of Clinical Trials. Proceedings of Knowledge

Engineering and Knowledge Management (EKAW). Galway, Ireland, 2012

[52]

1http://figshare.com/articles/Structured_eligibility_criteria_of_breast_

cancer_clinical_trials/903751
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The problem of patient recruitment is often a barrier to finalizing clinical

trials and obtaining evidence about new prevention, diagnostic or treatment

methods. Recruitment is e↵ort consuming as it requires verifying whether

each candidate satisfies all eligibility criteria. The work we describe in this

paper aims to support the design of eligibility criteria for new trials by en-

hancing the reuse of structured eligibility criteria. Additionally, it aims

to provide suggestions for relaxation of criteria to remove potentially un-

necessarily restrictive conditions and thereby increase the recruitment and

generazability of a trial. Our method for automated structuring of criteria

enables us to identify related conditions and to compare their restrictiveness.

The comparison is based on the general meaning of criteria, comprised of

commonly occurring contextual patterns, medical concepts and constraining

values. These are automatically identified using our pattern detection al-

gorithm, state of the art ontology annotators and semantic taggers. The

comparison uses predefined relations between the patterns, concept equival-

ences defined in medical ontologies, and threshold values. The result is a lib-

rary of structured eligibility criteria which can be browsed using fine-grained

queries. Furthermore, we developed visualizations for the library that en-

able intuitive navigation of relations between trials, criteria and concepts.

They expose interesting co-occurrences and correlations, potentially enhan-

cing meta-research. The method for criteria structuring processes only cer-

tain types of criteria, which results in low recall of the method (18%) but

a high precision for the relations we identify between the criteria (94%).

Evaluation of the approach from the medical perspective revealed that the

approach can be beneficial for supporting trial design, though more research

is needed.

6.1 Introduction

Clinical trials are mechanism of providing evidence about new methods

in medicine. The successful completion of a trial and translation of the

research to clinical practice depends, among others, on a trial design and

su�cient recruitment. The recruitment is e↵ort consuming, it requires veri-

fying whether each candidate satisfies all eligibility criteria of the trial. Low
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participation rates can lead to a trial delay or even failure [3–5]. Addition-

ally, the report of National Cancer Institute [6] mentions another problem:

”[There are] far too many exclusion criteria in the current clinical trials

system. Potential enrollees are disqualified for seemingly arbitrary reas-

ons from trials for which they would otherwise qualify” [99]. [7] describes

the consequences of over restrictive criteria: ”limitations on generalizabil-

ity, failure to mimic clinic practise, increased complexity, increased costs,

decreased accrual”.

Applications that support trial design as well as patient recruitment

could help to alleviate these burdens. Some studies have addressed the

task of supporting the verification of patient eligibility [95]. However, little

attention has been devoted to supporting the design of eligibility criteria.

The main purpose of the study reported here is to address this issue and

provide the assistance for the definition of criteria for new studies. Our

objective is to enhance the reuse of structured eligibility criteria of existing

trials. Additionally, we suggest reuse of related but broader eligibility cri-

teria to potentially increase the recruitment numbers and generazability of

results.

We approached the problem by analyzing eligibility criteria of studies

published at ClinicalTrials.gov. We designed a formalization for criteria,

and applied it to automatically structure and classify eligibility criteria of

breast cancer trials. Furthermore, we designed a method for comparing

criteria content and their restrictiveness. These results form a library of

structured eligibility criteria. As we described in [51], such structured rep-

resentation can be connected to database queries, assessing whether a given

patient satisfies the entry conditions of a trial. Because many eligibility cri-

teria are identical or very similar across the trials, reusing such machine

interpretable representations could significantly enhance the recruitment

process, by automating the evaluation of the corresponding criteria.

This paper describes the contents of the created library and scenarios

of possible usage. It is a follow up of a conference proceeding publication

[52], extended by the visualization of the library and an evaluation of the

approach. This paper is organized as follows. The next section describes

our methods: (1) a method for interpreting eligibility criteria by first form-

alizing the meaning of the criteria and then comparing their restrictiveness,
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(2) a model for the library of criteria and its population, (3) visualization

of the results, (4) evaluation of the algorithm and medical relevance. Sec-

tion 6.3 discusses quantified results of the library content, and presents the

visualization and evaluation of our results. Related work is described in

section 5, the last section contains conclusions.

6.2 Materials and Methods

This section describes our method for building a library of structured eli-

gibility criteria, the model we use for entries in the library, and our methods

for visualizing and evaluating the results.

6.2.1 Interpreting eligibility criteria

Our aim is to enable the reuse of structured representations, and provide

meaningful suggestions of relaxing criteria to enable enrolling a larger num-

ber of participants. Because of similarities and repetitions of criteria across

the trials, our claim is that by formalizing eligibility criteria of a large cor-

pus of clinical trials we can create a su�ciently rich library to serve the

task. Our method relies on:

1. Extracting eligibility criteria from a corpus of publicly available clin-

ical trials

2. Formalizing their content

3. Identifying similarities between the criteria and determining rela-

tions, e.g. which one is more strict.

6.2.1.1 Extracting and Formalizing Eligibility Criteria

The method of formalization of eligibility criteria consists of several steps,

depicted in Figure 6.1. We start with the pre-processing of criteria, de-

limiting the sentences using GATE [46], the open source framework for

text processing. Next, whenever possible, we recognize the domain of the

criteria, e.g. Age, Cardiovascular, Chemotherapy etc. We then follow the

two main steps of criteria formalization: detecting patterns and detecting

semantic entities.
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Figure 6.1: The pipeline of processing steps of eligibility criteria

Pattern Detection First, we recognize the general meaning of a cri-

terion, by detecting the patterns providing the contextual information about

the semantic entities mentioned in the criterion. The set of patterns was

initially described in our previous work [49] and further extended. It was

manually defined by analyzing eligibility criteria published at ClinicalTri-

als.gov and contains 165 items that reflect the typically occurring con-

straints. The patterns cover criteria related to patient characteristics (e.g.

Age over ()), disease characteristics (e.g. T () stage) and prior and con-

current therapies (e.g. No concurrent () except for ()). They are classified

according to several dimensions that characterize the content of correspond-

ing eligibility criteria from various perspectives:

Temporal status (TS) prior, current, planned event

Time independent status (TIS) present, absent, conditional

Constraint types (CT) temporal (start, end, duration), confirmation,

co-occurrence, exception, inclusion

Subject patient, family of a patient

The algorithm of pattern identification is based on regular expressions,

it finds the longest patterns together with the nested ones. In total we

defined 468 regular expressions corresponding to the 165 patterns.

Detecting Semantic Entitites Detecting patterns enables the second

main step: recognizing the context in which semantic entities occur. Se-

mantic entities are concepts such as diseases, treatments, lab measurements,
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constraints on value or temporal constraints. We approached the task by

incorporating state of the art tools: GATE, which provides a library of

semantic taggers, and MetaMap, an UMLS [59] ontology annotator. In the

workflow of text processing steps we used a tokenizer, sentence splitter,

Number, Measurement and MetaMap taggers, wrapped in our application

using the GATE API.

A result of MetaMap annotation is metadata about identified mapping

(or a list of candidates), the UMLS concept id, its preferred name, se-

mantic type (ST), score of mapping, and list ontologies covered by UMLS

that specify the concept. The measurement plugin, based on GNU Units

[100], recognizes the measurements, including value, unit and dimension,

and additionally normalizes the values according to the standard units. Re-

cognition of mentioned entities enables the interpretation of criteria mean-

ing and processing of normalized representation (terms identified in text

can be replaced by unique UMLS identifiers, measurements by normalized

values and units). The following example illustrates the approach. In cri-

terion: “No prior malignancy except for nonmelanoma skin cancer”, first,

we detect the pattern “No prior () except for ()”, and second, the concepts

“malignancy” and “nonmelanoma skin cancer”.

To evaluate criteria, the patterns can be linked to predefined template

queries, which after they are filled with the semantic entities we identified,

and mapped to corresponding items in a patient record, can be executed

to verify patient eligibility.

6.2.1.2 Comparing Eligibility Criteria

By formalizing eligibility criteria we have created the basis for automated

mining of criteria content. We used the resulting context patterns to de-

termine relations between concrete eligibility criteria, for assisting trial de-

signers by proposing alternative, less restrictive, and potentially meaning-

ful suggestions. This section describes our approach to the criteria com-

parison based on identified context patterns, ontology concepts and value

constraints.
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Comparing criteria that match the same context pattern. Recog-

nizing syntactic patterns enables capturing the general meaning of criteria.

Information that two criteria match the same pattern provides valuable in-

formation about their similarity. Furthermore, depending on their subject,

they can be classified as comparable. For instance, although the two follow-

ing criteria: “No chemotherapy within the last month” and “No prior lung

cancer within last year” match the same pattern: “No prior () within ()”,

comparing them for our purpose is irrelevant. Criteria can be compared

when they have the same main argument and di↵erent value constraints,

i.e.:

• Lower or upper thresholds for lab values, e.g “Bilirubin less than 2.0

mg/dL” can be compared with: “Bilirubin less than 1.5 mg/dL”.

• Temporal constraints, which restrict: start, end or duration of some

event, for example: “At least 1 week since prior hormonal therapy”

can be compared with “At least 4 weeks since prior hormonal ther-

apy”.

In both cases the comparison is possible when the values have the same

normalized unit identified by MetaMap.

Comparing criteria based on the relations between the context

patterns. To compare criteria with di↵erent syntax we devised another

strategy. We predefined relations between some patterns (canRelax, can-

BeRelaxedBy), indicating which pattern can be relaxed by which. These

relations express the possibility that corresponding criteria can be in the

relation isMoreRelaxed/isMoreStrict, when they are instantiated with the

same argument. The relations between the patterns are based on:

• Explicitly stated exceptions e.g.: “No prior ()” can be relaxed by:

“No prior () unless ()” or “No prior () except for ()”

• Specified value constraints: temporal, confirmation, number of occur-

rences. The constraints, depending on the context (Time independent

status), relax or restrict the primary pattern, for example:

– “No prior ()” can be relaxed by: “No () within ()”, “At least ()

since ()”
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– “History of () within ()” or “History of () confirmed by ()” can

be relaxed by: “History of ()”, because the latter requires the

presence of the event at any point in time, and does not restrict

the evidence type.

In total we defined 36 relaxing relations between the patterns.

Using these methods for formalizing and comparing eligibility criteria,

we processed inclusion and exclusion criteria from the corpus of clinical

trials and populated a library of eligibility criteria.

6.2.2 Model of the library

This section describes the model of the library of eligibility criteria, de-

signed to reflect the most relevant information about their content.

The library was modeled as ontology to enhance semantic reasoning. A

partial graph representing a library model is displayed in Figure ??. The

model captures data related to Trial (hasID, hasCriterion), Criterion (has-

Content, hasDomain), its Dimensions of classification (hasTemporalStatus,

hasTimeIndependentStatus, hasSubject, etc) the formalization of its Con-

tent - one from a set of Pattern Instance or Concept. Pattern Instances have

modeled corresponding value constraints (hasContent, hasValue, see the list

of object and data (sub)properties). Concept has specified its metadata

(hasConceptId - UMLS id, hasSemanticType, hasSource - defining onto-

logy and occursIn - links to the criteria where it occurs). Additionally, the

model explicitly defines transitive relations between the patterns (canRe-

lax/canBeRelaxedBy), and concrete criteria (isMoreRelaxed/isMoreStrict).

The criteria and extracted data are represented as individuals. The lists of

classes, and properties are displayed in Figure 6.3. Modeling the library as

an ontology enables sharing it, extending or linking to other sources.

6.2.3 Populating the model

Clinical trials that were used to build the library of criteria come from

the ClinicalTrials.gov repository, a service of the U. S. National Institute

of Health, containing data about clinical trials conducted worldwide. We

focused on clinical trials related to breast cancer and processed eligibility

criteria from 300 studies.
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Figure 6.2: Partial graph representing a library model

Figure 6.3: Library model

The model was populated using the results of the processing steps de-

scribed in the previous section. Firstly we split the sentences, next we re-

cognized corresponding patterns and the semantic entities mentioned. For

the purpose of simplification we took into account only the criteria that

match a single pattern.

Each pattern has labelled arguments in order to facilitate the task and

correctly associate recognized items. For example a pattern ’No prior ()
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within () except for ()’ has labelled its 3 arguments as: main argument,

end time constraint, and exception, which after detection were saved as

values of corresponding object or data properties. Finally, we compared

corresponding criteria. The results were saved as triples using the OWL

API [101].

The resulting library can be queried using SPARQL,2 example scenarios

are presented in section 6.3.2.

6.2.4 Visualization

Another way to support the reuse of criteria, other than allowing a user

to query the library, is presenting its content graphically. We visualized

the content of the created library of eligibility criteria using the Data-

Driven Documents (D3) library3 [102], developed at Stanford University.

The D3 approach to visualization allows to bind data to a Document Object

Model and then apply data-driven transformations to the document using

JavaScript. Our visualization uses the results standard SPARQL queries

against our library to build graphs that can be rendered using a force-

directed positioning algorithm or a chord layout. We use the former to

demonstrate the relations between trials, criteria and concepts, and the

latter for displaying co-occurrence of ontology concepts in various clinical

trials.

6.2.5 Evaluating results

We performed a twofold evaluation of results. Firstly, we evaluated the

final results of criteria interpretation – the correctness of the automatically

identified relations between the criteria. We selected a random set of 50

pairs and manually verified, whether the program has correctly determined

the relation between them (isMoreStrict/isMoreRelaxed). Implicitly, in

this way we also evaluated all consecutive processing steps: detection of

patterns, semantic entities, comparison of criteria and population of the

library.

2See http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/.
3http://d3js.org

http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of the library of patterns.

Eligibility criteria 1799/10067 (17.9 %)
Trials 268/300 (89.3 %)
Concepts 1241
Semantic Types 91
Ontologies from UMLS 46
Relaxations based on value threshold 202
Relaxations based on semantic modifiers 87

Secondly, we performed an evaluation of the approach to the criteria

relaxation with a medical expert, a Trial Physician Assistant from Maastro

Radiology Clinic.4 We verified its applicability by analyzing a set of 20

potential relaxations. We asked an expert whether replacing original cri-

teria with a suggested relaxation and consequently enrolling a broader set

of participants would allow to address the same hypothesis or, in contrary,

would interfere with the objective of a study.

Among the evaluated suggestions were relaxations based on the di↵er-

ent rules: criteria having the same main subject, same pattern and having

di↵erent value or temporal thresholds, or having the same subject and cor-

responding to di↵erent but related patterns. Since we wanted to test the

approach, in case of missing automatically detected examples of such re-

lations we manually searched for the examples based on the patterns we

detected. Each pair of eligibility criteria was considered by the expert in-

dividually. An example scenario is presented in the screenshot in Figure

6.4. In this case the expert was asked to evaluate whether a criterion ”No

prior cancer” could be replaced by the criterion ”No prior cancer except

for basal cell carcinoma or carcinoma in situ”. The expert evaluated the

relevance of each relaxation suggestion taking into account the description

of the trials corresponding to the selected criteria. The trials descriptions

come from the ClinicalTrials.gov.
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Figure 6.4: Evaluation of the approach to criteria relaxation with a
domain expert

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Characteristics of the library

This section describes the final result of populating the library. Its con-

tent is quantitatively characterized in Table 6.1. The library contains 1799

structured eligibility criteria out of 10067 (17.9%) used in the experiment,

which come from 268 di↵erent clinical trials out of all 300 processed. This

result indicates the need of improving the recall of the method. One limit-

ation is caused by the fact that our method takes into account only criteria

that match one pattern, while many of them are more complex. The in-

terpretation of such criteria would require correct identification of relations

of recognized patterns i.e. conjunction, disjunction, nesting. Filtering out

criteria, which were matched to some pattern, but the annotation of their

arguments with ontology concept by MetaMap did not return any results,

caused another reason of low recall.
4See http://www.maastro.nl/.

http://www.maastro.nl/
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Table 6.2: The characteristics of formalized eligibility criteria

Type of criteria Count
TS = prior, TIS = absent 13.6%
Criteria requiring confirmation by particular test 3.8%
Criteria with temporal constraint 9.2%
Criteria with value constraints 24.5%
Criteria containing some exception 9.6%

As for the ontology concepts we identified, 1241 UMLS concepts were

recognized that belong to 91 di↵erent semantic types, and are defined in 46

ontologies covered by UMLS. With respect to the result of criteria compar-

ison, in total the algorithm identified 289 cases of eligibility criteria that

could be potentially relaxed by one of the other conditions included in the

library. This accounts for 16% of the entire number of formalized criteria.

Table 6.2 characterizes the type of formalized criteria, by giving number of

criteria belonging to a few major classes (not mutually exclusive).

A detailed evaluation of the precision of our results is complex, as

it depends on an interaction between the pattern detection algorithm,

MetaMap, GATE semantic taggers and the comparison algorithm. Such

evaluation will be addressed in future work.

6.3.2 Querying the library

The following scenarios show how the library of criteria can enhance the

reuse of formalized criteria by trials designers. Modeling the content of

eligibility criteria enables us to browse the library with using fine-grained

queries. These queries correspond to the properties of patterns and instan-

tiating concepts, and find criteria that:

1. Mention a specific concept e.g. ’Tamoxifen’

2. Mention a specific concept in a particular context. Following ex-

amples present criteria mentioning Tamoxifen in various semantic

contexts:
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Context Example of criteria related to Tamoxifen

TS= Planned event Must be scheduled to receive adjuvant chemo-

therapy with or without tamoxifen

TIS= Absence No concurrent tamoxifen

ST= Mental or Behavioral Dys-

function

No serious toxicity (e.g. depression) thought

to be due to tamoxifen

CT= Temporal constraint At least 12 months since prior tamoxifen,

raloxifene, or other antihormonal therapy

3. Mention some concept with a specific semantic type e.g.:

Semantic type Example of criteria

Enzyme Transaminases less than 3 times normal

Hormone No adrenal corticosteroids

Laboratory procedure Fasting blood glucose normal

4. Have specific domain e.g.:

Content domain Example of criteria

Biologic therapy No prior bone marrow transplantation

Cardiovascular No history of deep vein thrombosis

Neurologic No dementia or altered mental status

5. Are less restrictive than provided criterion e.g.:

Criterion Possible relaxation

1. Creatinine < 1.2 mg/dL Thresholds: 1.3, 1.8, 2.2, 2.5

2. At least 3 months since prior

hormonal therapy

Thresholds: 1, 2, 3, 4 weeks

3. No prior endocrine therapy No prior hormonal therapy for breast cancer

4. No prior malignancy No other malignancy within the past 5 years ex-

cept nonmelanomatous skin cancer or ex-cised

carcinoma in situ of the cervix

The first and second case represent examples of relaxations that are

based on identifying less restrictive value thresholds. It is worth noting

that using normalized representations of measurements, it was possible to
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compare the number of months and weeks, as both thresholds were repres-

ented in seconds. Suggesting a threshold that was used by another medical

expert should be more relevant than suggesting any arbitrary lower value.

In the third case (“No prior endocrine therapy”), finding this potential

relaxation was possible because of comparing the normalized representa-

tion, i.e. endocrine and hormonal therapy are synonyms, have the same

UMLS identifier. The consequence of using this relaxation would be in-

clusion of patients that obtained such treatment for another purpose than

breast cancer.

The last example (“No prior malignancy”) represents a case of find-

ing a relaxation based on both temporal constraint and stated exception.

This alternative criterion considers eligible patients who had malignancy

more than 5 years ago, or patients with such specific type of disease e.g.

nonmelanomatous skin cancer.

There is a significant need for providing meaningful suggestions. This is

illustrated by the fact that searching for the subtypes of malignant disorder

only in SNOMED CT, which is one of many ontologies covered by UMLS,

returns 48 hits. Proposing those that were used in other eligibility criteria is

a way of implicit incorporation of domain knowledge. The medical relevance

of such suggestions is partly evaluated in the next section.

6.3.3 Visualization

Apart from finding relevant criteria, the model enables us to track their

provenance – find the trials where they are mentioned – and browse other

criteria that these trials specify. Our visualization allows a user to (1)

explore the concepts and criteria occurring in a trial, (2) search for related

eligibility criteria, and (3) explore concepts co-occurrence. It is available

online and can be accessed at http://semweb.cs.vu.nl/eligibility.

Figure 6.5 presents a selected trial (NCT00002772 - a red node in the

middle), the formalized criteria from that trial (blue nodes), and concepts

in corresponding eligibility criteria (green nodes), as well as other criteria

and trials, where these concepts occur. The hovering over the criteria nodes

displays their text. The size of concept nodes increases with the number

http://semweb.cs.vu.nl/eligibility
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Figure 6.5: Visualization of concepts occurring in a selected trials to-
gether with other correlated trials. A red node indicates the selected

trial, blue nodes formalized criteria, green - concepts.

of occurrences, exposing most frequently mentioned concepts, in this case:

“Platelet count measurement”, “Breast” and “Radiotherapeutic”.

The next type of visualization presents more strict or relaxed eligibility

criteria in relation to a criterion selected from the library. It also shows the

trials where they are defined. Figure 6.6 shows criteria that put various

temporal constraints on prior hormonal therapy.

The last type of visualization exposes the co-occurrence of concepts

in di↵erent trials. It displays all concepts that co-occur with the selec-

ted concept, plus all concepts they co-occur with in one or more trials,

see Figure 6.7. The width of links between the concepts increases with

the number of co-occurrences. The colors of concepts are correlated with

their semantic types in UMLS. In this case the graph demonstrates high

correlation of Estrogen and Progesteron Receptors, indicating that both
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Figure 6.6: Visualization of corelated eligibility criteria

of them are frequently mentioned together in eligibility criteria of breast

cancer trials.

The visualization is highly interactive as it allows switching between

views by clicking on trials and concepts. This enhances the exploration

of the library content. For instance, clicking one of the concepts detected

in a selected trial displayed in Figure 6.5 would result in displaying the

co-occurring concepts in other trials, as presented in Figure 6.7.

6.3.4 Evaluation results

6.3.4.1 Precision of the algorithm

The program has correctly determined the relations between the criteria in

the high majority of cases, i.e. out of 50 considered pairs 47 (94%) were

correctly related. The three mistakes were caused by the wrong detection

of a pattern (1), and missed ontology concepts (2).
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Figure 6.7: Visualization of the co-occurrences of concepts in trials

Table 6.3: Evaluation of the approach

Accepted (trial preserving) suggestions 30% (6/20)
Expert needed more information 20% (4/20)
Disregarded suggestions 50% (10/20)

6.3.4.2 Medical relevance

Table 6.3 presents the results of evaluation of the approach to criteria re-

laxation, performed with a domain expert, who was asked to judge the
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relevance of 20 suggestions of criteria relaxation, i.e. whether applying

them would preserve the original intension of a trial.

Out of the 20 suggestions we presented to the medical expert, 6 (30%)

were accepted, and judged that they could potentially be broadened in a

proposed way. Four of them were related to the thresholds of lab values:

e.g. “Absolute Neutrophil Count At Least 1,700/Mm3” could be considered

to be replaced by “Absolute Neutrophil Count At Least 1,500/Mm3”.

The additional two relevant cases mentioned exceptions i.e. “No other prior

malignancy” could be potentially replaced by “ No prior malignancy other

than curatively treated carcinoma in situ of the cervix or skin cancer” and

“No prior radiotherapy” could be potentially replaced by “No radiotherapy

within the past 4 weeks, except if to a nontarget lesion only”, if it doesn’t

conflict with the purpose of the study.

Among the remaining cases, four required additional information about

the protocol to make the judgement. Three of them contained temporal

thresholds for prior treatments, one contained the lab value threshold. Of

the remaining cases (55%), all but one were deemed correct relaxations,

but they were not applicable in the context of the considered studies, as

applying them would likely interfere with the trial intention.

This experiment confirms that some of the presented suggestions (at

least 30%) could be relevant from the medical perspective. It also gave us

insight into the problem, namely that in order to improve the meaningful-

ness of the suggestions, the program should take into account the broader

context: the purpose and objective of a study, the chosen investigational

drugs, treatments, etc.

6.4 Related work

There are several repositories that contain large corpuses of clinical trial

data. The largest one is the already mentioned ClinialTrials.gov service,

at the date of access it contained 125, 301 trials. Its search engine allows

browsing the content by specifying detailed trial data such as phase of a

trial, conditions being studied, type of intervention used, required gender,

age group, study design, number of enrolled participants and others. How-

ever, besides age and gender other eligibility criteria are not structured,
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therefore detailed search with respect to criteria is not possible. Another

rich source of clinical trial data is provided by the LinkedCT project, which

publishes clinical trial data as RDF, according to the principles of Linked

Data, enriched with links to other sources. This data source has the same

limitation; namely eligibility criteria are represented as free text.

Many studies have focused on the problem of formalizing eligibility cri-

teria and clinical trial matching. There are several languages which could

be applied for expressing eligibility criteria e.g. Arden syntax [77], Gello

[80], ERGO [76] and others. Weng et al [75] present a rich overview of exist-

ing options. SemanticCT [79] allows the formalization of eligibility criteria

using Prolog rules. For our application we require the application of on-

tologies and semantic reasoning, which determines the need of expressing

eligibility criteria as semantic queries, rather than using any of mentioned

languages.

No complete solution to the problem of the automatic formalization of

free text of criteria has been published. A considerable amount of work in

that area is described in [81], where the authors describe their approach

to semi-automatic transformation of free text of criteria into queries. It is

based on manual preprocessing steps and further, automatic annotation of

text with the elements of ERGO, which is a frame-based language. The

authors describe how the results can be used to create the library of condi-

tions, organized as a hierarchy of Description Logics expressions, generated

from ERGO annotations. They also note that creating such library could

help creating criteria more clearly and uniformly. Because of the required

manual steps the method cannot be directly reused.

The general task of supporting design of clinical trials has not been

broadly addressed in the literature. The system Design-a-trial [103] provides

support for design of statistical measurements, i.e. suggesting minimal

number of participants and kind of statistical test, ethical issues (e.g. choos-

ing a drug with the least side e↵ects) and preparing required document-

ation. It does not provide the support for designing eligibility criteria.

The author of [7] addresses the problem of relaxing eligibility criteria from

the medical perspective. He indicates the consequences of over restrict-

ive criteria, and proposes conditions that criteria should meet to in order

to be included: the condition should be absolutely required either for the
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scientific inference or patient safety, should be unambiguous and truly eli-

gibility criterion (e.g. not a legal or regulatory requirement).

6.5 Conclusions

This paper presents a study we conducted with the aim to support trial

design and patient recruitment by enhancing the reuse of structured eli-

gibility criteria. We described our method for automatic formalization of

eligibility criteria and showed how it enhances the comparison of eligibil-

ity criteria restrictiveness. Using our method we processed eligibility cri-

teria from 300 clinical trials, and created a library of structured conditions.

The method for criteria structuring processes only certain types of criteria,

which results in low recall of the method - the library covers 18% of en-

countered inclusion and exclusion criteria and high precision of identified

relations between the criteria (94%).

Detailed modeling of criteria allows browsing the contents of a library

of eligibility criteria using fine-grained queries. The scenarios of usage that

are supported allow searching for eligibility criteria that mention specific

data items in particular context, defined by various dimensions (temporal

status, time independent status, specification type) and that are broader

than a given criterion. Additionally, the visualization of the results allows

intuitive navigation of the relations between trials, criteria and concepts.

It can expose unknown correlations and may facilitate performing meta

research. In this paper we demonstrated three ways to navigate trough

this space. We obtained positive initial reactions from the users. In future

work we might explore also other visualization approaches.

The evaluation of a criteria relaxation method showed that the approach

might facilitate the design of criteria. 30% of proposed relaxations of cri-

teria from the considered trials were accepted. Our domain expert judged

that applying these reduced criteria would preserve the original intention

of the considered trials and would not compromise patient safety. However,

the method requires further research. So far the evaluation was performed

with one medical expert, it would be useful to perform a larger scale eval-

uation with experts from di↵erent medical disciplines. This would allow

to elicit more domain knowledge and formulate rules when to propose a
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relaxation suggestion: which suggestions would not interfere with scientific

objectives and patient safety, how to score the candidates, and what type

of design support would be most beneficial.

Another challenging task for further steps is to improve the scope of the

library. The first straightforward way is to increase the number of clinical

trials used for populating it. Another more interesting line is to extend the

method of criteria formalization, i.e. to increase the variety of criteria that

are covered. Enabling interpretation of criteria that match more than one

pattern or applying other technique for pattern detection could facilitate

the task.

Once the criteria from a library are mapped to database queries and

linked to a hospital database (EHR), the evaluation of patient eligibility can

be automated to a large extent. Moreover, we could address ‘trial feasibil-

ity‘’with the use of historical patient data. Namely, given the translation of

criteria to database queries, we could provide realtime feedback about the

consequence of modifying a given criterion in a certain way on the number

of potentially eligible patients.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main goal of the thesis was to support clinical trial recruitment and

a secondary goal designing criteria for new studies by automatically inter-

preting eligibility criteria.

In this research we utilized: the specificity of a sublanguage used to

express eligibility criteria, medical ontologies, healthcare standards and se-

mantic reasoning in order to enable interoperability between the criteria

and patient data. This chapter summarises the main results, puts them in

a broader context and presents the direction for future work.

7.1 Results

We present the result of this research in relation to the initially asked

research questions.

Chapter 2

The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to identify relevant

parts of medical ontologies in a given context. Applying only context-

specific parts could enhance both the e�ciency and accuracy of algorithms

involving ontologies, such as text annotation. Identification of relevant

parts is also important when a processing pipeline involves some manual/semi-

automatic steps like mapping heterogenous data sources.

We described our methods to determine a set of concepts that are re-

lated to the treatment of a particular disease, and that are relevant during

143
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the evaluation of patient eligibility for clinical trials, and we illustrated

these methods in specific cases.

Additionally, the chapter presented the in-depth analysis of semantics

of eligibility criteria related to various diseases and how the corresponding

subsets of ontologies are related.

The results showed that the subset of ontologies related to the eligibility

criteria of breast cancer trials is significantly larger than the size of a subset

related to the treatment guidelines of this disease. It is not surprising

because criteria also refer to prior treatments, comorbidities, etc. As our

analysis presented, the subset is expected to cover the majority of relevant

concepts but is not expected to cover completely all relevant items.

These findings contribute a positive answer to the first research ques-

tion “Can we select subsets from medical ontologies that are relevant for a

particular type of medical domain? (treatment of a disease, clinical trials

related to some disease)?” (Q 1a). However, the question remains how

complete are the detected sets. The first method starts with the predefined

set of concepts and extends it using the semantic network of ontologies.

The completeness of the obtained sets is dependent on the initial set and

the way of navigation trough the ontologies. The evaluation could be done

for instance by verifying whether the obtained set is su�cient to cover the

concepts occurring in the updated treatment guidelines, or guidelines from

another country.

The second method consists of automatic annotation of a corpus of

eligibility criteria and simple statistical analysis of the results. To measure

the completeness we would need to know it’s performance and compare the

automatic results with a manually created gold standard prepared by the

domain experts.

Chapter 3

In this chapter, we explored the possibility of capturing the abstract

content of eligibility criteria. The result of this work is an extensive set

of language patterns that are typically used to express constraints on pa-

tient characteristics and a method for their detection based on regular ex-

pressions. The classification of patterns according to several dimensions
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provides information about the high level content of the corresponding eli-

gibility criteria.

This chapter addressed the following research question: “To what extent

can we automatically capture an abstract content of eligibility criteria?” (Q

1b). Using the pattern detection method we were able to find at least one

pattern in 71% of the sentences in eligibility criteria. This number needs to

be treated as an approximation, as its precision depends on the accuracy

of the algorithm. Nevertheless, we observed that while particular patient

data addressed by eligibility criteria varies per trial, there is nevertheless a

limited set of frequently occurring phrases used to express constraints put

on these data. This observation was confirmed in the experiment performed

with the domain expert, when we applied the defined strategy to manually

structure the eligibility criteria from 10 clinical trials related to various

medical domains. The results showed that on average the patterns were

su�cient to express the abstract content of 96% of criteria: the context in

which diseases, treatments, etc. occur.

This chapter also provided a partial answer to the next question: “What

is the performance of a corresponding method?” (Q 1c). The method ob-

tains good results when processing concise criteria, but is not complete. It

cannot precisely detect the relations between multiple patterns occurring

in a sentence. Therefore in order to faithfully generate structured repres-

entation, we would need to explore other techniques. Nevertheless, in the

subsequent chapters we presented interesting results obtained based on this

simple method, and showed how the obtained structured representation of

eligibility criteria can facilitate several tasks.

In summary, the obtained results let us give a partial answer to the 1st

generic question ”Can we automatically capture a document content by

utilizing the characteristics of its domain?”. We can conclude that in case

of eligibility criteria of clinical trials, it is possible to capture their abstract

content to a large extent by a limited set of language patterns. These results

let us speculate that a similar approach could be applied for other types of

specialized documents. In order to scale, methods for supporting patterns

definition or sublanguage grammar construction should be studied.
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Chapter 4

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of generating an executable

representation of eligibility criteria. Here, we used the work described

mainly in Chapter 3. The task required bridging the structured repres-

entation of criteria and patient data that need to be assessed for the re-

cruitment. Based on various reasons we chose openEHR archetypes from

the available EHR standards, and more specifically their OWL representa-

tion. We demonstrated the mapping needed to bridge between the criteria

and patient data, and presented the examples of template queries that can

be instantiated with the criteria-specific parameters.

We studied the expressivity of openEHR archetypes and SPARQL stand-

ard for the purpose of defining eligibility queries. We found out that the

available archetypes cover the majority of the encountered patient para-

meters in the breast cancer domain. Also, we were able to express data

constraints in SPARQL. This findings let us positively answer the next re-

search subquestions: “Is the expressivity of openEHR standard su�cient

to represent data needed to evaluate eligibility criteria?” (Q 2a) and “Is

the expressivity of SPARQL su�cient to express the constraints occurring

in eligibility criteria?” (Q 2b).

Chapter 5

In this chapter, we applied our methods in realistic settings. We per-

formed experiments using the patient data from the Maastro Radiology

Clinic, and analyzed the performance of query generation from eligibility

criteria in natural language when applied to the available structured pa-

tient data. The described method obtains relatively good performance for

specific types of criteria, which allows answering the 2nd research question

“Can we generate queries from the free text of trial eligibility criteria in

order to assess patient eligibility?”. The algorithm obtains the F-Measure

0.89 of classifying patients as matching based on the generated queries re-

lated to age, gender, and the staging of tumor. The precision and recall of

the query generation depends on the type of criteria. Since the mistakes

can have serious medical consequences the method could be used to support

criteria authoring, rather than a standalone application verifying patient

eligibility.
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Our results let us address the 2nd general question about the possibility

of generating queries from free text. We demonstrated cases when the

query generation method obtains relatively good results for the specific

type of criteria. In [104], an overview of question answering systems, one

can find other examples of methods capable of processing specific questions

in natural language related to a particular domain. However, all these

methods, including ours, are still far from a generally applicable solution.

Since the scope of the available patient data was significantly smaller

than all data needed to evaluate patient eligibility for any considered trial

with certainty, we analyzed the usability of partial data for the purpose of

recruiting candidates. We addressed the 3rd research question: “To what

extent evaluation of incomplete patient data helps in determining patient

eligibility?”. The results showed that even incomplete patient data can lead

to significant filtering of ineligible candidates reducing the e↵ort needed

to manually inspect remaining candidates. The filtering e↵ect naturally

depends on the considered population of patients and trials. In our study,

based on over 3000 patients and 50 randomly selected trials (out of the

subset of trials with criteria referring to the available data - approx 38%

of all breast cancer trials), we found out that evaluation of demographic

information and cancer staging allows to filter out 53% of patients. This

result was positively perceived by our domain expert.

Based on the obtained results me might refer to the 3rd generic ques-

tion: “To what extent query answering on incomplete data returns useful

results for a given task?”. Although we tackled only the specific instance

of this problem, we might speculate about other cases. Even though our

approach was the most straightforward of filtering candidates based on the

available data and simply ignoring the missing parameters, it significantly

decreased the complexity of the initial problem. The obtained results met

enthusiasm of the potential users. Apparently there is still room for op-

timization of many processes using computer support. Probably also other

filtering problems that require selecting specific candidates out of a large

set, might benefit even from partial solutions. A decision which parameters

are the most important for a given task, and which order of their evaluation

is the most e�cient in terms of information gain belongs to mainly machine

learning research.
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Chapter 6

In this chapter, we presented the result of structuring eligibility criteria

from a corpus of 300 clinical trials. We applied the method of pattern de-

tection, presented in Chapter 3 and extended it with detection of semantic

entities i.e. ontology concepts, numbers and measurements using state of

the art semantic taggers. We presented how our results facilitate the com-

parison of criteria, enabling finding relations between criteria defined in

di↵erent trials. We built the library of eligibility criteria represented in

OWL, which supports browsing with fine-grained queries pertaining to cri-

teria specific information and abstract content. Additionally, the library

can support criteria design by allowing to find related but broader criteria.

The evaluation of the approach to criteria relaxation with the domain ex-

pert showed that some of the presented relaxation suggestions (around 30%)

were relevant from the medical perspective. Replacing original criteria with

those relaxed version would preserve the original intention of a trial and

at the same time increase the potential accrual of patients. The library is

available at http://figshare.com/articles/Structured_eligibility_

criteria_of_breast_cancer_clinical_trials/903751, its visualization

can be accessed at http://semweb.cs.vu.nl/eligibility.

The results described in this chapter provide insights related to the last

research question: “ To what extent can we automatically capture content

of a corpus of documents and provide means for semantic search? In par-

ticular, to what extent can we capture content of a corpus of eligibility

criteria, to support semantic search for relevant trials and criteria? ?” (Q

4). With the described methods, we were able to automatically structure

only 18% of the sentences we encountered in the eligibility criteria. This

task requires additional research, in particular developing a method capable

of interpreting more complex criteria. The problem of capturing content

of a corpus of unstructured documents, resembles the problem of ontology

learning from text. Taking into account the obtained results, and the cur-

rent state of the research, we agree with one of the statements in the survey

about the methods of ontology learning [105] that fully automatic learning

of ontologies/ extracting knowledge from a corpus might not be possible in

the near future.

http://figshare.com/articles/Structured_eligibility_criteria_of_breast_cancer_clinical_trials/903751
http://figshare.com/articles/Structured_eligibility_criteria_of_breast_cancer_clinical_trials/903751
http://semweb.cs.vu.nl/eligibility
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7.2 Relevance

From a computer science perspective this work demonstrates the methods

and insights related to processing specific type of textual medical docu-

ments i.e. eligibility criteria of clinical trials. The obtained results were

built upon the techniques from various areas (medical ontologies, semantic

web, natural language processing and knowledge representation). They

were applied to:

• Obtain the partial interoperability between the criteria and one of

the patient data representation standard.

• Generate computable representation of specific type of eligibility cri-

teria.

• Enable semantic search for relevant eligibility criteria and trials from

a corpus of structured criteria.

These results are an interesting usecase which demonstrates how the

specificity of a domain and integrated techniques from many areas may be

utilized to deliver methods relevant for specific users.

From a biomedical research perspective this work may potentially lead

to more e�cient recruitment of patients for clinical trials, faster finalization

of trials and a delivery of scientific evidence.

7.3 Limitations and future work

Our results provided many insights about the challenges of formalising eli-

gibility criteria and supporting patient recruitment. However, the research

in this area is far from complete and still many open questions and chal-

lenges remain. The main challenges among them are:

• Improvement of the pattern approach. The current pattern detection

method is based on regular expressions, which is not easy to maintain

and scale. In future we could study and compare other approaches.

For instance, a grammar-based approach seems to be applicable as

our patterns consist of building blocks indicating the context. In this
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approach one should define a grammar describing the sublanguage

used to express eligibility criteria. The authors of [106] used such ap-

proach to define the sublanguage grammars describing patient reports

and journal articles in the biomolecular domain.

Secondly, the current set of patterns was defined manually. It would

be interesting to work on methods that help to automatically detect

patterns relevant for a domain.

• Interoperability between structured criteria and other EHR stand-

ards. We performed the mapping between the structured criteria and

openEHR archetypes. It would be interesting to analyze how to linked

them with patient data stored according to other EHR standards i.e.

CDA or CEN/ISO EN13606 standard.

• Increasing the scope of the query generation algorithm. We evaluated

the method focusing on eligibility criteria referring to the available

patient data (age, gender, pathology and tumor stages: T, N, M and

Anatomical Stage). A large part of the criteria refers to prior treat-

ments and comorbidities. Increasing the scope of the query generation

method would allow to provide a more precise assessment of patient

eligibility when more structured patient data is available.

• Developing the methods for integrating domain knowledge to deal

with missing patient data. Missing data in EHR is a common data

quality problem: in case of the considered hospital only 70% of pa-

tients had all the relevant information available. The authors of [107]

report it to be the leading quality issue. So far our matching al-

gorithm uses the information about of the correlations between TNM

stage and Anatomical Stage. In [74, 96, 108] the authors describe the

application of Bayesian networks, which model the domain knowledge

and allow inferring missing information based on the available facts.

This approach requires acquiring and modeling domain knowledge,

about the correlations between various information.

• Improvement of the criteria design support. Firstly, the scope of the

library should be extended, the current version covers criteria from
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around 300 breast cancer trials. Extending the scope would allow to

provide more suggestions to criteria relaxation. Secondly, we should

acquire more domain knowledge to improve the strategies for defining

and ordering of the suggestions. Such strategies should allow to filter

and prioritize the suggestions based on a context.

• Bringing the developed methods closer to clinical practice (e.g. de-

velop a tool for daily usage, recruiting patients into trials). As we

demonstrated in chapter 5, the evaluation of even a few data items

might significantly reduce the e↵ort required to determine patient

eligibility. It would be beneficial to provide a tool that assist the

recruiters and to gradually increase its scope.
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SUMMARY

This thesis presents a small contribution to a greater goal of connecting

heterogeneous medical data sources. Since clinical research is often delayed

due to low participation in clinical trials, the main focus of the presented

work was on supporting patient recruitment and design of eligibility criteria

for new studies.

Each clinical trial aims to recruit a specific type of patients, defined by a

set of eligibility criteria. This work is aimed at automatic interpretation of

such criteria for the purpose of supporting verification of patient eligibility

and creating a database of correlated criteria. We focused on clinical trials

related to breast cancer, but many of our methods can be reused in di↵erent

domains.

This thesis investigates four main research questions. The first one asks

To what extent can we capture the content of medical texts such as eligib-

ility criteria of clinical trials?. The second question goes one step further:

Can we generate queries from the free text of trial eligibility criteria in

order to assess patient eligibility?. Such evaluation requires the presence

of corresponding data items in patient records. Since medical applications

often need to deal with incomplete data, we investigated the impact of this

issue on our particular task. The next question asks: Does the evaluation

of incomplete data help in determining patient eligibility?. Finally, we in-

vestigated the possibility of creating a library of correlated criteria and

addressed the last question: To what extent can we capture the content of

a corpus of eligibility criteria, to support querying for relevant trials and

criteria? We approached these questions by analyzing a large set of criteria.

We utilized the observed specificity of their language, medical terminolo-

gies, healthcare standards and semantic reasoning in order to investigate
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the possibility of automating the evaluation of patient eligibility for clinical

trials. This research led to the following findings. First, we demonstrated

a pipeline of processing steps for transforming textual eligibility criteria to

a structured and finally computable representation - allowing to automat-

ically verify patient eligibility. The structured representation consists of a

combination of language patterns, concepts from standard medical termin-

ologies and normalized measurements. The evaluation of the expressivity

of this structuring approach, performed manually with a domain expert,

demonstrated a nearly complete coverage on the considered set of trials.

It is an automatic process that is naturally more challenging and interest-

ing from the computer science perspective, as it would allow to scale the

solution. The program which detects patterns achieves satisfactory per-

formance. However, the detection of their correlations is more challenging,

and this aspect requires further investigations.

Next, we studied the subsequent step in the pipeline. We demonstrated

how to transform the structured criteria to queries. To enhance the reusab-

ility of our approach, we assumed that the data are represented according

to one of the health care data representation standards (openEHR). Fur-

ther, we described the experiments performed with patient data from the

Maastro clinic in the Netherlands. Evaluation of the performance of the

query generation from a few specific types of textual criteria showed sat-

isfactory results but also revealed a need for further investigations. An

interesting outcome of this experiment was the observation that evaluat-

ing of even an incomplete set of criteria can significantly reduce the e↵ort

required to manually inspect the remaining ones. Finally, we aimed at

the automatically building of a library of structured criteria that enables

semantic search for relevant criteria and trials. In order to achieve this,

we applied the previous algorithm, which processes textual criteria, on a

corpus of breast cancer clinical trials. The fraction of automatically struc-

tured criteria indicates that the pattern detection algorithm requires an

extension, in order to be applicable for criteria composed of multiple pat-

terns. Nevertheless, the obtained results allowed us to further process the

criteria. We designed a method which compares the criteria on their re-

strictiveness and orders them accordingly. This algorithm can be used to

support criteria relaxation during the trial design phase. The subsequent



evaluation of the approach from the medical perspective encouraged fur-

ther research. The resulting library of criteria can facilitate the reuse of the

structured representations, searching for related but broader criteria and

relevant trials with the fine grained queries.

This thesis presents an interesting use case which demonstrates how

the specificity of a domain and integrated results from many areas may be

utilized to deliver methods relevant for specific users. From a biomedical

clinical research perspective this work might potentially lead to a more

e�cient recruitment of patients for clinical trials, and faster finalization of

trials and delivery of scientific evidence.





SAMENVATTING

Deze dissertatie is een kleine bijdrage aan een groter doel van het ver-

binden van heterogene medische data bronnen. Omdat klinisch onderzoek

vaak door lage participatie vertraagd wordt, was de belangrijkste focus

van het gepresenteerde werk op het ondersteunen van patiënten werving

en het ontwerpen van toelatingscriteria voor nieuwe onderzoeken. Elk kli-

nisch onderzoek richt zich op het werven van een specifieke soort patiënten,

gedefinieerd door een verzameling van criteria. Dit werk is gericht op het

automatisch interpreteren van deze criteria voor het ondersteunen van ve-

rificatie van patiëntgeschiktheid en het creëren van een database met gere-

lateerde criteria. We hebben ons gefocust op klinisch onderzoek dat zich

richt op borstkanker, maar veel van onze methoden kunnen in verschillende

domeinen hergebruikt worden.

Deze dissertatie onderzoekt vier hoofdvragen. De eerste vraag is ”In

hoeverre kunnen we de inhoud van medische teksten zoals toelatingscriteria

van klinisch onderzoek vast leggen?”. De tweede vraag gaat een stap verder:

”Kunnen we queries genereren uit de vrije tekst van toelatingscriteria om

te kunnen beoordelen of een patiënt in aanmerking komt?”. Dit soort eva-

luatie vereist de aanwezigheid van bijbehorende data in patiëntendossiers.

Omdat medische applicaties vaak met incomplete data moet werken heb-

ben we onderzoek gedaan naar de impact van dit probleem op onze speci-

fieke taak. De volgende vraag is: ”Biedt de evaluatie van incomplete data

hulp bij het bepalen van de geschiktheid van een patiënt?”. Als laatste

hebben we onderzoek gedaan naar de mogelijkheid om een bibliotheek te

maken van correlerende criteria en zijn we ingegaan op de laatste vraag:

”In hoeverre kunnen we de inhoud van het corpus van toelatingscriteria

vastleggen ter ondersteuning voor het bevragen van relevante criteria?”We
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benaderden deze vragen door het analyseren van een grote set criteria. We

hebben gebruik gemaakt van de geobserveerde specificiteit van hun taal,

medische terminologie, normen binnen de gezondheidszorg en semantische

redenering om de mogelijkheid van het automatisch evalueren van patiënt

geschiktheid voor klinisch onderzoek te onderzoeken. Dit onderzoek leidde

tot de volgende bevindingen. Ten eerste demonstreerden we een pijplijn van

bewerkingsstappen voor het transformeren van tekstuele toelatingscriteria

naar een gestructureerde en uiteindelijk berekenbare vertegenwoordiging

waarmee de patiënt geschiktheid automatisch geverifieerd kan worden. De

gestructureerde representatie bestaat uit een combinatie van taalpatronen,

concepten uit standaard medische terminologieën en genormaliseerde me-

tingen. De evaluatie van de expressiviteit van deze structurerende aanpak,

handmatig uitgevoerd met een domein expert, demonstreerden een bijna

complete dekking op de beschouwde reeks onderzoeken. Het is een auto-

matisch proces dat van nature uitdagender en interessanter is vanuit een

informatica perspectief, omdat het mogelijk zou zijn de oplossing te scha-

len. Het programma wat patronen detecteert behaalt voldoende prestatie.

Alhoewel het ontdekken van de correlatie tussen criteria een grotere uitda-

ging is en dit aspect verder onderzoek vereist. Vervolgens bestudeerden we

de volgende stap in de pijplijn. We demonstreerden hoe de gestructureerde

criteria kunnen worden omgezet naar queries. Om de herbruikbaarheid van

onze aanpak te verbeteren zijn we ervan uitgegaan dat de data is weerge-

geven volgens een van de standard data representatie normen (openEHR).

Verder hebben we de experimenten beschreven die we hebben gedaan met

de patiënten data van de Maastro kliniek in Nederland. Evaluatie van

de prestatie van de query generatie voor een aantal specifieke soorten van

tekstuele criteria toonde positieve resultaten, maar ook hier kwam een be-

hoefte naar voren voor verder onderzoek. Een interessante uitkomst van

dit experiment was de observatie dat het evalueren van zelfs een incomplete

verzameling van criteria de inspanning van het handmatig nazien van de

overige criteria aanzienlijk kan verminderen.

Tot slot hebben we ons gericht op het automatisch opbouwen van een

bibliotheek van gestructureerde criteria wat semantisch zoeken mogelijk

maakt naar relevante criteria en onderzoeken. Om dit te bereiken hebben

we het vorige algoritme toegepast. Dit algoritme verwerkt tekstuele criteria



op een corpus van borstkanker onderzoeken. De fractie van automatisch ge-

structureerde criteria geven aan dat het algoritme voor patroonherkenning

een uitbreiding nodig heeft om het toe te kunnen passen op criteria die

bestaan uit meerdere patronen. Desalniettemin, de verkregen resultaten

lieten ons toe om criteria verder te verwerken. We hebben een methode

ontworpen die criteria vergelijkt op hun restrictiviteit en ze op basis hier-

van sorteert. Dit algoritme kan gebruikt worden om criteria versoepeling

te ondersteunen tijdens de ontwerpfase van een onderzoek. De daaropvol-

gende evaluatie van de aanpak vanuit het medisch perspectief moedigde

verder onderzoek aan. De resulterende bibliotheek van criteria kan het her-

gebruik van gestructureerde representaties en het zoeken naar gerelateerde

maar bredere criteria en relevante onderzoeken met nauwkeurige queries

faciliteren.

Deze dissertatie presenteert een interessante use case die demonstreert

hoe de specificiteit van een domein en de gentegreerde resultaten uit veel

gebieden gebruikt kunnen worden om relevante methodes aan te leveren

voor specifieke gebruikers. Vanuit een biomedisch klinisch onderzoek per-

spectief kan dit werk potentieel leiden tot e�ciëntere werving van patiënten

voor klinisch onderzoek, en snellere afronding van onderzoeken en levering

van wetenschappelijk bewijs.
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